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Abstract
This dissertation has the main objective of contributing to the definition of a Agentbased Reference Architecture for a Secure Examination environment in Internet-based
Distance Learning. The main hypothesis was that it is possible to define this reference
architecture with such a level of confidence as that of a Traditional Examination, where
that confidence is measured as the capacity of confront potential cheating methods from
foreseeable scenarios that allows the characterization of security dimensions to deal with
the possible attack methods.
In order to validate the security of such an environment, it was needed to enhance the
traditional scenario technique for evaluating a software architecture: Current scenarios
on the Software Engineering methodologies are more related to comply with software
requirements of mature software domains, rather than with the underlying real world
actions that generates them. In addition to this, there are no well-specified guides for deriving security metrics in an architectural level beyond requirements compliance. Thus,
this dissertation presents both a set of hierarchized metrics for calculating Security in
eAssessment derived from the components responsabilities in such an environment and
a evaluation methodology for relating and deriving those metrics. Those metrics are
relevant to both technological and non-technological stakeholders, as they address both
the domain analyzed and the architectural components responsabilities.
As the Secure eAssessment field is not a matured and well-established software domain,
the needed artifacts for validating solutions were not found: There were no referential
software architectures that could be used for measuring the completeness and adequacy
of a solution, neither a reference model to base on, nor even an structured abstraction
of the underlying process. So, in this dissertation was needed to develop these artifacts,
starting with a three-phase stage Secure eAssessment Process, that was derived onto a
Reference Model and a further Reference Architecture based on a Client-Server Architectural Style. From the traditional requirements compliance analysis, a Quick Security
Checklist was also developed.
The Reference Architecture presented is validated and compared against four current
solutions on the field, that shows it addresses the educational cheating domain with unespecific details, as expectable for a non-matured domain, with better overall security
that the solutions evaluated. A proof-of-concept prototyping experiment for a Software
Monitoring Agent is also presented.
The conclusions of this dissertation are that the contributions presented are significant
for the development and maturement of the field. Future work relates to the need of
generate implementations for software architectures that provide specific algorithmical
details and further integration within existing eLearning platforms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation and Vision

The evolution of computer technology in the last decades, particularly the creation of
personal computers and the introduction of networking technologies and Internet, had
changed the way of doing and dealing with many social processes, and this evolution
seems to be continued in the foreseeable future. Education has not been immune to
changing, as the introduction of these new technologies opens a broad range of new
scenarios for distance learning and training, such as:

• A school offers a distance course for digital alfabetism. For a better reach into the
population, regional sites are established, where people goes to take courses if they
do not owe a computer. In these sites, there is a computer acting as a local server,
and some workstations computers. People registers whether into some workstation
or from an outside computer, local server collects its record and then connects to a
Internet-accesible remote main server, that verifies all course’s requisites has been
fulfilled. Course is then delivered, and after evaluation activities are administered,
people’s records are updated. The record allows to invite people to later courses,
related (or sequenced) with the one just taken.
• A new employee begins to work in a company. One of the first things company
is interested is in Training, so the employee accesses from his computer to the
learning platform of the company. This platform verifies employee’s identity, and
then connects to the Web site of the National Network of Continuing Education,
where is stored a record of the employee’s curriculum, his skills, the courses he has
taken and the professional certifications he has achieved. According to the current
position of the employee, the system searches through its providers’ catalogs to
find courses needed and generates a sequence of courses. The system checks the
employee’s equipment capabilities and his learning style preferences, and select
1
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the appropiate courses that best conforms to them. The system also searches the
providers’ catalogs, to find the newest version of courses, and, if necessary, adds
new material, reconfigures the course and present it to the employee. In order to
assess the adquisition of the relevant skills, proper evaluation of learning is taken.
When employee ends the training, his record is updated in a nationwide scope.
• A University is concerned with the number of prospective students’ applications
rejected due to lack of facilities for conducting more classes, so it decides to increment its enrollment capacity by providing Internet-based Distance Learning
courses. For the University is vital that distance students can do as many academic activities outside campus as possible, but this off-campus activities must
have the same academic qualities and strictness of on-campus activities. Students
are provided with access to a learning platform, digital library and virtual laboratories. All course’s lectures, activities and evaluations are taken by students in
their personal computers or any other electronic device capable of conducting the
course, and communication with professors, instructors and other students is made
by electronic means. When distance courses end, the students’ grades are incorporated into their academic registry, in the same way as regular on-campus students.

These are just three possible scenarios that involve the use of Distance Learning technologies, and more precisely, Internet-based Distance Learning [39]. Due to the current
state of the art in the field, some aspects of them are already done, but taking a second
look into the implementation of these scenarios, some very interesting common assumptions arise:

• Whenever there is the need of communication, it is possible, it is always available
and it never fails.
• The communications involves transmission of some personal (and confidential)
data, which is delivered in a faultlessly and secure way, with no interceptions,
error or intentional changes.
• Anybody who uses a distance learning system is trustworthy authenticated, and
given access only to data and/or services pertinent to him/her.
• Learning should be assessed by means of some evaluation activities, and the learner
(whether a student or a employee) is a honorable person that behaves with academic honesty, refusing temptations of cheating during the course of this kind of
activities.
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• We do not restrict when people wants to be educated. When they want to take a
course, if they are able to, they get it.
• We do not restrict where people are when they want to be educated. They can
be at some trusted site, they can be at home, they can be at office, they can be
anywhere, as long as it has some Internet access, and even this access may be non
permanent.
• We do not restrict what kind of computer people uses in Distance Learning. They
can use any hardware and software platform they like, as long as it supports some
kind of Web connection and interface (note we do not have even restrict the interface to be a web browser).
• The Distance Learning system is not a monolithic architecture isolated from other
systems: There is a learning platform that manages the creation, administration
and delivery of courses, as well as conduct activities for learning evaluation, and
some kind of backbone system tracking learner progress within a curriculum path.
There is also communication and interchange of data with other systems, like other
learning platforms and repositories of courses’ content.

All these assumptions lead us to identify the need of two basic characteristics: Standardization and Security. Briefly, we can resume these aspects like:

• When we talk about standardization, we address the obvious need of interoperability: It is not realistic to expect a efficient interchange of information from different
sources if they do not share a standard language of communication. Note that
this interoperability is needed for every element of the distance learning process
we have talked of: Courses, resources, exams, personal records and learning styles.
• When we talk about security, we mean both the information security on internet,
which comprises the grant of access just to the part of a system that some user
has right to, and that nobody else can access or change unauthorized data; and
security in evaluation, which basically means we can make sure the learner is not
cheating in any way during the course activities, behavioring as expected and not
using forbidden resources, nor tampering with course’s materials.

As it is exposed in the Problem Definition section, Internet-based Distance Learning is
a very active and economically important market, which encompasses big expectations.
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It is defined as prioritary by many institutions. Internet technology and new devices
have broaden the scope and possibilities of resources that could be applied to Distance
Learning [1] [26] [29] [58].
Despite the importance of the field, the current state can be catalogued as somewhat
chaotic [39], where there are plenty of mutually incompatible platforms, that tend to
conform monolithic solutions; Standards, although they are beginning to be widely recognized and adopted, are yet to establish themselves as mature products, as they still
are in definition and implementation. We will see there are still open issues in technical
solutions in the field of security of both examination content and delivery. In particular, we have not found references of software oriented towards Distance Education that
implements a totally safe and controlled environment for the Evaluation activities in all
possible scenarios [40], although some partial solutions are available.

1.2

Problem Definition

It has been talked about Distance Learning and Internet-based Distance Learning, but
these concepts have not been defined. Let’s take a look where this ideas came from,
from a historical perspective.
In previous work in the field [37], we have stated that the Origin of Distance Learning
take back to ancient times, since mankind started to write. Writing gave birth to books,
which were unique and recollected the knowledge adquired by mankind on that time.
The necessity of knowledge to deal with living affairs and get a better standard of living
originated the appereance of Knowledge centers, where anybody could go to adquire
new knowledge: These centers are called Libraries. Even well before Christianity Era,
there were some famous Libraries, like the one at Alexandria, where most of the current
knowledge of the civilization of that time where amassed, the more prestigious scientists
and philosophers gathered and teach their discoveries to their disciples. Libraries were
precursors of modern Universities [53].
However, this educational paradigm has its dificulties: Not all disciples could move to
the place where his Master worked and teached, and because of that, they must get
copies of his books (or get commentaries from another disciple who has accesed them)
in order to learn and grab the Master’s knowledge. When they where exposed to new
ideas, strange and revolutionary concepts, the new knowledge, they could only follow
the way stated by St. Paul in one of his letters to his disciples: What you do not
understand, do not be afraid, come to where I am and when you see me I will explain
you. This situation lasted even when Gutenberg invented the printed books, their serial production allowed the massive distribution of knowledge (books where not longer
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unique exemplars) [37]. Nonetheless, until the establishment of reliable mail systems,
the way explained by St. Paul continued to be the only way of clearing out doubts or
to confront directly new and divergent ideas.
It is obvious that the main educative problem could be resumed in the existence of two
basic mechanisms for the transmission of knowledge: In one of them, Master and his
disciples gather in a place and time determined in advance and interact to achieve learning. In the other, Master and his disciples remain in different places and times, and the
educative process get done by means of an asynchronous communication (as of books or
mail, for example). Tiffin [62] classifies these two mechanisms as Transport-based Education and Communications-based Education. Traditional Education, where students
gather with professors in a classroom to get classes, is based on transport mechanism
and is the leading model followed by educational institutions. Educational models based
on communications are what we generally called Distance Learning.
Resuming the sources consulted, Distance Learning can be defined as the area of Education whose objective is to expand and disseminate knowledge by means of a Educational
Process where teachers and learners can be in different physical and/or temporal environments. Some basic characteristics of the Distance Learning’ Educational process
are: [37]

• Communication between professor and learner could be either synchronous or
asyncronous, depending on temporal coincidence.
• Learning is both individual and groupal. Some activities are carried on by a learner
alone, other may require the interaction of various learners.
• A Distance Learning course has a predefined but flexible work schedule, because
the interaction of professor and learners may generate new interesting themes, and
make obsolete another one, prompting for a upgrade of the course.
• A Distance Learning course can provide feedback on the learning experience, allowing the professor to add, enhance or eliminate pedagogical methodologies as
needed.

As said before, Distance Learning is based on Communications. As well as new communications technologies were created in the history of civilization, it was possible to
establish new educational practices based on them. First moderns attempts [41] come
from United Kingdom, where Sir Isaac Pitman invented in 1840 the distance courses by
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mail. This concept was so widely accepted that spread worldwide: In 1900, University of
Chicago (in USA) established the first Mail Education Department at an university level,
in 1911 australian University of Queensland created the first Department of External
studies. In 1969, United Kingdom’s Open University was founded, it was a revolution
in educational practices because it was the first time that the multimedia concept was
used in education [8], integrating specially-designed text course material, as well as audio
and video tapes, complemented by radio and television broadcasting. In 1971 satellites
were used to broadcast courses. These experiences were very succesful and showed that
massive distance education is possible, and it can compete with the traditional methods.
But technological evolution has not stopped there. The advances in computer science,
specially by the introduction of personal microcomputers, and the creation of Internet as
a viable worldwide digital communication mechanism, jointly with the advances in video
and audio transmission through computer networks, have broaden the scope and reach
of interaction to levels previously unbelievable, enabling a dynamic, engaging learning
experience more akin to the traditional classroom that previous static forms of Distance
Learning [21], and have define a new field (and market) of research: Internet-based
Distance Learning, which is [37] the area of Distance Learning where the educational
process takes place with Internet as the main communication mechanism for the delivery
of educational content and activities.
Currently, three main strategies have been adopted by Colleges and Universities to take
advantage of Internet as the mecanism for delivering education [16] [21]:

• Supplemental programs: Students attend classes on campus and complete some
amount of coursework online.
• Blended Learning programs: Combine courses on campus with a fully online course
component, this strategy corresponds somewhat to courses redesigned in order to
reduce time spent at classroom and maximize seating capacity.
• Fully Online programs: Students complete their courses entirely at a remote location off-campus, with no presential on-campus component.

Perhaps the most clear indicator of the relevance of Internet-based Distance Learning
in today’s education is the rate of growing of the market: Statistics show that millions of students are enrolled in some kind of Internet-based Distance courses worldwide
[21], but if we only count the unique number of students enrolled in just fully Online
programs in the USA, there is a annual growing rate of more than 40 percent, with approximately 350.000 students that generate an estimate of 4.2 billion dollars in revenues
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for the educative institutions for 2004. According to the National Center for Educational Statistics [21], students enrolled in fully online programs in the USA rise from 0.6
percent in 1997 to an estimate of 5.3 percent for 2004, related to the total postsecondary
enrollments. It is estimated that more than 85 percent of all postsecondary educational
institutions in the USA have implemented some kind of Internet-based distance program.
Clearly, the field is on the rise, but what is the current situation, beyond the numbers?
Some researchers has identified the common perception that Internet-based distance
learning is more a evolution rather than a revolution of Education [16] [21] [39] [60]:
That is just the application of internet technology to Education, as mail, audio tapes,
video tapes, satellite and television were applied before, because is just the extrapolation and adaptation of the traditional techniques of the classroom to a new media. The
situation is that the field of Learning is evoluting because of Internet, and this evolution
can be thought of happen in two phases:

• First stage, which is now close to completing [16] is the electronic classroom. Although the physical environment changes to a digital classroom, the process of
teaching and learning is very much the same as in Traditional Education. This
has lead to some professors and teachers to get disappointed of distance learning programs [39] [60], because first implementations of Internet-based learning
courses where just static digitalizations of learning materials exposed to students
through a web interface, and there were no pedagogical innovations in the process.
• Second stage, still under active development, in which technology will be used in
new ways, advancing beyond what was possible in the classroom [16], and creating
a new environment of learning. In this stage is that issues such as technological
independence, support of multiple pedagogical strategies and content dynamism
comprise a vision to guide the future trend of Internet-based distance learning [39].

In spite of the vision of a bright future second wave of Internet-based distance learning
tools, there are some recurrent issues of great concern among educators regarding to
Distance Education, and one of them is the possibility of academic dishonesty in distance evaluation activities [7] [29] [58]. Academic dishonesty is not new in education:
Some reports has found that 40 to 70 percent of students (ranging from secondary to
post-graduate education) had cheated on a least one examination when under human
supervision and 95 percent of them have never been caught [7] [10] [31] [52]. There is
even a museum dedicated to cheating [35]. It is a very common perception that this
situation could get worse in the scenarios of examinations conducted without an human
invigilator present, where the geographical distance between instructor and student may
lead to new possibilites of cheating: This perception is a serious treat and a critical factor for the success of Internet-based Distance Learning, due to current lack of effective
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distance evaluations environments [9] [26] [29] [52]. This effectiveness is related to provide basic guarantees of the examination [7] [10] [58]:

• That the work submitted has been done by the student under examination.
• That the work submitted has been done under the previously defined conditions
of the examination.

These guarantees are enforced by two basic mechanisms: Authentication and invigilation. Evaluation of current technological solutions for Distance Learning platforms
[17] [18] [49] comprising more than one hundred widely available tools, had shown that
authentication and invigilation in remote locations is still an issue that has yet to be
fully resolved: At present, students enrolled on distance learning courses still need to
sit exams in a specific location to enable continuous and trustable authentication and
invigilation [58].
Some aspects should be emphasized when talking about secure distance evaluation environments:

• Internet as communication media represents a basic problem: It is a public medium.
Any information that flows on internet is potentially subject to error, alteration or
interception [39]. Internet should be considered an hostile world to any platform,
which can be attacked and suffer faults. Thus, Information Security mechanisms
are needed to protect the correct operation of any Internet-based distance learning
platform.
• There are some commercial solutions developed (as will be mentioned in section 2.6) as examinations environments, that although promote themselves as
secure distance examinations environments, they do not cover all aspects of continuous authentication and invigilation: They usually take some weak authentication schema (such as a single typed password) in one moment of time, and their
invigilation capabilities are restricted to some aspects of the computational environment, not encompassing the physical surrounding of the examination, thus
providing ample variety of cheating scenarios.
• Unfortunately, the aspects of security in examination are commonly overlooked
in the architectural evaluations found: The security aspects that are commonly
evaluated are initial authentication and authorization capabilities, and communications security, which although relevant to this aspect, does not completely
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address the issue of an secure examination environment for distance learning.

• Distance Learning tools are mainly pictured as online points of access to digital
content, and their interface is a standard web browser. However, there is little
consideration of possible new Internet-enabled electronic devices (such as PDAs
and cell phones), nor the provision of modeling the environment for adapting the
content delivery and examination scenario [33]. Also, they are already been used
for cheating [1]. As the device and the web browser used for examination may
constrain the security mechanisms available, adaptability is a very desirable capability of a secure distance examination environment.

• If a secure distance examination system can be achieved, it will provide a evaluation environment free of subjectivity and distractions, that do not apply to a
computer system but they do in a Human-proctored examination environment.

Thus, Security is an important and open issue in Internet-based Distance Examination
environments, and a Software Reference Architecture that addresses a Secure Distance
Examination Environment for Internet-based Distance Learning will be a significant
contribution in the wide adoption and increasing of confidence in the field. We have not
found references of such an architecture, although some very basic approach have been
taken by some specifications [44] [54]. It can be concluded that this lack constitutes a
fundamental problem, and the provision of such an architecture will be a very important step ahead in the field for guiding the future developments in the area. This is the
problem which this research addresses.

1.3

Main Research Objective

The main objective of this research was to contribute to the definition of a Software Reference Architecture based on Agents for a Secure Distance Examination environment in
Internet-based Distance Learning.

1.4

Hypothesis

In order to achieve the research objective, there are two premises that guided the development of the research:
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• The confidence on a Distance Examination environment is directly related to its
Security, which in turn is directly related with its capability to detect, prevent and
react against Cheating actions by the students.
• The state of the technology related to the environmental sensing relevant to security (like movement detection, intrusion detection, biometrical recognition, etc.)
allow the collection of the pertinent data for cheating detection in distance examinations scenarios at the present time or in a short-term future.

These premises lead to the following hypothesis, that was the basis of the research:

• It is possible to define a Software Reference architecture for a Distance Examination Environment with such a level of confidence as that of a Traditional Examination, where that confidence is measured as the capacity of confront potential
cheating methods (including those detected in Traditional Examination and their
counterparts in Distance Examination) incorporating an Agent-based Information
Security approach, from foreseeable scenarios that allows the characterization of
Security levels to deal with the possible attack methods.

Work on this hypothesis has led to the successful validation of the following items:

• Cheating methods in Traditional Examination can be analyzed as detectable actions inside a Distance Examination environment.
• Cheating detection methods can lead to a model of component software agents.
• Software monitoring allows the definition of an Evaluation environment whose security is comparable to that of Human supervision, in reference to the detection
and prevention of cheating in Distance examinations environments.

1.5

Solution Overview

This dissertation presents an innovative approach to the issue of Secure Evaluation Environments for eLearning. The innovative approach comes from the goal of obtaining
a Cheating-free environment, and for this we define the neccesary components for the
continuous Authentication and Monitoring of the examinee, thus providing an effective,
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automatized virtual proctoring as trustable as a human proctor. Through the analysis
of the eAssessment Domain, we establish the process of Secure eAssessment Process as a
three-phase stage, as depicted in Figure 1.1: Exam Preparation, Exam Administration
and Answers Delivery. This process is derived into a Reference Model in Figure 1.2,
where 18 component parts and 6 dataflows are involved.

Figure 1.1: Secure Distance Examination Process (Overview)

This Reference Model is mapped onto a Component-based Reference Architecture, depicted in Figure 1.3 where the Client Environment and Server Environment abstractions
are composed of a set of 20 components that address the relevant dimensions (see Figure 1.4) needed to measure the eAssessment overall Security of such an environment.
The Reference Architecture is validated and compared against four other related software products on the field, by calculating their respective security dimensions, and the
result of this comparison is shown on the Table 1.1.
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Figure 1.2: The Reference Model (Overview)
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Figure 1.3: The Reference Architecture (Overview)

Figure 1.4: The Hierarchy of eAssessment Security dimensions (Overview)
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Security
Solutions
Dimension
Moodle Sakai SecureExam Questionmark Our proposal
CS: Communications
0.93
0.93
0.97
0.95
1
TC: Time Constrains
1.19
1.19
1.19
1.19
1
SE: Software Environment
0.95
0.95
1.38
1.38
1
SV: Visual Student
0.26
0.26
0.38
0.35
1
SA: Audio Student
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
1
EV: Visual Environment
0.13
0.13
0.25
0.21
1
EA: Audio Environment
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
1
SAC: Student Actions
0.24
0.24
0.30
0.28
1
EAC: Environment Actions
0.12
0.12
0.18
0.17
1
BS: Behavioral
0.18
0.18
0.24
0.22
1
TA: Technological
1.01
1.01
1.17
1.16
1
eAS: eAssessment Security
0.60
0.60
0.70
0.69
1

Table 1.1: Calculation of the Security Metrics Hierarchy for five solutions (Overview)

1.6

Outline

This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 1 presents the Introduction to this
work, including the Motivation and Vision that provoked the research project, the Problem Definition of the research, including the historical evolution and considerations that
has led to the present situation and needs this research addresses, the Main Objective
and the Hypothesis that guided the research, and a Overview of the solution that encompasses the contributions done to the knowledge on the field.
Chapter 2 presents the Background and State of the Art, where firstly, the Distance
Learning Services are introduced and the research is framed within them; Secondly,
some Standardization Initiatives in the field are introduced and some areas of interest
are set; Thirdly, some fundamentals of Information Security are stated, relating the kind
of controls needed to that used on the research; Fourthly, the Cizek Taxonomy of Educational Cheating is introduced, relating it with the research; Fifthly, previously patented
works and patent applications in the field are shown, where not similar environments
to ours were found; Sixtly, as there are some available examinations environments that
claim to be Secure, we briefly introduce their characteristics, to found there are not
really secure; Sevently, we introduce the concepts behind Software Agents, to find out
that our research can grasp those concepts in a useful way; and lastly, some software
engineering techniques whose concepts proved valuable to our research are introduced
and their possible improvement regarding our problem is presented.
Chapters 3 and 4 presents our original research contributions: In Chapter 3, the Secure eAssessment Process is introduced, including its scenarios, phases and flowsheets.
Secondly, the Reference Model is presented, with its Use Case view, its components and
dataflows. Thirdly, the Reference Architecture, with its Use Case Architectural Model
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and its Architecural view is presented.
Chapter 4 presents the validation of the Reference Architecture and its evaluation
against other solutions on the field, what is done thru two mechanisms: A Quick Security
Checklist based on security software requirements, and a seven-step Methodology based
on a set of dimensions for evaluating Security in eAssessment by means of conformance
of responsabilities against cheating method scenarios. Furthermore, a proof-of-concept
prototype for a Software Monitoring Agent is presented.
Chapter 5 presents the Conclusions of this research and Future Work.

Chapter 2
Background and State of the Art
2.1

Distance Learning Services

Current platforms for Internet-based Distance Learning can be characterized as service
providers, accesible thurough a web portal, designed around a client/server architecture
and delivering educational resources and their metadata (ideally as learning objects
[16]), stored in a repository comprising one or more databases [37] [39] [60]. In our
previous work in the field [37], we have compiled and compared some models and services relevant introduced by various researchers [24] [62] and expected pedagogical needs
[23], and we had get 17 relevant services identified, and it was found that they can be
classified accordingly to their main actors (Administrative employees, Professors and
Students) in four categories:

• Operational Services: These services are oriented to every actor involved in the
distance learning process, and include: Agenda, Blackboard, Collaborative edition, Email, Multimedia conference, Newsgroup and Notebook.
• Services oriented to Administrative employees: These services are intended to be
of use for the staff of the educational institution delivering the distance courses,
and include: Academic record, Auditing, Statistics and Surveys.
• Services oriented to Professors: These services are intended to be solely used by
the professors in the instrumentation of the learning courses and activities, and
include: Access Control to resources, Design of Courses and Activities, Examinations Management and Formation of Workgroups.
• Services oriented to Students: These services are intended to be solely used by
students during the development of educational activities, and include: Examina16
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tions taking, Formation of Workgroups and Registering.

Let see a very brief definition of each one of this services, sorted alphabetically:

1. Academic record: This service allows administrative staff to mantain the information catalogs of the organization, at least administrators, courses, curriculum,
professors and students. Ideally, this service should provide some kind of interface
to a database system, usually through and standard query language or to files
formatted in some standard way.

2. Access control to resources: This service allows professors to organize how the
students will access the different resources that comprise the courses where they
are registered.

3. Agenda: This service allows any user to distribute his work load through a period
of time, in relation with the different activities of courses, and time could be assigned in concordance to the agendas of another users.

4. Auditing: This service allows the administrative users to keep track of the activities that take place in the learning system. It comprises not just the log of
activities, but the calculation and maintenance of relevant indicators established
by the organization.

5. Blackboard: This service allows a professor to work on a document (that can consist of both text and graphics) while students observe the actions. Usually the
shared document is stored in some kind of database.

6. Collaborative edition: This service allows various users to work simultaneously
in a shared document (that can consist of both text and graphics) and a single
snapshot of the document is showed to all of them. Usually the shared document
is stored in some kind of database.

7. Design of courses and activities: This service allows a professor to structure a
distance learning course, through the creation and association of activities and
resources. This may include content creation, or just the manipulation of content
already available.
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8. Email: This service allows any user to be associated to a account, which can be
used to send and receive messages to/from other users account. This service could
include the provision of a mailing server system inside the learning platform or
just the access to an external mail system.
9. Examinations management: This service allows the professor to create and manage the evaluation of the learning activities done by students. The most used kind
of examinations are single/multiple choice quizes, but there are other forms of
examination that can be managed, such as short-written answers, surveys, essays,
graphical matching, textual matching, etc.

10. Examinations taking: This service allows students to take the examinations defined by the professor for the activities of the courses they are taking. An examination is related to one (or more) activity of a course. Note that both online and
offline scenarios for examination are possible.
11. Formation of workgroups: This service allows either a professor to organize the
students of a course into workgroups, or the students to organize themselves in
order to do collaborative actions.
12. Multimedia conference: This service allows any user (usually professors and students) to stablish audio or videoconferencing through the network. The conference
is managed as a shared resource, delivered through specific channels, that can be
broadcasted live or be previously stored into a database.
13. Newsgroup: This service allows to form a group of users that interchanges messages and news related to a specific theme or course. Usually called forum. This
service may function through the use of email, and/or creating a central forum
where messages are stored, organized and accesed by registered users, implying
the provision of a newsgroup server.
14. Notebook: This service allows a user to take notes, usually related to a course
activity or a class.
15. Registering: This service allows a student to register and access an specific course.
This service is needed to authentication and authorization of students. Multiple techniques can be used to do this, but the most common is the definition of
a login/password combination. Incorporation of further sophisticated techniques
(like biometrical methods, for example) is possible, in order to improve the level
of security.
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16. Statistics: This service allows the administrative users to create, mantain and
manage a catalog of the statistics defined as relevant by the institution. The values of the statistical measures could be automatically detected and calculated by
the educative system or manually introduced. This statistics usually relate not
only to course activities and results, because other measures like monitoring of
students’ academic progress, curriculum and courses actualization, activities of
professors, time load of users and feedbacks are also possible.
17. Surveys: This service allows administrative users to create, calculate and consolidate the results of surveys conducted in order to receive feedback from other users,
in order to improve the quality of services delivered by the organization.

All those services define the basic needs and the common understanding behind the term
of Internet-based Distance Learning. They can be further defined in terms of the actors
involved, the actions done as part of the service, the synchronicity or asynchronicity
of these actions, the kind of information manipulated (such as text, audio, video and
graphics) and the most probably distribution of information (centralized or descentralized). This is showed in detailed in [37].
Here we can see the scope difference between this research and others in the eLearning
field: Our dissertation does not deal with all the Distance Learning Services, but focuses
specifically on the Examinations taking (also known as Assessment) and in a particular
subject of the field (A Secure Environment). The focus of this research had been on a
subsector of e-Assessment, which in its broadest sense is the use of information technology for any assessment-related activity. We have especifically focus on e-Assessment for
Distance-Learning Systems.

2.2

Standardization Initiatives in Distance Learning

The burden of software products and educational resources in Internet-based Distance
Learning has arose the issue of interoperability: The reuse and adaptation of educational content has proven difficult to achieve across different software platforms [3].
This leads to a necessity for standardization, allowing for a basic separation of concerns:
The content of the educational resources must be separated of his behavior and delivery
mechanisms. It has been observed in many software solutions in the field that this two
aspects are often melted, resulting in the high degree of difficulty in adaptability and
interoperability of both contents and tools.
Fortunately, there has been institutional organizations formed and interested in the
standardization effort of the distance learning field, the generation of useful specifica-
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tions and the guide in the production of educational software that conforms to them,
some of them are [3] [33]:

• The Learning Technologies Standardization Committee (LTSC) from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), whose mission is to develop
technical standards, best practices and guides for software components and tools,
technologies and design methodologies for the computer development, maintenance and interoperability of educational systems [3].
• The 36st subcommittee of the first joint International Standardization Organization and International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC JTC1 SC36) established in 1999 in order to cover all aspects related with standardization of learning
technologies, with emphasis in techical, social and cultural interoperability.
• IMS Global Learning Consortium (formerly known as IMS Project), a consortium
of educational institutions and enterprise partners created in 1997, in order to
define models and architectures for distributed learning.
• Advanced Distributed Learning initiative (ADL) of the US Department of Defense
(DoD), established in 1997 in order to research quality education systems for webbased instruction, in response to the training needs of one of the most demanding
software consumer (DoD).
• Aviation Industry CBT Committee (AICC), which emerges from the need of educational software for computer-based training of pilot prospects, and works in
close relationship with ADL.
• The Open Knowledge Initiative (OKI) of the Massachussets Institute of Technology (MIT), whose objective is to develop specifications that describe the interaction of the components of an educational software environment with each other
and with other systems [44]. OKI works in close relationship with IMS Project
and ADL initiative.

As there is a burden of software solutions in the field, there is also a broad spectrum
of specifications of standards produced by the organizations stated aboved, and this
standards have been classified by Llamas [33] [39] into six major categories:

• Educational metadata: This standards define, describe the properties and the information about the learning objects involved in distance learning, characterizing
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them in order to allow their use and management. The most remarkable standard
in the field [33] is Learning Objects Metadata (LOM) originally from LTSC and
the first IEEE official standard in distance learning. LOM specifies both the sintaxis and semantics of learning objects, comprising nine categories of description:
[3]:
– General: Groupes all context-free characteristics and semantics description
of the resource.
– Lifecycle: Relates with the lifecycle of the resource, meaning its creation,
versioning and modification.
– Meta-metadata: Describes the resource’s metadata itself.
– Technical: Describes the technical characteristics and nature of the resource.
– Educational: Describes the pedagogical characteristics and nature of the resource.
– Rights: Describes the use conditions characteristics of the resource.
– Relation: Describes both the kind of association and the relationships of this
resources with another resources.
– Annotation: Allows comments and remarks about the educational use of the
resource.
– Classification: Describes the characteristics of the resource in order to be
included in further taxonomies.
LOM is the standard base for describing educational metadata, and newest specifications maintain compatibility with it [3].
• Packaging and Organization of educational resources: This standards consist of
data models for abstracting both static and dynamic structure of a resource, and
the aggregation of multiple resources in order to allow interchanging them between
heterogeneous systems [33]. The most remarkable standard in the field is the IMS
Content Aggregation Model, who specifies [3] a package containing a manifest and
the physical resources as files comprising actual content and media. The manifest
includes a metadata description (in XML form), the organizations of the presentation and the references to all resources multimedia elements declared on the
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manifest; optionally there can be sub-manifests. A new simpler IMS standard
derived from this one is IMS Simple Sequencing.
• Information about learners: Data about learners may comprise three different
sources of information [3] [33]: Personal data, personal preferences and academic
information. This kind of standards allows the integration of features like personalization and curriculum’s progress into a common model of the learner. One of
the most remarkable standard in the field is LTSC Public and Private Information
(PAPI). PAPI has been integrated into IMS proposals in the field, and its Learner
Model comprises six cathegories of information [3]:
– Personal: This is the personal information of the learner, containing attributes like name, address, phone, email, etc.
– Preference: Describes the preferences of this particular learner in the operation of the system, involving configuration matters for system interaction.
– Performance: Describes the academic record, in the form of the grades obtained by learner in al courses he has taken.
– Portfolio: A representative collection of the learner’s work created by himself.
– Relation: Comprises the users (like professors and learners) whom this learned
is related to in some way.
– Security: Represents the information security credentials of the student, comprising items like passwords, keys and challenges.
• Examinations description and interchange: Standards on this field defines models
of examination activities for their portability across heterogenous learning systems.
The most remarkable standard is IMS Question and Test Interoperability (QTI)
[33], whom comprises three main document’s specification [3]:
– The Information Model, which comprises IMS data model defined in UML.
– XML Binding, which describes the implementation of IMS data model in
XML.
– Best practices and recommendations, providing guides to sofware developers
in order to do a implementation of the specifications.
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• Execution environments: This kind of standard model the activities in charge of
the technological platform that supports the learning system , providing the environment which the learner interacts with, including functions like content delivery,
support for interaction between student and content and sequenced presentation
of content. Two main purposals in this field come from AICC and ADL, who are
described in [3] and [33].
• Educational Modeling Languages: These standards are a new paradigm for creating educational materials based on the description of content and learning process
[33], trying to integrate all previous standards in the other five categories into a
single framework. The most remarkable effort is IMS Learning Design, which defines an Information Model comprising three levels, all mapped into XML schemas
[12]:
– Level A: Includes all core vocabulary contained into other IMS standards to
support pedagogical diversity.
– Level B: Adds properties and conditions to Level A to enable personalization
and elaborate sequencing based on learner portfolios.
– Level C: Adds Notification services to Level B in order to coordinate events
between learning activities.

This standards efforts have been realized into some software architectures that could be
useful as references in this research. We now describe, very briefly, four architectural
purposals:

• The model LTSA [3]: This is a high-level purposal of a standard for a software
architecture that encompasses learning sytems, education and training, based on
the use of technology. LTSA means Learning Technology Systems Architecture,
and has been developed by IEEE LTSC. This architecture comprises five abstraction layers, ranging from lowest to highest abstraction level, which are:
– Interaction between environment and learning entity: Introduces learning in
a general way, analyzing the process involved in education from a constructivist view, in which learning is a consequence of the interaction of an entity
with the environment. Note that this is a completely abstraction of learning,
where no human beings implicated.
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– Human being particular characteristics: Intends to define those peculiar human aspects to be considered in learning processes, adapting the high-level
interaction to the specific case where learning entitites are human beings.
– System components: A generic model of components, interfaces and processes among them in order to include roles and functions present in human
learning. Note this layer is the only one in the architecture defined for conformancy to the specification.
– Entities perspectives: Describes the processes, roles and interactions between
the system components.
– Operational components: Identifies components, protocols and generic interfaces that appear in educational systems based on technology, being this one
the implementation-specific layer of the architecture.
• CORBALearn [3] is a CORBA-based facility for the e-Learning domain, developed at University of Vigo. CORBALearn identifies a set of distributed services
belonging to the distance learning domain and articulates them into a reference
architecture that comprises three main components:
– Educational Service Providers (ESP), comprising subsystems for Employee
Administration, Learner Administration, Course Repository, Catalogue Management, Unpackaging Management and Runtime Environment.
– Educational Content Providers (ECP), comprising subsystems for Catalogue
Management, Course Repository and Packaging Management.
– Brokers, which encompasses subsystems of services for search and intermediation between ESPs and ECPs, comprised of a Core subsystem and subsytems
for Federation, Notification and Profiling Management.
• The Open Knowledge Initiative Architecture (OKI), from the institute of the same
name, is a modular and extensible layered architecture based on specifications of
services [42] [33], expressed as Open Services Interface Definitions (OSIDs) intended to be implemented in Open Source software. OSIDs are classified into two
layers of services: Common services and Educational Services, as follows:
– Common services are infrastructure systems critical to most enterprise applications, currently defined services in this category are: Authentication,
Authorization, SQL, Logging, Filing, Dictionary, Hierarchy, Agent, Shared,
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ID, User Messaging, Scheduling and Workflow.
– Educational services are those specific to the domain of Education, currently
defined services in this category are: Course Management, Repository, Assessment and Grading.
OKI focuses in the separation of concerns between applications and services [61],
by means of defining the specifications of services and excluding protocol and data
specifications. All OSIDs are assessed by OKI to be in a early stage of development.
• The Sakai Project [54] is a community source sofwtare development effort to design, build and deploy a Collaboration and Learning Environment for Higher
Education. Work on Sakai is coordinated by a group of american universities
like Indiana, Michigan, MIT and Stanford, along with the OKI and uPortal
consortiums. Sakai defines a Client/Server based Abstract Architecture that is
technology-independent and roots for the aggregation of outside applications, and
comprises the following components [13]:
– Client: Manages the presentation layer of educational contents and activities.
– Sakai Environment: Provides the basic functionality of Sakai within a layered
approach, consisting of Aggregators (that combines the presentation and resource management of Sakai applications), Presentation (combines data from
a Sakai tool and a user interface description), Tools (applications that marries
presentation logic with application logic) and Services (collection of classes
that manages data via a defined set of behaviors). Services are modeled after
OKIs OSIDs.
– System: Is the Server environment where the Sakai environment resides.
Sakai’s Abstract Architecture has been implemented as a framework for the Java
environment [14] where some Java-related technologies such are Servlets, Java
Server Faces and Java Server Pages are used to define a profiling for further Sakai
Tools incorporation. One tool currently available is Samigo [55] which is an online examination administration tool with authentication capabilities, relying on
Tomcat technology.

From this section, it can be seen that exists some different architectural approaches to
Distance Learning, ranging from high-level abstractions to specific technology-related
views. It remains to be seen which approach is both more asertive and succesful, but
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one thing is certain: Despite the architecture chosen, it should provide some mechanisms for interoperability between all software solutions that rely on it, and also with
other architectures. The standards mentioned promise a powerful and accepted way of
achieving this interoperability (specially at the content level), beyond the underlying
architecture.
In the scope of this research, it had seemed convenient to focus on the provision of
an architecture specific to the distance examination environment, rather than trying
to create an entire new generic Distance Learning Architecture. The Reference Architecture created considers interoperability mechanisms with the major scope of Distance
Learning Architectures, and this should be done via the standards described: The major
related work areas are: the Examinations Description and Interchange, Execution environment, Learner Information, Packaging and Organization and Educational Metadata
levels.

2.3

Information Security

As stated in the Problem definition, Information Security is a main open issue for Secure
Distance Examination Environments, that basically comprises the notions of continuous
authentication and invigilation.
Information Security, in its traditional view, comprises the measures taken to guaranteeing security goals in spite of the possible vulnerabilities that could happen in an
Information System. The main Security goals are [46]:

• Maintaining Confidenciality: The resources of an Information System are accesible only by authorized members (or entities) of the system. The access comprises
reading, writing, printing or even just knowing the existence of a resource. Confidentiality sometimes is called secrecy or privacy.
• Maintaining Integrity: The resources of an Information System are modifiable only
by authorized members (or entities) of the system, and only in the corresponding
authorized ways. The modification of a resource implies writing, changing, changing status, deleting and creating.
• Maintaining Availability: The resources of an Information System are accesible to
authorized members (or entities) of the system. This means that an authorized
entity should not be refused access to a resource for which it has legitimate access.
The opposite of availability is Denial of Service, which is the refusal of access to
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a resource for everybody, and this is one of the main threats present in Internet
platforms.

The other main element of Information security are the vulnerabilities, which are any
potentially exploitable weaknesses in the security system that can be used to attack it.
Vulnerabilities can be exploit by attackers in four ways [46]:

• Interruption: A system resource becomes lost, unavailable or unusable.
• Interception: Somebody unauthorized (either a person, a program or a computing
system) has gained access to a system resource.
• Modification: Means an interception that results in the tampering of a system
resource.
• Fabrication: Is a variation of a modification, that happens when an unauthorized
entity create spurious resources and introduces them into the system, intending
to pass them as legitimate resources.

Having known the goals and the weaknesses, it is time to know the methods of defense.
Security addresses vulnerablities through the provision of controls, which can be of five
types [46]:

• Encryption: Means transforming the data on the system so that it becomes unintelligible to an outsider, thus making virtually impossible modification or fabrication. There exists many well-proven encryption methods currently available in
the market.
• Software Controls: Means adding mechanisms for self-checking of software program, includes techniques such as restrictions access to databases, operating system verification and limitation and quality standards of development.
• Hardware Controls: Are specific hardware devices that implements other security
mechanisms that can be added to a existing system, such as hardware implementations of encryption and locks to prevent hardware theft.
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• Policies: These kind of controls involve changes in the operation of the system,
particularly by human users. Some simple and effective examples of policies are
the process for creating passwords, the expiration and renewal of passwords and
the configuration of ports on a network.
• Physical controls: Involves the physical restriction of access to the location where
the resources are located, and include actions like using locking on doors, have
guards at entry points and the use of backup of software and data.

In the scope of this dissertation, two kind of controls were considered in a Secure Distance Examination System: Encryption and Software Controls. As the field is not
enough mature (hence our research) Policies are not foreseeable yet, as no concrete implementation of that kind of system were found. Hardware and Physical Controls are
much harder to apply in the Evaluation environment: In fact, one main challenge of this
research was to model a way to achieve the functions of authentication and monitoring
of the students in an as open and free environment as possible.

2.4

The Cizek Taxonomy of Educational Cheating

During the course of the research, even when we were first interested on the area, we have
heard many concerns about the issue of Security as Cheating Prevention in a Distance
Learning Examination Environment. That is why some schemas like Blended Learning
exists, because Traditional Examination is redeemed more trustable than a non humanproctored Examination. However, as we have said before, Cheating prevention is also an
issue on Traditional Examination [26], but we have just found one sistematic recopilation
of Cheating Methods, the one done by Cizek [10] that classifies three primary Cheating
Domains:
• Cheating by taking, giving or receiving information from others.
• Cheating through the use of forbidden materials or information.
• Cheating by circumventing the process of assessment.
The order of the domains also represents their descending relative frequency of use.
There are 59 Cheating Methods in the Cizek Taxonomy, and now there is a brief description of each one, grouped by their corresponding Cheating Domain.

2.4.1

Cheating by taking, giving and receiving

Cheating occurs when, in the contrary to established rules, one person gives information
to another person during a test. The following situations are some of the variety of ways
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that giving, taking or receiving (GTR) is accomplished, and the methods are roughly
presented in order of least to greatest sophistication, though such ordering is purely
subjective:
GTR01: A student looks at another student’s test paper, answer sheet or work during
a test.
GTR02: A student drops his or her paper on the floor, permitting another student to
look at it.
GTR03: Two or more students drop their papers on the floor at different times. Unknown to the instructor, who does not see which student’s paper was dropped, the
recipient who picks the paper is not the same who dropped it. Instead, the student
looks at the other student’s paper, and then drops it again, in order that the giver can
reclaim it.
GTR04: A variation of GTR1 which involves a group of students who, either because
of friendship or compensation, collude to seat in just a way as to coordinate copying
when an instructor permits students to choose their seats. A documented schema is an
”inverted V” formation, with the giver at the vertex of the formation (in front, at the
center) and the takers diagonally besides him.
GTR05: A giver and a receiver can communicate with sign language. Even colored
candies have been used to signal answers to multiple-choice questions.
GTR06: A giver and a receiver share an eraser or other permissible item that is passed
back and forth with answers or information written on it.
GTR07: Two or more test takers devise a code and a method for transmitting answers.
Some examples are: Clicking pens, foot taps, hands position on desk, placing a object in
a predetermined position; For true-false tests: rubbing eyes, holding a pencil vertically
or horizontally, moving a foot, tipping the head.
GTR08: Several high versions of GTR07 do exist, some examples: A code devised using
the four corners of cinder blocks, bulletin boards or ceiling tiles, which are illuminated
with a small laser point disguised as an ordinary pen.
GTR09: Using a small mirror for the emergency of a contact lens that irritates the eye.
While holding the mirror up to the face and pretending to fuss with the eye, the test
taker views the answer sheet of the person located behind.
GTR10: A student sits near the back of the testing room. When the student has a
question, takes the long walk to where the instructor is seated, on the way looking at
the work of other students.
GTR11: A variation of GTR10, where the student engages the instructor in a conversation about an unclear test question. During the conversation, the student views the
work of other students who have already turned in their work.
GTR12: A student sits near the door or window of the classroom so that can obtain
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assistance from an associate from outside.
GTR13: A fast-working and better prepared student who will give information completes
a test quickly and writes as many answers as possible on a scrap of paper or other object.
When he finishes the test, he turns it in, delivering the object to the taker, depositing
on a garbage bin or dropping it in the floor, where it can be recovered by the receiver.
GTR14: The giver takes two copies of a test, two answer sheets or uses a blank sheet
of scratch paper. The two pieces of paper are placed on top of each other as the giver
works through the test, pressing firmly when writing the answers. The apparently blank
sheet is then passed or dropped to the receiver, who can read it by held in it at an angle
to light, felt with the fingers or revealed by sketching with a soft pencil.
GTR15: Small PDAs or other kind of electronic devices can be used for sending and
receiving information between each other, by infrared, wireless networking or phone line,
while the students act as if they were using calculators.

2.4.2

Cheating by using forbidden materials

Much testing at all levels of the educational system is designed to assess student’s
knowledge of basic facts, ability to apply rules or to determine whether the student can
construct a response relying on information assumed to be mastered previously. The
storehouse of previous knowledge that a student possess comes into play when the overall
quality of the student’s performance is evaluated. To expand the storehouse, students
frequently rely on sources of information like crib notes, cheat sheets and so on.. In
these kinds of tests, outside sources of information or other materials are disallowed
during testing. The following list does not address the variety of materials that can be
used but how students secrete those materials into the testing environment.
FM01: The infamous crib sheet or cheat sheet is a widely known method of cheating.
Small bits of paper or other material containing information are found on, for example,
the pocket of a calculator, between the lines of a calculator booklet, taped underneath
a baseball cap, under the crystal face of a watch; long tightly rolled strips of paper
inserted into a clear plastic ball point pen, into a bag of potato chips or other food;
taped to the inside of the free end of a belt,; pinned under the flaps or between the
pleats of a skirt (in girls) or to the underside of a necktie (in boys); pinned to the inside
of a long shirt tail, or inside the bib of an overall; placed in a roll of toilet paper or
simply underneath the person (who is simply sitting on the cheat sheet).
FM02: Scrap blank paper for notes and calculations can be transformed into a cheat
sheet by writing information on it with a ball point pen that has run out of ink. The
impressions are rarely visible unless a person views the paper from a certain angle, thus
creating the false impression of a blank sheet.
FM03: A variation of FM2 is to write the information on the blank scrap using White
Out.
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FM04: Information can be written on something other than a cheat sheet: On personal
articles, like prescription glasses, inside the lenses of mirrored sunglasses, on key chains,
backpacks, bandages, on the surface of a beverage can, on a watch band, on an arm,
leg, hand or foot, on white adhesive labels attached to the bottom of the student’s shoe;
Information can also be written on masking tape and worn around the wrist under a
long-sleeved shirt, which may it easier to read that by writing directly on the skin.
Information can also be written on articles that would ordinarily be permitted during
an examination: Erasers, pencils, a calculator case and so on.
FM05: Information can be written on the desktop, floor, chair in front of the student
or other location. Pencil is preferably used because can be easily erased with the hand.
Information can even be written in plain sight over the desk surface and covered with
an object like a book, a purse, scrap paper, a calculator or the test itself.
FM06: A variation of FM05 is when a student writes the information on the back of a
chair prior to an examination. It may be difficult to accuse a student of cheating when
the information is not on his own desk.
FM07: Information may not be even actually written, but can be recorded using the
eraser end of a pencil over a desk surface, in such a way that it is only visible to the
person taking the test.
FM08: In courses where a reference or textbook is permitted for answering questions
on a test, additional information can be written on the book, faintly inscribing it with
a pencil.
FM09: Information can also be written directly on the body, with the surfaces between
the fingers being a preferred location. Some female students have been reported writing
information onto the underside of long fingernails.
FM10: For essay examinations, an extra blue book can be used either for submitting a
previously written essay of containing a wealth of information.
Several clever methods of writing information on various surfaces are distinguished as
follows, numbers FM11-16:
FM11: Information is written on a stiff card stock, where one corner of the card has
been punched, with one or more rubber bands attached. Rubber is fitted around the
elbow or arm, and concealed under a long-sleeved shirt. When needed, the person can
pull the card from under the shirt, and when released the card hides again under the
shirt’s sleeve by rubber-band action.
FM12: A paper flow can be decorated around the edges with all sorts of information.
The fancy flower is then worn as a fashion accessory.
FM13: Some other elements information can be written on include tissues (where inspection can be eluded by sneezing or coughing on the tissue), gum wrappers (like and
small cheat sheet) or the gum itself (this method allows for destroying the evidence by
chewing the gum).
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FM14: A method used by female students consist in fold a large piece of paper, full of
information, into a fan-shape or accordion manner, and then taped to the inside surfaces
of the tights. When information needed, the female students (wearing a dress) would
simply raise the dress sufficiently to expose information.
FM15: The cheating shirt is an ordinary T-Shirt with as much information as possible
simply written on it in plain view. Information is written in a creative way, disguised
with unrelated symbols, colors and patterns, and the receiver of the information is the
student sits behind the one wearing the cheat shirt. There might be several identical
cheat shirts in use by a group of students. Other method, successful in large lecture
halls, has students create posters and hung them on the walls before an examination;
cheat posters are indistinguishable from an legitimate advertisement and run unnoticed
among the mélange of advertisements on the walls of the hall.
FM16: A student has been reported of making cheat bottled water, by carefully removing the label of the bottle, writing information on the inside, reapplying the label and
refilling it.
FM17: If calculators are permitted in the examination, there exist programmable calculators that can be used as information’s repository. Even calculator watches cam be
used in this way.
FM18: If the instructor allows students to listen music during exams, they can listen
to tapes with previously recorded information. Even if personal stereos are forbidden,
they can be hidden under clothes and earpieces concealed under long hair.
FM19: If security is relaxed, students can remove test materials from a classroom, a file
cabinet or a teacher’s desk or briefcase. Even some information can be freely obtained
from outside sources: There is an early study from 1975 by Oles involving standardized
exams, in where he wrote a fake letter asking for the instructor manual and test data
bank, where 75 percent of the publishers delivered the material.
FM20: Some times and instructor develops two (or more) forms of an examination to
thwart cheating: If students gain access to at least one of the forms (as using FM18 or
FM19), they can fill the previously accessed answers. If the student gets another form
of the exam, he can just fill the answer sheet marking the form he memorized as the
one he received.
FM21: At all levels, even locked rooms containing test materials are frequently readily
accessible. This access implies a criminal activity, even because of a stolen key, or a
break in using the ceiling panels.

2.4.3

Cheating by circumventing or taking advantage of the
process

The third class of cheating methods involves taking unfair advantage of the person giving
the test of the circumstances of the test process. Many of these methods involve cheating
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after a test has been given. Students can take advantage of ambiguous or uncontrolled
test administration protocols, their instructor’s willingness to help or social engineering.
In all of them, taking advantage of the process can result in an inappropriate test score.
TAP01: Some teachers use a work basket into which students place tests and assignments
on completion. In this case, a student deposits his unnamed paper on it and returns to
his seat. Moments later, the student rise again to the work basket, take a paper out of
it and head back to his seat. When asked by the teacher what he was doing, the student
indicates to have forgotten to put his name on the paper, and then redeposit the paper.
However, unknown to the teacher, the student had not removed his own paper from the
basket, but another (higher achieving) student’s paper.
TAP02: Because teachers rarely make copies of students’ papers before grading them,
a student can alter their responses after a test has been graded and returned, and they
claim it was misgraded. Because teachers also rarely can recall the answers all students
made, and realizing that the papers where graded under time pressures, many teachers
change the student’s score.
TAP03: On a test of two pages, students can separate the pages and turn in only one
of the pages. In a documented case, at the end of a test a student take the page which
contained several questions for which he did not know the answers, went out to the hall
and quickly look up the correct answers. Completing the page, the student then put
it on the floor, stepped on it to give it the appearance of being trampled and asked a
friend to take it back to the instructor, claiming the page had been found out on the
back of the room.
TAP04: In large classes, particularly at college level, a student simply has any other
well-prepared student go to class on test day and take the exam for him. If the student
suspects his absence from class could be noticed, the student and his impersonator both
attend the examination, but the student fakes work on a test and gives an unnamed
paper, and the substitute turns in the test with the student’s name on it.
TAP05: It is known that is not uncommon for a student who has not prepared for a
test to simply not turn in the test or the answer sheet at the end of examination. When
teacher returns the graded exams, the student, with a mortified expression, wonders
how the teacher could have lost his exam. As the teacher can recall the student being
present at test time, often the reasonable recourse seems to be to let the student retake
the test. This method does not guarantee a higher score for the student, but helps him
by giving additional time to prepare for the retaking of the test.
TAP06: A student in an early class claim that his row is one test short or one answer
sheet short. Teachers who, because of time pressure and not sure of the exact count or
desiring not to delay the exam, give the extra copy, which is not turned in at the end
of the test, and can be later shared with another student or used (by method GTR14)
to prepare a duplicate answer sheet or a cheat sheet, for use by another student taking
the same test at a later time.
TAP07: It is not uncommon for an instructor to leave the classroom during a test
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(sometimes to respond to a planned disturbance outside the room), and during this
time students in the class give and receive information.
TAP08: A student discusses an examination item with an instructor while the instructor
is grading papers turned in previously by other students. Although related to GTR11,
this method is markedly better because of the fact that the papers being viewed have
already been corrected.
TAP09: Even if no papers are around to see, some students are particularly adept
at asking questions to gain an advantage, engaging teachers in extended conversations
about an ”unclear” question, and probe for elaborations by the teacher that provide
enough information for a student to answer the question. Teachers rarely refuse to give
this kind of assistance.
TAP10: In a variation of GTR14, rather than making an impression on the paper, a
giver takes two answer sheets and actually completes both, leaving one unnamed. The
receiver fakes working throughout the examination period. The giver turns in both
answer sheets at a time when many students are turning in their papers. Later, when
grading the papers, the teacher notice one paper without a name and assumes that it
must be that of the receiver.
TAP11: A fairly common method of cheating at the elementary level involver true-false
questions, with the students superimposing a T on an F or making a script T very similar
to a script F. The teacher may interpret it as a correct answer, giving the student the
benefit of the doubt.
TAP12: On tests consisting of several pages stapled together, some teachers score the
tests by marking the number of questions a student answers incorrectly at the bottom
of each page, then adding the deductions and substracting them from the total possible
number of points. Some students simply remove one or more pages from the inner part
of the test, and claim they were misgraded. When the teacher adds the point off, the
missing pages are inadvertently counted as if the student had correctly answered all
questions on the missing pages.
TAP13: Sometimes a student does not need to cheat on the test itself, because teachers
often leave their grade books in places where students have access to them. A student
can simply wait until the teacher is away and make changes directly on the grade book.
Changes are less likely to be noticed if the teacher uses an electronic grade book.
TAP14: Teachers often use student aids. It is not uncommon for teachers to ask the
student aids to male copies of tests prior to giving them or to correct tests already given.
The student aid can make extra copies of the tests and use them to assist other students
who take the test at a later time. Sometimes, student aids and employees in print shops
can provide unauthorized advance access to tests.
TAP15: Many teachers also use student aids to grade tests, and because teachers rarely
audit the grades done by aids, it is possible for student aids to mark a paper with a
grade that is unrelated to (and better than) the student’s actual performance.
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TAP16: A variation of TAP15 occurs when teachers ask students to exchange papers
with each other for grading. As the teacher calls out the correct answers, students are
supposed to mark the questions answered incorrectly by their peers. Because teachers
rarely audit these corrections, students bargain with each other and agree to mark fewer
incorrect than they ought.
TAP17: Many teachers give take-home tests, with directions that they be completed
independently. It is doubtful that explicit directions against cheating dissuaded many
students from cheating.
TAP18: Teachers sometimes unwittingly assist cheating by leaving information written
on a chalkboard, posted on a bulletin board, and so on.
TAP19: Answer keys from computer-scannable forms are often discarded after read into
scanners. Students know that the garbage can near the scanner is frequently a rewarding
repository of information. In addition to the answer keys, refuse containers can contain
masters used to print tests, draft versions of upcoming tests and old versions of tests.
Even dumpsters outside of large testing companies are sometimes rifled for shredded
test materials that could potentially (and painfully) be reconstructed.
TAP20: Computer-scannable answer sheets permit another kind of cheating, because
after answer sheets are optically scanned, instructors often return them to the students,
who can change one of the answers and claim that the machine must have made a
mistake. Some times students make very light responses on the answer sheet and when
they are returned, students fill in the missing marks very lightly and claim the scanned
did not see the marks.
TAP21: At the college level, examinations are often duplicated in large university print
shops, also highly staffed by student workers, who are able to make extra copies for
sale or friendship. Financially able students have also purchased advance copies of tests
from regular employees and have paid teaching assistants to grade tests ”favorably”.
TAP22: An useful method for an essay test (even when each student receives a different
question) begins when student simply copies the topic on a piece of paper, and then
asks to go to the restroom (a request teachers rarely deny) or goes to the wastebasket or
walks to make a question: In all cases, the purpose of the trip is to deliver the topic to an
associate. The associate might write both essays in class and submit both or return on
to the receiver. A variation of this method involves the associate not being in class but
in the outside, writing the exam near or on the restroom and providing it to the receiver
on a second trip. Yet another variation occurs when one student copies information on
a piece of paper and deposits it in some predetermined location outside the classroom,
where it is picked up by another student. Each of these variations takes advantage of the
fact that teacher very rarely deny students a request related to a restroom ”emergency”.
TAP23: As most students know it is a great inconvenience for a teacher to make up
different versions of the same test, a simple cheating method is to be absent on test
day. At the worst case, the student gets extra preparation time. At best, the teacher
administers the exact same test, but because that by that time class have moved on, the
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students takes the test on some usually unproctored location where forbidden materials
can be obtained.
In the scope of our research, the Cheating Methods are essential, not just as a main
element of the Domain Analysis, but as fundamental security attacks that may compromise the main goal of our Architecture: Mantaining a Secure eAssessment Process.
As will be shown in the Section 4.1, each Cheating Method dealt with, contributes to
some relevant dimension of the overall security of the process.

2.5

Previously patented related works

Attempts have been made to address some aspects of a Secure Evaluation Environment for eLearning in previous patented works in related areas. Some even claim to
have addressed all major issues on the field. Lets take a brief look at these works, in
chronological order:
• U.S. Patent No. 5,513,994, to Kershaw and Romano [30], discloses a Centralized
administrative system and a Method for administering computer based tests. The
system comprises one central administration workstation, a file server and at least
one testing workstation. Authentication and authorization of the examinee are
manually done by a human proctor at the test center. There must be at least one
administrator person per each test center, in charge of administrative duties like
authorizations and maintenance of exam’s data. Security measures for maintaining the privacy and integrity of the computer based tests and examinee’s answers
are considered but they are enforced just by a very basic login procedure (a user
id/password combination). Although the system includes the generation of security logs and irregularity records, they are not related in any way to cheating
detection or prevention but to the conditions of the test center where exam is
taken. As there are not any provisions related neither to the automatized monitoring of the environment nor of the testing station, nor to the behavior of the
examinee during the examination, there are not specific provisions for dealing with
cheating issues in an automatic way, thus the system disclosed does not provide a
fully Secure Evaluation Environment for eLearning.

• U.S. Patent No. 5,915,973, to Hoehn-Saric et al. [27], discloses a System for
controlling the administration of remotely-proctored, secure examinations at a remote test station, and a Method for administering examinations. In the most
basic embodiment, the system comprises a central station and a remote testing
station. The central station includes storage means for storing data (including
test question data and verified biometric data) and a data processor. The testing
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station is a Self-testing Kiosk, comprises both the data processor and the biometric measurement and transmission devices so that the examinee may take the
examination without any on-site personnel. In this system, the testing station
features a variety of security measures to prevent cheating: The examinee is physically (sound and vision) isolated from the outside, and there also are biometrics
devices which capture relevant audio and video data and transmit them to the
central station, where they are examined by a human proctor in order to find any
invalidation events (like unauthorized door’s opening, unauthorized two people
inside the kiosk, unauthorized communications with the outside and use of notes
or references). To our knowledge, this system is the one with best anti-cheating
considerations we have found. However, although there is a claim to automate
the whole examination process, a closer look reveals that proctoring is remote but
not automatized, just the collection of proctoring data is: There is still a human
proctor needed to review the data and find out for invalidating events. Also, there
is no analysis of the examinee’s behavior during the test, neither his actions on the
testing station nor his relationship with the outside environment, nor the emotions
he is feeling during/after the test, nor any monitoring of applications and software
configuration on the test station, nor any anti-tampering provisions on exam’s
contents (beyond authentication and secure communication) so both the method
and cheating measures are incomplete. Thus, this system does not provides a fully
Secure Evaluation Environment for eLearning.
• U.S. Patent No. 6,341,212 B1, to Shende et al.[57], discloses a System and Method
for examining students to certify higher-order problem solving and information
technology skills. The System disclosed comprises Exam Questions Providers,
Exam Databases, Distribution Servers, Exam Administration Subsystem and Examinee Systems. Although the System specializes on certification of Computerrelated skills, it could be conceived as a generic Computerized Examination system,
where the architecture described could be used for Distance Examination. This
system incorporate some very basic anti-cheating measures, like the authentication and authorization of Internet-based submission of questions’ approvals, and
the authentication and authorization of the examinee (in some embodiment, by
biometric means), it relies on the presence of a proctor in order to monitor examinee’s behavior and exam’s use, and it does not provide a clearly locked down
environment for exam administration. Thus, this system does not provides a fully
Secure Evaluation Environment for eLearning.
• U.S. Patent No. 6,347,333, to Eisendrath et al.[19], discloses an Online Virtual
Campus system, which includes delivery of course content both in online and
offline scenarios, possibly including evaluation activities. Student records can be
made secure through various online security measures including passwords and encryption. However, as there are not cheating-prevention measures like monitoring
of examinee’s behavior and interactions, and monitoring of both the environment
and the examination site, this system does not provides a fully Secure Evaluation
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Environment for eLearning.
• U.S. Patent No. 6,381,444, to Aggarwal et al.[2], discloses an Interactive Multimedia virtual class requiring small online bandwidth, which addresses delivery
and, in some embodiment, evaluation of educational activities. As this features
a rich-multimedia environment, examinations may be based on text, voice and
video interaction. There are not cheating-related issues mentioned here but the
encryption of communications. Thus, as there are not cheating-prevention measures like monitoring of examinee’s behavior and interactions, and monitoring of
both the environment and the examination site, this system does not provides a
fully Secure Evaluation Environment for eLearning.
• U.S. Patent No. 6,615,020, to Richter and Storz [50], discloses a Computer-based
instructional system with student verification feature, which comprises biometrics’
techniques for examinee’s initial authentication, and continuous monitoring of the
examinee’s presence at the test (in some embodiments, also by biometric means).
However, it does not address cheating issues (except examinee’s impersonation by
someone else) like locking of the computer used for exam, monitoring of student’s
actions or prevention of forbidden assistance (either by other people or using forbidden computer software) for test resolution, thus not providing a fully Secure
Evaluation Environment for eLearning.
• U.S. Patent No. 6,633,223, to Schenker et al. [56], discloses a wireless LAN
scholastic tracking system, which comprises the use of wirelessly connected devices as access points to a local network where examination data is found, thus
addressing mobile scenarios for evaluation. Examinee’s authentication and questions’ answers are dealt with by using photos and bar codes in both identity cards
and answers sheets. This is a first step in cheating prevention. However, it does
not address the use of further biometric techniques for examinee’s authentication,
neither the monitoring of examinee’s actions and behavior, thus this system does
not provides a fully Secure Evaluation Environment for eLearning.
• U.S. Patent No. 6,684,053 B2, to Helmick and Dubrin [25], discloses an Online Educational System that includes Exam processing and electronic journal features.
Although the Method and apparatus spans into a whole Educational System,
which works on online scenarios for educational activities, the invention is described as an Online Exam System. As this system includes much more than just
examinations, encompassing other functionalities like content and course design
and creation, chats, email, gradebooks, journaling, referencing, syllabus, etc., a
better description of this system would be an full Online Educational System. Regarding the facilities provided for online examination, the system allows the design
and delivery of exams including full-multimedia content. Interfaces are based on
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web browsers. Authentication and authorization are dealt with via log-in/log-off
screens based on user ids and passwords. However, there are no mentions of any
anti-cheating measures, neither the use of any biometrics techniques, nor secure
communications or fault-tolerant operations, nor for any security measure in the
evaluation environment, nor for any kind of activity monitoring (neither by the
examinee, nor at the client computer, nor by any outside agent). Thus, the system
disclosed does provides a fully Secure Evaluation Environment for eLearning.

There is also some others related works in the field that had led to applications for
patenting but, as far as we know, there has not been granted a patent for them. Here
we briefly comment them, in Chronological order:
• U.S. Patent Application No. US2002/0031755 A1, to Lo et al. [34], discloses a
System and Method for Testing students, based on the use of handheld devices
communicating by wireless means, that allows the conducting of a quiz or survey in a face-to-face instruction environment, by using two-way short-range Radio
Frequency apparatus. However, the invention is more like a communication system than an evaluation system, as there are no provisions neither for any kind
of anti-cheating methods nor for any security in the evaluation environment, nor
for any kind of activity monitoring, thus not providing a fully Secure Evaluation
Environment for eLearning.
• U.S. Patent Application No. US2003/0073064 A1, to Riggs [51], discloses Methods and a System for providing training through/over networks to authorized users
of remote multimedia devices (including computers, handhelds and PDAs). The
scenario of this system could be included in Distance Evaluation scenarios. The
system disclosed includes cases where communication is done wirelessly. Although
there is the concept of a Security Unit, it is described as an optional feature
covering secure communications, localization-based security (like allowing/denied
service according to a range of frequency or a geographical localization) and coding of some data related to an specific user (including data obtained by biometrics
techniques, comprising the measuring of physical and/or behavioral characteristics
of the user). This unit is intended just for user’s authentication, in order to ensure
his/her identity at the beginning of an activity. As there are no provisions neither
for any kind of anti-cheating methods (even when using biometrics, they are used
just for authentication) nor for any kind of activity monitoring, the system disclosed at this application does not provide a fully Secure Evaluation Environment
for eLearning.
• U.S. Patent Application No. US2004/0161728 A1, to Benevento and Ratcliff [6],
discloses a System and Method for a Distance Learning System, capable of generating customized lesson plans according to a student profile and delivering it via
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a computer network. The system emphasizes on lesson plans and student profiling, covering a whole Distance Learning situation from planning to lecturing,
including but not centered on Distance Examination. Regarding specific Distance
Examination scenario, the system focus on two main characteristics: The continuous use of biometrics detectors (measuring a physical characteristic) and/or
behavioral characteristics (like typing and signature dynamics) of the examinee in
order to ensure his/hers identification during the whole testing period. There is
a continuous stream of biometrical data which is verified at server side. This disclosure explicitly mentions US Patent 5,915,973 (to Hoehm-Saric, also previously
mentioned on the present invention) as an important related work on the field of
the use and transmission of biometrical data for authentication of examinees. A
method for examinee’s tracking includes the comparison of specific pattern in some
areas of video frames with previously recorded data, in order to ensure examinee’s
continuous presence at the test. Despite the use of biometrics detectors and continuous tracking of examinee’s physical presence, as there are neither mentions of
a complete testing environment monitoring, nor the tracking of examinee’s actions
in order to prevent cheating (except impersonation), there is not provided afully
Secure Evaluation Environment for eLearning.
• U.S. Patent Application No. US2005/0084837 A1, to Pfenniger and Hester [45],
discloses a Test Administration System, comprising a central computer with an
associate database containing multiple tests that may be distributed to a specific
test taker. Test scoring is done by a separated machine. This system is structured around a website providing two workplaces, one for the administrator of
examinations and another for test takers. The system disclosed focus more on
the management capabilities provided by the administrator workplace than the
examination environment provided by the testing workplace. Examinations are
provided as a dynamically-generated set of web pages. As there are no provisions
neither for any kind of anti-cheating methods (except the basic use of a password
to ensure authorization) nor for any security in the evaluation environment, nor
for any kind of activity monitoring, the system disclosed at this application does
not provide a fully Secure Evaluation Environment for eLearning.
• U.S. Patent Application No. US2005/0095571 A1, to Miller [43], discloses a
Method and System for administering a secure, Internet-based examination at
remote sites, with reliance on an examination server delivering exam’s contents
to the client system. This invention focus on dynamically adapting examinations,
thus real-time grading must be done by each examinee’s answer in order to determine the next question to be present. The environment described must be
fully online, as no information can be stored locally (thus making it impossible to
work on offline scenarios). Examinations are strictly conducted via web browsers,
and cookies are used to track information about examinee’s progress throughout
the examination. There are security measures considered in the environment, like
encryption of all communications and data transaction management (providing
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some fault-tolerant operations by preserving the state of an exam session) and
server-only information storage, and does some restricted monitoring on keyboard
and mouse actions at the client side. However, although the disclosure states that
the three main issues on examination are security, user interaction and reliability,
and that ”remote examination site must be controlled to eliminate the possibility
of any kind of cheating”, this control is delegated on the physical presence of a
human proctor at the closed examination site, so possible examinee’s cheating behavior is not controlled by the examination environment. Thus, this system does
not provide a fully Secure Evaluation Environment for eLearning.

Considering all those previous works, both granted Patents and Applications, it is apparent that the provision of a Secure Examination Environment for Distance-based
Learning is a long awaiting need to be fulfilled, because none of the works described can
been considered to provide the full required security expectations derived of a Cheatingfree environment.

2.6

Some Claimed Secure Distance Examinations
Environments

All three domains of cheating are feasible in both traditional and distance examinations
environments, but the mechanisms for doing and detecting it varies. Some of the more
relevant possibilities of cheating in distance learning environments and their countermeasures have been identified as [38]:

• Student can be impersonated by someone else, who the legitimate student has
given his password and therefore can access the system on behalf of him. Countermeasures for this involve the use of security mechanisms related to biometrical
characteristics of the student, including but not limited to voice recognition, eye
scan and digital fingerprinting, and their application for the entire duration of the
examination as possible.
• Student can receive information from other people present in the environment,
even intentionally or not. Countermeasures for this involve the monitoring of the
environment, in order to detect outsiders, by means of cameras and microphones
transmitting continuous snapshots of audio and video in order to prevent suspicious movements and detect intruders.
• Student can consult information from other physical or digital sources, like hidden
books, papers, cell phones, other computers, web sites, digital repositories, etc.
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Countermeasures for this involve both the monitoring of student movements by
means of a camera, in order to detect suspicious movements and access to physical
sources; and the monitoring of students interactions with the computer environment, in order to detect access to digital sources.
• Student can tamper with the computer clock, in order to alter the period of presentation of examination or even retaking it. Countermeasures for this involve
the provision of a software monitor that checks the correct operation of computer
clock during the whole stage of examination.
• Student can use forbidden software applications, in order to do searches in Internet
and obtain information, or to use software to obtain answers. Countermeasures
for this involve the provision of a software monitor that restricts the applications
that may be run during the whole stage of examination.
• Student can disassemble programs and/or files containing the exam data, thus
knowing in advance the questions or changing his answers after examination has
finished. Countermeasures for this involve the encryption at all times of the information accesible by the student and the provision of checking mechanisms for
assuring files has not been tampered with.

From these possibilities, it can be deduced that a continuous process of authentication
and invigilation must take place in order to prevent and detect cheating in a Secure
Distance Examination environment. There are some commercial software solutions currently available that claim to provide a ”Secure Exam” environment, let see a brief
description of some popular ones:

• Questionmark Secure, by Questionmark [48] provides an examination environment for Microsoft Windows systems that allows student to take online exams
via a Secured Questionmark Web browser, exams are downloaded/uploaded from
Questionmark Perception Web Servers with the Questionmark Secure Server module insalled. The software emulates full-screen Internet Explorer browser interface,
but functions like printing, right-clicking, source HTML viewing, task switching
and opening of blacklisted applications are not available.
• Secure Exam Student, by Software Secure [59] provides an examination environment where exams are created as Microsoft Word or Excel template documents,
and they are filled in by the students during examination. Secure Exam is available in Apple Macintosh OS X and Microsoft Windows environments, and provides file and application locking, exam’s documents encryption, and an alarm
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file-tampering mechanism. Secure Exam relies on tweaked Microsoft Office applications, under the advise of Microsoft Corp.
• SofTest, by ExamSoft [20] provides an examination environment for secure and
non-secure exams, where these are downloaded and uploaded from their FlexSite
servers. Access to hard disk files is locked, but students can use other applications
and ”copy and paste” information to them. Printing is also allowed. Exams can
be taken in online or offline mode, and it is possible to submit exams through
Internet or in a file recorded on diskette.
• TeckCheck, by International Knowledge Management [36] provides an examination
environment for online exam taking via their TeckCheck Online website. Exams
are adaptive, and are delivered via Web Browser. There is an alarm mechanism if
certain unauthorized actions, like opening other browser window or printing, are
intended by the student.

From the information obtained during our research, these tools address some of the
cheating possibilities in distance examination environments, but not all: Clock tampering, use of forbidden applications and exam’s file disassembly are prevented with more
or less degree of efficiency. Notwithstanding, prevention of impersonation, consulting
and reception of unappropiate information and further assistance are not enforced, as
those solutions rely on a login/password authentication schema just at the beginning
of the exam, and do not do any monitoring of the students environment, outside of the
computer where exam is being taken. Also is worth noting that those tools are closedpropietary software environments, usually restricted or tweaked to work with services
and contents provided by the same supplier of the examination software. Thus, as they
present some lacking in both authentication and invigilation aspects, they cannot be
considered to provide a completely safe and controlled secure distance examination environment.

2.7

Software Agents for Security

Although there is not an universal agreeement upon a definition of what is a software
agent [15], the basic notion is that a Software Agent is an specialized problem-solving
entity, capable of functioning effectively and efficiently in complex environments: The
Agent receives input data from its environment via some sensory device, analyze it and
perform actions accordingly to its goals. The notion of Agent is usually related with a
persistent autonomous purpose-specific software entity that simulates or acts in behalf
of another entity of the environment, specially human beings.
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Typically, instead of being precisely defined, Agents are chracterized along certain dimensions [15], such as:

• Autonomy: Agents have the ability to function without intervention.
• Social ability: An agent can interact with another agents.
• Reactivity: Agents perceives and respond to changes in the environment.
• Proactiveness: Agents’ behaviour is ruled in a goal-directed fashion.

Software systems usually comprise more than one agent, and they are called Multi-agent
Systems. In these systems, several distinct components, each of which is an independent
problem-solving agent, come together to form some coherent whole [15]. Agents need
to coordinate their activities and cooperate with each other, in order to avoid duplication of effort, the hindering of other agents in achieving their goals and to exploit
the capabilities of those other agents; these points motivate some issues that should be
coinsidered when dealing with multiple agents:

• Agent Modelling: An Agent need a model of its world, and this can contain other
agents.
• Multi-Agent Planning: In some cases, agents will share plans in order to coordinate their behaviour or to achieve a goal using others agents.
• Social Relationships: If one agent performs a service for another agent, there may
be a reciprocal obligation. If two agents are working together to achieve a task,
the agents are said to be cooperating.
• Interaction: Agents may need models of each other to decide how to interact and
to decide on their success or failure in the pursue of a goal.
• Communication: To exploit interaction and ensure coordination, An agent may
communicate and persuade others to adopt its goals and alter their plans.
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Multi-Agent systems are complex in design and construction since an increased functionality arises through the interaction of the individual agents involved: An understanding
of the way in which such systems operate can only be achieved through and analysis of
the relationships between agents, and their architectural structure.
How can this Agents notion be related to our research problem? It has been previously stated that Authentication and Invigilation are the main basic functions to assure
a Secure Distance Examination Environment. In Traditional Education, these functions
are provided by means of a Human supervisor, that takes information of the classroom
environment via his senses (vision and listening) and according to his knowledge about
cheating methods takes the necessary actions (like taking and exam from a student) to
achieve his desirable goal (that examination is fairly conducted): The Human supervisor fits the notion of an Agent! Applying these concepts to Distance Examinations, it
can be conceived that these functions of a Human supervisor should be done by some
set of software entities cooperating and interacting, thus we are stating that a Distance
Examination environment can be modelled as a multi-agent system to provide security
by means of authentication and invigilation.

2.8

Some applicable software engineering techniques

As Agents have a model of the environment they are sensing, based on a state modelling
of the relevant situation they are measuring related to their goals [15], in a Distance
Examination environment, when we deal with multiple agents, each one can be seen
as having a partial goal that contribute to a higher level goal, thus establishing a goal
hierarchy, where the ultimate goal is the Security of the examination environment. It
has been research on the Software Engineering field that shows that the contribution of
partial goals can be modelled all the way up thru the hierarchy [32] and that the model
state leading to each partial goal can be derived from the observable actions sensed
from the environment, where these actions are modelled from some expected scenarios [63]; furthermore, there are techniques in the Software Engineering field that has
been considered of relevance for this research, and proved useful to determine the approach to be followed. Specifically, the following techniques were redeemed as of interest:

• A Software Architecture Engineering Approach [5] [11] [22]: This is a modern
view on the development of software systems, aimed at constructing software that
conforms to its requirements right from the design phase, and it is based around
the concept of a software architecture: No unique definition of it exists, but the
consensus is that a software architecture is the main abstraction of the structure
of a software system, comprising some understandable view of its components and
relationships. The architecture is a responsability-driven design that guides the
implementation of a family of software products, that solves some problem by
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instantiating some commonly-shared definition of a system domain. The process
for generating a software architecture is a three step refinement of the assignation
of responsabilities to software components in order to conform to a problem domain: (1) A reference model is derived by defining the domain components and
their responsabilities as functional requirements of the problem domain, (2) A
reference architecture is derived from the reference model, by mapping the components of the model onto cooperative software components and data flows that
completely express the model, by using some well-known decomposition paradigm
, called architectural style, and (3) the proper software architecture, which is an
instance of the reference architecture mapped onto a specific software implementation solution. Architectures are very useful in a development cycle, because its
inception involves all the relevant stakeholders of the system, and have the advantage that can be evaluated at an early stage of the development cycle, thus
increasing the quality of the final product and the satisfaction of all stakeholders.
Also, there are mechanisms for validating architectures, currently by analyzing
scenarios and by prototyping [22]: Some scenario-based standard methods exists,
such as ATAM (Architectural Tradeoff Analysis Method) and CBAM (Cost Benefit Analysis Method), consisting on periodic reviews with the stakeholders of a
candidate architecture and its response to the foreseeable scenarios of use. These
methods deal with security as one of their quality attributes, and at this level it
boils down to understanding and providing the precise security requirements for
an application and devising mechanisms to support them [22].
• Partial goals of satisfaction for requirements and design engineering [32]: There are
some techniques for specifying partial degrees of goal satisfaction and for quantifying the impact of alternative system designs on the degree of goal satisfaction, by
means of enriching goal refinement models with a probabilistic layer for reasoning
about partial satisfaction. These models allow the specification of non-functional
goals in a probabilistic way, their interpretation in terms of specific application
measures and the evaluation of refinement equations over a hierarchy of interrelated goals. The hierarchy of goals is constructed on a top-down fashion, from
the system’s main goal all way down to refined goals that can be assigned as responsibilities of single agents. There might be possible different assignments of
goals to agents. The modeling of a goal satisfaction relies on the definition of
both its quality variables and objective functions and its degree of satisfaction is
determined from that of its subgoals.
• Scenario-based model synthesis [63]: Scenario-based specifications are very popular in software requirements, where the description of the interaction of system
components, environment and users provide system level functionality. Synthesis
techniques build a Labeled Transition System (LTS) where the semantics of the
scenarios are projected onto a communicating alphabet of the component instance
being synthesized. These two concepts are joined under the argument that system architecture is the key, constructing a simple architecture from each scenario
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description and then modeling behavior for component types. There is a methodology proposed that from the architectural description of components makes a
generalization by means of a consistent integration of components into a desired
software architecture, thus producing component types. The integration is done
by matching the architectural description and interaction of the components into
the scenarios desired. After the integration, the models of each instance on the
scenarios are merged, ambiguities that may arise are resolved, and then the final
architecture is constructed by a top-down composite construction thru the components’ hierarchy.
• Measuring of software surface attackability [28]: This technique aims to measure
the relative security between systems with respect to a fixed set of dimensions.
This approach is based on the counting of opportunities attacks on a system, rather
than the traditional method of counting code level bugs and reports on system’s
vulnerabilities. In the examples cited by literature, there were three dimensions
considered in the system’s surface: (1) Targets and enablers, (2) Channels and
protocols and (3) access rights. The more exposed is this system’s surface, more
prone to security attacks it is, thus reducing the attack surface is a way to improve
the security of the system. The model of the security is based on a state machine,
where the attacks are characterized as differences between intended and actual
behaviour, in terms of pre-conditions and post-conditions.

These techniques, along with the concepts stated in the previous Background sections,
had given some relevant ideas applied onto this research, albeit with some adaptations,
as show in the following section.

2.9

Adapting a suitable approach to a secure solution

As stated on the preceding section, there are several software engineering techniques that
can be applied during the development of a software solution for Secure eAssessment.
However, due to the current immature state of our domain problem, and considering
its nature of heavily-related physical actions done by real-world actors (first above all,
a student under examination), some challenges arise: There are not enough basis for
measuring Security in such environments, neither models to base on. So, it was needed
to adapt and consolidate a new methodological approach to the problem, given the following considerations:

• The construction of a goal hierarchy that can be assigned as agents’ responsabilities
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seems reasonable, but since there are not previous studies with the fine granularity
as to identify the probability of each possible Cheating method, this research relies
on what is said in [28] and [22]: As the measurement of security, quantitatively or
qualitatively, has been a long-standing challenge to the community, the best way
to begin is to count what is countable, and then use the resulting numbers in a
qualitative manner. However, it is foreseeable that in future full implementations
of the architecture and their application, enough quantitative data can be gathered.
• The attack surface of the Distance Examination System will be charactherized
in a more high level of abstraction than in the literature, as the concern of this
research deals with the security of the examination environment rather than just
the information security depicted by the literature, with the consideration of the
Cheating Methods as the possible attacks and the characteristics affecting their
happening and results on the system as the dimensions. Those dimensions are
reflected in the Measuring Security in Assessment section.
• The establishment of Security scenarios into a Distance Examination System, modeling how system agents confront the activities of Cheating Methods. Validation of
a software architecture is challenging because the architecture is a design element:
It can not be executed or tested to see that it fulfills its requirements. Methods
like ATAM and CBAM consider the scenario in view of software architecture responses. However, for this an specific software architecture is needed: Due to the
unspecified, inmature nature of the Secure examination Domain, first we will need
to define the Reference Model and the Reference Architecture, limiting our scope.
Thus, the nature of validation must be adapted: As we can not deal with specific
software responses, we will deal with the responsabilities of the reference architecture components, which in turn will be derived from the reference model. Also,
we consider that ATAM sees each scenario individually, while CBAM uses a set of
interrelated scenarios: We expand this latter approach from relating scenarios into
the notion of a hierarchy of security metrics, derived from the responsabilities as
derived from the model. This view complements and justifies the considerations
expressed in the former two items, and will allow to compare our solution to others
in the field.

Thus, the final adaptation of the techniques can be resumed as the adoption of a Reference Architecture Software Engineering approach to Security, which is driven by the
responsabilities of reference architectural components derived from a reference model,
and validated against a set of hierarchically interrelated security dimensions that crisscrosses the real-world cheating methods as security attack scenarios which must be dealt
with. Although this approach is not based on a software architecture (thus, does not
consider implementational issues), it has the advantages of being capable of measure
and validate the security of a candidate solution in the problem domain, right from
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the reference architecture, thus allowing to earlier isolate the design of a solution for
the problem from its implementational aspects, in order to concentrate on its security
aspects.

Chapter 3
A Secure Evaluation Environment
for eLearning
3.1

The Secure eAssessment Process

From the analysis of the different software solutions for eLearning that encompasses Assessment, from previous patented work in the area, the standardization initiatives that
provides Assessment as a service, an our own experience as both Teacher and Student
(as participating in countless Traditional Examination’s activities, in ”both sides of the
fence”), we have identified the common scenarios, phases and activities that can be articulated onto a three-stage process that we have called ”The Secure eAssessment Process”.
This Process in essential in order to define a Reference Model for eAssessment and a
Reference Architecture that comply with the requirements for the provision of a Secure
Evaluation Environment for eLearning.
First of all, from the common tools and knowledge on the field we have identified two
major scenarios in which the assessment of educational activities takes place, based on
the kind of connectivity established between the Student and the eLearning Platform:
An Online Scenario and a Offline Scenario.

• The Online Scenario comprises all the situations when Assessment is delivered
through a Network connection that remains active during the whole assessment
process, not requiring explicit reconnections. This implies that the Student remains connected to the eLearning platform during the whole assessment process,
allowing for immediate communication between the Student computer and the
eLearning platform.
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• The Offline Scenario (which could also be called Mobile) comprises the situations
when Assessment is delivered through a non-permanent Network connection, like
when the Student uses a portable device to download an exam, then disconnects
from the network, solves the exam and then reconnects to the network and sends
back the exam for grading. The Offline Scenario may involve change of physical
location during the offline phase plus a need to verify that the time elapsed offline
during the exam does not exceed the allowed time for taking it.

We also have identified a common pattern in the process: The adoption of a Client/Server
architectural paradigm in all the situations analyzed. The Client is commonly identified
with the set of software components to which a Student interacts during the Assessment
process (in some current tools, the Client may be just a web browser), and the Server
is identified as the set of software components to which the Client software interacts, in
order to conduct an Examination under an eLearning Platform.
Thus, we have established the eAssessment Process as a three-stage, consecutive phases,
that ranges since the moment that a Student intends to take a previously defined Examination on his/her own Computer, thru the moment that the Student receives a grade
resulting of the qualyfication of his behavior and questions’ answering of the Examination items:

1. The Preparation Phase: Which comprises all the activities needed to be done
from the moment when a Student desires to take an examination, until when the
Student gets an Examination and its corresponding Evaluation Environment, and
he is ready to begin with the presentation of the Examination items.
2. The Administration Phase: Which comprises all the activities needed to be done
from the moment when a Student is ready to begin with the presentation of the
Examination items until the moment when the Student finishes the Examination.
The end of this phase can be determined by a sucessful completion of all the
Examination items (to Student’s satisfaction) or by the generation of a report
trigerred by the detection of a Cheating intent that violates the conditions of the
examination process.
3. The Delivery Phase: Which comprises all the activities needed to be done from the
moment when a Student ends the Administration Phase thru the moment when
the Students receives a qualyfication grade for the exam taken.

As seen in the Figure 3.1, the eAssessment Process takes some inner steps inside each
one of its phases. The three basic phases and their inner steps are common to both On-
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Figure 3.1: The eAssessment Process

line and Offline Scenarios, but some variations are found in the procedures to get these
phases done in each scenario. Now we present and comment each Scenario separately,
with their corresponding flowsheets:

3.1. THE SECURE EASSESSMENT PROCESS

3.1.1

The Online Scenario

3.1.1.1

The Exam Preparation phase
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The ”Exam Preparation” phase, see Figure 3.2 comprises the following steps:

1. The Student indicates his intention to start an Examination by some mean of
interacting with the eLearning Server platform from his Client Computer. As
the Student intents to download an exam, the following actions happen: The
Server must authenticate the student, in order to assure his identity, ideally using
biometrics collected by some sensor on the Student Computer (such as face recognition, voice recognition, fingerprints, eyescan, etc.) or, more commonly found,
a Login/Password combination. For security sake, all personal data interchanged
between the Client and the Server is transmitted encrypted. If the Student is not
sucessfully authenticated, the process cannot continue and the examination ends.
2. The Client collects the data regarding the software applications installed on it,
and sends this data to the server, who verifies that the client computer has all the
software needed in order to take the examination. If the Client computer lacks
some software required for the Examination, the process cannot continue and the
examination ends.
3. The Server sends to the the Client an encrypted file containing the Exam data,
encryption avoids tampering of the contents. The Client receives the Exam data,
verifies it and stores it locally. The data contains restrictions and conditions needed
for the realization of the evaluation, and it can optionally contain the exam items.
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Figure 3.2: The Exam Preparation Phase on an Online Scenario

3.1. THE SECURE EASSESSMENT PROCESS
3.1.1.2
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The Exam Administration phase

The ”Exam Administration” phase, see Figure 3.3 comprises the following steps:
1. The Student opens the Exam on the Client provided by the eLearning Platform
and starts to answer it. In general, the student may verify or change answers before sending it back for grading, this is a feature specific to the capabilities of the
eLearning Platform. While examination is taking place, the following conditions
must be constantly assured:
(a) The exam is taking place at the dates allowed by professor, as checked online
by the eLearning platform.
(b) The exam lasts the time previously specified, this is checked by a specific
software component called Time Checker installed on the client.
(c) The student is not cheating, by copying answers from a computer file or any
other forbidden program. This is accomplished by a software monitor on the
client that verifies that no forbidden software is being executed at the client.
The allowable software has been previously configured by the professor who is
conducting the examination, using facilities provided by the eLearning Platform.
(d) That there is nobody else giving the students the answers. This can be
avoided by means of one or more cameras monitoring the visual surroundings
of the Student, and a software component (Intruder Detector) that analyzes
the pictures and detects if there is another person present.
(e) The student is not cheating, by means of reading hidden notes, This can be
avoided by means of a camera watching students face and a software component (Image and Sound Analyzer) that detects if the student is constantly
distracted looking at other direction, away from his computer.
(f) The student is not cheating, by means of receiving voice instructions. This
can be avoided by means of a Microphone that monitors the audio surroundings of the Student environment and a software component (Image and Sound
Analyzer) that detects if there are voice messages helping the student.
(g) The student is not cheating, by means of receiving visual aids from the outside, This can be avoided by means of a camera watching students face and a
software component (Image and Sound Analyzer) that detects if the student
is constantly distracted looking at other direction, away from his computer.
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(h) The exam data (including any reports generated) must not be tampered with
or altered in any way, to avoid this, the client transmits/stores the exam data
encrypted at all times.
2. When the Student starts the Exam, the Client software also starts the monitoring
components that would run through all this phase: The Time Checker, the Software Monitor, the Intruder Detector and the Image and Sound Analyzer.
3. If any of the monitoring components detects a undesirable event that is interpreted
as a Cheating attempt, a report is generated and the Evaluation is terminated immediately. If not, the examination continues until it reaches its natural end, as
predefined on the eLearning platform.
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Figure 3.3: The Exam Administration Phase on an Online Scenario
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3.1.1.3

The Answers Delivery phase

The ”Answers Delivery” phase, see Figure 3.4 comprises the following steps:

1. The Student either indicates his intention to end the Examination by some mean
of interacting with the eLearning Server platform or the Time Checker (or even
an embedded component of the eLearning platform) determines that the allowed
time for the exam has expired.
2. The Client software must check whether or not all questions had been answered:
if not, it presents him the unanswered questions (or not, if Student declines. This
is a feature specific to the capabilities of the eLearning Platform.
3. If all questions had been answered or if the exam time frame has expired, the
Client software asks the student to manifest he has not cheated during the exam
(this could also be done by reading aloud an statement, which is analyzed by some
algorithm contained in the Image and Sound Analyzer).
4. The Client software sends to Server the encrypted answers (if not done so by the
eLearning platform internal services), the Server calculates the grading and then
sends the result back to the student, online and maybe an alternate way (like
email).
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Figure 3.4: The Answers Delivery Phase on an Online Scenario
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3.1.2

The Offline Scenario

3.1.2.1

The Exam Preparation phase

The ”Exam Preparation” phase, see Figure 3.5 comprises the following steps:

1. The Student indicates his intention to start an Examination by some mean of
interacting with the eLearning Server platform from his Client Computer. As
the Student intents to download an exam, the following actions happen: The
Server must authenticate the student, in order to assure his identity, ideally using
biometrics collected by some sensor on the Student Computer (such as face recognition, voice recognition, fingerprints, eyes scan, etc.) or, more commonly found,
a Login/Password combination. For security sake, all personal data interchanged
between the Client and the Server is transmitted encrypted. If the Student is not
sucessfully authenticated, the process cannot continue and the examination ends.
2. The Client collects the data regarding the software applications installed on it,
and sends this data to the server, who verifies that the client computer has all the
software needed in order to take the examination. If the Client computer lacks
some software required for the Examination, the process cannot continue and the
examination ends.
3. The Server synchronized its system clock with the Client’s system clock, in order
to allow verification of examination time constrains as Client will be offline in
future stages. Having determined the clocks differences, this information is incorporated as part of the Exam Data.
4. The Server sends to the Client an encrypted file containing the Exam data, encryption avoids tampering of the contents. The Client receives the Exam data,
verifies it and stores it locally, starting the Client Clock Monitoring from this
point on, in order to guarantee time constrains and prevent changes to the Client
system clock. The Exam data contains restrictions and conditions needed for the
realization of the evaluation, and it can optionally contain the exam items.
5. Then the Client disconnects from the network, ideally by a established method
on the eLearning platform. Thus, further operation, including the whole next
phase (”Exam Administration”) will be conducted offline, until reconnection to
the Server occurs.
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Figure 3.5: The Exam Preparation Phase on an Offline Scenario
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3.1.2.2

The Exam Administration phase

The ”Exam Administration” phase, see Figure 3.6 comprises the following steps:
1. The Student opens the Exam on the Client provided by the eLearning Platform
and verifies that the locally stored Exam Data has not been tampered with in any
way, and that the Client system clock has not been reset. It one of these conditions
(or both) fail, a report is generated and the Exam Administration ends.
2. The student starts the Examination by some mean of interacting with the eLearning Server platform Client environment. As this scenario involves a portable, probably battery-powered device, the Client software verifies there is enough battery
power remaining (by a component called Battery Power Checker) before starting
delivering the exam. If there is not, the client sends the student a message asking
for battery recharge before stating the evaluation. If the student chooses to continue the examination anyway, he is warned that it is possible to present just a
partial evaluation until power drains out. In that case, the answers so far will be
stored by the client software, who will resume the examination as soon as possible.
3. The eLearning platform Client opens the exam and the Student starts to answer
it. In general, the student may verify or change answers before sending it back
for grading, this is a feature specific to the capabilities of the eLearning Platform.
While examination is taking place, the following conditions must be constantly
assured:
(a) The exam is taking place at the dates allowed by professor, this is checked
by the Clock Monitor component and the eLearning platform specific Client.
(b) The exam lasts the time previously specified, this is checked by a specific
software component called Time Checker installed on the client.
(c) The student is not cheating, by copying answers from a computer file or any
other forbidden program. This is accomplished by a software monitor on the
client that verifies that no forbidden software is being executed at the client.
The allowable software has been previously configured by the professor who is
conducting the examination, using facilities provided by the eLearning Platform.
(d) That there is nobody else giving the students the answers. This can be
avoided by means of one or more cameras monitoring the visual surroundings
of the Student, and a software component (Intruder Detector) that analyzes
the pictures and detects if there is another person present.
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(e) The student is not cheating, by means of reading hidden notes, This can be
avoided by means of a camera watching students face and a software component (Image and Sound Analyzer) that detects if the student is constantly
distracted looking at other direction, away from his computer.
(f) The student is not cheating, by means of receiving voice instructions. This
can be avoided by means of a Microphone that monitors the audio surroundings of the Student environment and a software component (Image and Sound
Analyzer) that detects if there are voice messages helping the student.
(g) The student is not cheating, by means of receiving visual aids from the outside, This can be avoided by means of a camera watching students face and a
software component (Image and Sound Analyzer) that detects if the student
is constantly distracted looking at other direction, away from his computer.
(h) The exam data (including any reports generated) must not be tampered with
or altered in any way, to avoid this, the client transmits/stores the exam data
encrypted at all times.
4. When the Student starts the Exam, the Client software also starts the monitoring
components that would run through all this phase: The Time Checker, the Software Monitor, the Intruder Detector and the Image and Sound Analyzer.
5. If any of the monitoring components detects a undesirable event that is interpreted
as a Cheating attempt, a report is generated and the Evaluation is terminated immediately. If not, the examination continues until it reaches its natural end, as
predefined on the eLearning platform.
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Figure 3.6: The Exam Administration Phase on an Offline Scenario
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The Answers Delivery phase

The ”Answers Delivery” phase, see Figure 3.7 comprises the following steps:

1. The Student either indicates his intention to end the Examination by some mean
of interacting with the eLearning Client platform or the Time Checker (or even
an embedded component of the eLearning platform) determines that the allowed
time for the exam has expired.
2. The Client software must check whether or not all questions had been answered:
if not, it presents him the unanswered questions (or not, if Student declines. This
is a feature specific to the capabilities of the eLearning Platform.
3. If all questions had been answered or if the exam time frame has expired, the
Client software asks the student to manifest he has not cheated during the exam
(this could also be done by reading aloud an statement, which is analyzed by some
algorithm contained in the Image and Sound Analyzer).
4. At this point, the Client computer software reconnects to the Network, and sends
to Server the encrypted answers (if not done so by the eLearning platform internal
services), the Server calculates the grading and then sends the result back to the
student, online and maybe an alternate way (like email).
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Figure 3.7: The Answers Delivery Phase on an Offline Scenario
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Reference Model

A Reference Model is both a split of a system’s functionality and the data flows between the relevant entities identified [5]. The Reference Model is a decomposition of
a well-known problem into a set of parts that resolves it in a cooperative way. Reference Models are characteristic of matured, well-defined Applications Domains and their
conception comes from both a Analysis of the Domain and the experience of both the
analysts and designers team [3].
The component parts needed for the successful realization of the Secure eLearning Process, after adequately decomposing it into their constituent parts, are depicted in Figure
3.8.

Figure 3.8: A Reference Model for the Secure eAssessment Process

To further explain the Reference Model generation, in the following subsections there
are presented the Use Case View that models the actions needed to satisfy the Secure
eAssessment Process, then the Reference Model components and the respective Data
Flows among them.
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3.2.1

The Use Cases view of the Secure eAssessment Process

The Use Case view is a commonly used artifact that constitutes an Analysis and Design
view that addresses the Secure eAssessment Process stated in Section 3. It describes
the externally observable behavior of an eAssessment System as perceived by final users,
analysts, designers and testers. This view is an abstraction of the activities contained
within the Secure eAssessment Process (which in turn, can also be considered prototype
use cases themselves), in order to specify the driving forces behind the Reference Model,
and will allow for the identification and modelling of the components that comprise the
Reference Model. There were eighteen relevant use cases idenitified within the Secure
eAssessment Process; their view is shown on Figure 3.9 and their detailed specification, containing the Pre-conditions, Post-conditions upon successful completion, Postconditions upon unsuccessful completion, Actors involved, Activation stimuli, Activities
on its online scenario lifecycle and the Alternative activities for the offline scenario, is
shown on the Appendix 6.1.

Figure 3.9: The Use Cases view for the Reference Model
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The Components of the Reference Model

By analyzing of both the Secure eAssessment Process phases and the Use Cases view
of the Secure eAssessment Process, there can be identified the components parts of the
Reference Model. These parts has been classified accordingly with its functionality implications over a further mapping onto a Reference Architecture: A functionality split
and component allocation must be done, jointly with the application of some architectural style, in order to derive the Reference Architecture components. As a way of
facilitating this process, the Components of the Reference Model have been considered
as either Application, Infrastructure, Database and Services components, and this classification and the components responsabilities and dataflows are described in a high-level
view, by stating their responsabilities and dataflows, as follows. Note that the activities
done by each component are implicated by the respective use cases that it conforms to.

3.2.2.1

The Application components

The Application components of the Reference Model are all those parts and their sub
parts representing a functionality that is provided by both the eLearning Platform and
the Student Platform. These functional components may be splitted in further steps
of Design into both the Student Platform and the eLearning Platform, and this will
be reflected on the Reference Architecture, regarding the criterias taken to assign their
responsabilities. These components are presented in alphabetical order:

3.2.2.1.1

Configuration Checker

• Responsabilities:
– To validate that the Student Platform has all the software applications needed
in order to conduct the examination, by performing the Environment Configuration Verification Use Case (see 6.1.7).
• Input data flows:
– Environment Configuration, from Exam Database.
• Output data flows:
– None.
3.2.2.1.2

Exam Administration

• Responsabilities:
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– To carry on the Administration Phase of the Secure eAssessment Process,
comprising all the activities needed to be done from the moment when a
Student is ready to begin with the presentation of the Examination items
until the moment when the Student finishes the Examination, by performing
the Exam Administration Use Case control cycle (see 6.1.2).
– To provide a presentation environment for the Student to respond examinations items on an eLearning Platform, by performing the Exam Taking Use
Case (see 6.1.13).
• Input data flows:
– Encoded raw data, from Cryptographer.
– Exam Reports, from Exam Database.
– Raw data, from Networking.
– Uncoded raw data, from Cryptographer.
• Output data flows:
– Encoded raw data, from Cryptographer.
– Exam Reports, to Exam Database.
– Raw data, to Networking.
– Uncoded raw data, from Cryptographer.
3.2.2.1.3

Exam Delivery

• Responsabilities:
– To carry on the Delivery Phase of the Secure eAssessment Process, comprising
all the activities needed to be done from the moment when a Student ends
the Administration Phase thru the moment when the Students receives a
qualyfication grade for the exam taken, by performing the Exam Delivery
Use Case control cycle and activities (see 6.1.3).
• Input data flows:
– Encoded raw data, from Cryptographer.
– Exam Reports, from Exam Database.
– Raw data, from Networking.
– Uncoded raw data, from Cryptographer.
• Output data flows:
– Encoded raw data, from Cryptographer.
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– Exam Reports, to Exam Database.
– Raw data, to Networking.
– Uncoded raw data, from Cryptographer.
3.2.2.1.4

Exam Preparation

• Responsabilities:
– To carry on the Preparation Phase of the Secure eAssessment Process, comprising all the activities needed to be done from the moment when a Student
desires to take an examination, until when the Student is ready to start it
within a secured evaluation environment, and he is ready to begin with the
presentation of the Examination items, by performing the Exam Preparation
Use Case control cycle and activities (see 6.1.1).
• Input data flows:
– Encoded raw data, from Cryptographer.
– Exam Reports, from Exam Database.
– Raw data, from Networking.
– Uncoded raw data, from Cryptographer.
• Output data flows:
– Encoded raw data, from Cryptographer.
– Exam Reports, to Exam Database.
– Raw data, to Networking.
– Uncoded raw data, from Cryptographer.
3.2.2.1.5

Image and Sound Analyzer

• Responsabilities:
– To determine if the Student is attempting to cheat by doing some physical
action during an examination, by performing the Image and Sound Analysis
Use Case (see 6.1.17).
• Input data flows:
– Sensor data, from Biometrical Data Collector.
– User data, from User Database.
• Output data flows:
– Exam Reports, to Exam Database.
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3.2.2.1.6

Intruder Detector

• Responsabilities:
– To determine if there are any outsiders in the surrounding environment of
the Student who are communicating with him/her, during an examination,
by performing the Image and Sound Analysis Use Case (see 6.1.16).
• Input data flows:
– Sensor data, from Biometrical Data Collector.
– User data, from User Database.
• Output data flows:
– Exam Reports, to Exam Database.
3.2.2.1.7

Power Checker

• Responsabilities:
– To verify if there is enough power remaining on a battery-powered device to
start an offline scenario examination, by performing the Power Check Use
Case (see 6.1.12).
• Input data flows:
– None.
• Output data flows:
– None.
3.2.2.1.8

Software Monitor

• Responsabilities:
– To ensure that no forbidden software applications are executed on the Student
Platform during an examination, by performing the Software Monitoring Use
Case (see 6.1.15).
• Input data flows:
– Environment Configuration, from Exam database.
• Output data flows:
– Exam Report, to Exam Database.
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Time Checker

• Responsabilities:
– To ensure that there is no time disruption on the Student Platform during
an examination, by performing the Time Monitoring Use Case (see 6.1.14).
• Input data flows:
– Time Restrictions, from Exam database.
• Output data flows:
– Exam Report, to Exam Database.

3.2.2.1.10

Time Synchronizer

• Responsabilities:
– To determine the time gap between the System Clock of the Student Platform and the System Clock of the eElearning Platform and guarantee the
former continuos operation during the examination, by performing the Time
Synchronization Use Case (see 6.1.11).
• Input data flows:
– None.
• Output data flows:
– None.

3.2.2.2

The Infrastructure components

The Infrastructure components of the Reference Model are all those parts representing
a functionality provided by the eLearning Platform to the Student Platform, and are
integrated onto the eLearning Platform. They are presented in alphabetical order:

3.2.2.2.1

Conditions Manipulator

• Responsabilities:
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– To collaborate with the Exam Management by providing the administration
capabilities (like creating, modifying and deleting applications) on the Environment Configuration, organizing and maintaining the information for the
Exam Database, as needed in anticipation to the eAssessment Process and
to the successfull operation of the eLearning Platform.
– To collaborate with the Exam Management by providing the administration capabilities (like creating, modifying and deleting exams) on the Exam
Data, organizing and maintaining the information for the Exam Database,
as needed in anticipation to the eAssessment Process and to the successfull
operation of the eLearning Platform.
– To collaborate with the Exam Management by providing the administration
capabilities (like creating, modifying and deleting restrictions) on the Time
restrictions data, organizing and maintaining the information for the Exam
Database, as needed in anticipation to the eAssessment Process and to the
successfull operation of the eLearning Platform.
• Input data flows:
– Environment Configuration, from Exam Database.
– Exam Data, from Exam Database.
– Time Restrictions, from Exam Database.
• Output data flows:
– Environment Configuration, to Exam Database.
– Exam Data, to Exam Database.
– Time Restrictions, to Exam Database.
3.2.2.2.2

Exam Management

• Responsabilities:
– To provide an interface for the successful operation of the capabilities as
provided by the Conditions Manipulator.
– To provide an interface for the successful operation of the grading capabilities
as provided by the Grading component.
• Input data flows:
– None.
• Output data flows:
– None.
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Grading

• Responsabilities:
– To produce a grade on an examination taken, considering both the grading
rules predefined by the exam and any event data detected during the Exam
Administration Phase, by performing the Exam Grading Use Case (see ??).
• Input data flows:
– Exam Data, from Exam Database.
• Output data flows:
– Exam Data, to Exam Database.
3.2.2.2.4

User Authenticator

• Responsabilities:
– To assure the identity of the student by comparing some information about
him collected from the Student Platform to one previously known on the
eLearning Platform, by performing the User Authentication Use Case (see
6.1.4).
– To collaborate with the User Catalog in obtaining the User Biometrical Data
needed in anticipation to the eAssessment Process.
• Input data flows:
– Sensor Data, from Biometrical Data Collector.
– User Data, from User Database.
• Output data flows:
– User Data, to User Database.
3.2.2.2.5

User Catalog

• Responsabilities:
– To collaborate with the User Management by providing the administration
capabilities (like creating, modifying and deleting users) on the User Data,
organizing and maintaining the information for the User Database, as needed
in anticipation to the eAssessment Process and to the successfull operation
of the eLearning Platform.
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• Input data flows:
– User Data, from User Database.
• Output data flows:
– User Data, to User Database.
3.2.2.2.6

User Management

• Responsabilities:
– To provide an interface for the successful operation of the User administration
capabilities as provided by the User Catalog.
– To provide an interface for the successful operation of the User authentication
capabilities as provided by the User Authenticator.
• Input data flows:
– None.
• Output data flows:
– None.
3.2.2.3

The Database components

The database components of the Reference Model are all those parts representing a organized, managed container for storing some logically close related information regarding
the data structures needed to proceed within a Secure eAssessment Process. These
database components constitutes permanent data repositories for some structures as
defined on the corresponding data flows, and they may be located independently of
both the Student Platform and the eLearning Platform. They are presented in alphabetical order:

3.2.2.3.1

Exam database

• Responsabilities:
– To provide a suitable, permanent storage container and its administration capabilites for storing Exam Data, Exam Reports, Environment Configurations
and Time Restrictions.
• Input data flows:
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– Exam Data, from Conditions Manipulator Exam Management and Grading.
– Exam Report, from Image and Sound Analyzer, Intruder Detector, Software
Monitor and Time Checker.
• Output data flows:
– Environment Configuration, to Configuration Checker, Conditions Manipulator and Software Monitor.
– Exam Data, to Conditions Manipulator, Exam Management and Grading.
– Time Restrictions, to Time Checker.
3.2.2.3.2

User database

• Responsabilities:
– To provide a suitable, permanent storage container and its administration
capabilities for storing User Data.
• Input data flows:
– User Data, from User Catalog and User Authenticator.
• Output data flows:
– User Data, to Image and Sound Analyzer, Intruder Detector, User Catalog
and User Authenticator.
3.2.2.4

The Services components

The Service components of the Reference Model are all those parts representing a common functionality shared by both the Student Platform and the eLearning Platform
that may need to be fully located on both platforms. They are presented in alphabetical order:

3.2.2.4.1

Biometrical Data Collector

• Responsabilities:
– To collect some Biometrical Data about the Student from some environmental
sensor, by performing the User Biometrical Data Collection Use Case (see
6.1.9).
• Input data flows:
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– Raw data from a sensor.
• Output data flows:
– Sensor Data, to Image and Sound Analyzer, Intruder Detector and User
Authenticator.
3.2.2.4.2

Cryptographer

• Responsabilities:
– To provide a readily available mechanism for encrypting and decrypting data,
using well-known and strong security algorithms, to be used both by the
Student Platform and the eLearning platform.
• Input data flows: This component manipulates raw data.
– Encoded raw data, from Exam Administration, Exam Delivery and Exam
Preparation.
– Uncoded raw data, from Exam Administration, Exam Delivery and Exam
Preparation.
• Output data flows: This component manipulates raw data.
– Encoded raw data, to Exam Administration, Exam Delivery and Exam Preparation.
– Uncoded raw data, to Exam Administration, Exam Delivery and Exam Preparation.
3.2.2.4.3

Networking

• Responsabilities:
– To establish a secure connection between the Student Platform and the
eLearning Platform, by performing the Secure Connection Use Case (see
6.1.5).
– To send some encrypted data over a secure network connection between the
Student Platform and the eLearning Platform, by performing the Encrypted
Secure Transmission Use Case (see 6.1.6).
• Input data flows: This component manipulates raw data.
– Raw data, from Exam Administration, Exam Delivery and Exam Preparation.
• Output data flows: This component manipulates raw data.
– Raw data, to Exam Administration, Exam Delivery and Exam Preparation.
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The Reference Model Data Flows

The components specified in the Reference Model interconnect by using some common
data structures in order to comply with their responsabilities. These structures are
briefly characterized in alphabethical order as follows:

Environment Configuration
• Represents: A description of a software application that is (expected to be) installed and executed for some specific examination session.
• Fields:
– ExamID: A composed field uniquely identifying an evaluation session, consisting of: an Exam Key, an Administration Date, a Student Key, an Operating
System Key, a Client URI and a Server URI.
– The Application Data, composed as a list of: The Application Name, Process
name, Installation path, a hashing algorithm key and a hash key.
Exam Data
• Represents: The examination contents and examination session results.
• Fields:
– ExamID: A composed field uniquely identifying an evaluation session, consisting of: an Exam Key, an Administration Date, a Student Key, an Operating
System Key, a Client URI and a Server URI.
– The Exam Questions, composed as a list of: The Exam Key, a question id, a
question description and an Educational Resource Key.
– The Exam Sequencing, composed as a list of: The Exam Key and the Sequencing definition.
– The Exam Educational resources, composed as a list of: An Educational Resource Key, a Educational Resource Description and a Educational Resource
Content.
– The Exam Answers, composed as a list of: The ExamID, a question id and
the student Answer description.
– The Exam Grading Rules, composed as a list of: The Exam Key, a rule
description and a rule definition.
– The Exam Reports, composed as a list of Exam Reports (see Data flow 3.2.3).
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Exam Report
• Represents: An event detection during an specific examination session.
• Fields:
– ExamID: A composed field uniquely identifying an evaluation session, consisting of: an Exam Key (as defined on the eLearning platform), an Administration Date (defined as a timestamp), a Student Key (as defined on the
eLearning platform), an Operating System Key (as defined on the eLearning
platform), a Client URI and a Server URI.
– Kind: A typed field identifying the type of Report as: Cheating Report,
Elapsed Time Report, Forbidden Software Report or Intrusion Report.
– Timetrace: The local time when this report was generated.
– Data: The supporting data for the report. Its decoding is related to the Kind
of ExamReport.
Sensor Data
• Represents: The data collected from some environmental biometrical sensor.
• Fields:
– Kind: A typed field identifying the type of sensor data, for example: Audio,
Fingerprint, Image, IrisReading, Video, etc.
– Data: The rawdata as collected by the sensor of the respective kind.
Time Restrictions
• Represents: The time conditions for the Preparation, Administration and Delivery
for an exam and their specific examination session related values, and the time .
• Fields:
– ExamID: A composed field uniquely identifying an evaluation session, consisting of: an Exam Key, an Administration Date, a Student Key, an Operating
System Key, a Client URI and a Server URI.
– The Exam overall general time conditions, comprising: The Exam Key, the
initial datetime for each one of the preparation, administration and delivery
phases, and the final datetime for each one of the preparation, administration
and delivery phases.
– An Exam Session time conditions, composed as a list of: The ExamID, the
initial local datetime for each one of the preparation, administration and
delivery phases, the final local datetime for each one of the preparation,
administration and delivery phases.
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User Data
• Represents: The information identifying a Student, including its Biometrical data.
• Fields:
– StudentID: A Key uniquely identifying a person.
– Student Personal data, composed as a list of the Student relevant descriptive
data, as needed by the eLearning Platform.
– Student Biometrical data, composed as a list of: The Student Key, and a
Sensor Data (see Data flow 3.2.3).
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3.3

Reference Architecture

The Reference Architecture is a decomposition of the Reference Model into the software
components that implements the functionality as defined on the Model, plus the data
flows among them [5]. The Reference Architecture arises from the analysis of the functional requirements of the Secure eAssessment Process, as defined by the responsabilities
taken care of by the main components of the Reference Model. One common main criteria, for the functional decomposition in Component Software Engineering [47] is the
establishment of software components that are loosely bound among them but heavily
cohesionated in the inside. This means that each component must be as independent as
possible in the realization of its purposes, relying on other components just for services
not naturally provided by his own implementation. This balance is the most delicate
during the final consolidation of the Reference Architecture, and the main guides for this
had been the analysis of the Secure eAssessment Process phases, the responsabilities of
each element identified as relevant in the Reference Model, and the consideration of the
Cheating methods we intend to avoid.
In order to generate a Reference Architecture, it is needed to select and apply an Architectural Style so that the identification, disposition and sharing of the resposablities
of each architectural component derived from the reference model components could be
done. Some design considerations had been made:

• The aAssessment Process itself is oriented to a Client-Server paradigm: There is
a location where the Student is taking the examination and a location where the
services for eAssessment are derived for.
• There are some infrastructure services which are provided by an underlying eLearning platform, for them there is a single point of access that shadows the further
complexity of such a platform.
• Those infrastructure services are not an exclusive part of the eAssessment Process,
as they are used in other processes within the eLearning Process.
• The Student is located on a single computer system during the eAssessment Process. Even when the physical location of the Student Computer can change during
an offline scenario, the system will remain the same.
• The evaluation taking place is of an individual character: There is just one student
per evaluation.
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• The databases containing both the User Data and the Exam Data have sensitive
information regarding other students and examinations, so for security reasons it
is preferrable to separate the environment in which the student takes the examination and the one in which the databases are stored. There is no need to endanger
the privacity of all the students and exams on an eLearning platform by putting
all this information available on the student location.

• All the current solutions researched on the field for online examinations (including
full eLearning platforms) take a clear client and server separation of environments,
partly due to similar considerations to the precedent and partly due to the clientserver architecture established on the Internet. Although the complexity of such
separation varies from solution to solution (from a very thin client like an standard
web browser to somewhat fat clients (for example, in both Secure Exam and Questionmark solutions, the client is an enhanced web browser and applications), the
style remains unaffected, as the educational resources are accessed by the services
provided by such platforms, in a different location from where the examination is
taking place.

As result of these considerations, we have decided to apply the Client-Server Architectural Style. This is a well-known and used Style, whose main drawback is the reliance on
the connection and up-time of the server side. However, as the issue of the connection
to a server is covered by both the establishment of the online and offline scenarios, plus
the provisions taken during the modelling of the eAssessment Process, we regard this
as irrelevant: In any phase of an online scenario, if a server fail down, the examination cannot further continue past that point, unless some fault-tolerant mechanism is
provided on the server side past the access point, which is a responsability not of the
Evaluation Environment, but of the underlying eLearning platform: If the educational
resources needed for the evaluation activities are unavailable, there is no reason to mantain an operative Secure Environment, furthermore, if there is no way of transferring
both the educational resources and the examination results to a consolidated platform
beyond the student computer, there is no case in doing a evaluation; besides this, in an
offline scenario the Exam Administration phase is conducted on the client side, with no
intervention of the server side, and in the rest of the eAssessment Process the provisions
for re-establishing connections to a server are provided.
As a result of applying a Client-Server Architectural Style to a decomposition of the
Reference Model, a preliminar view of the Reference Architecture has been consolidated,
as depicted in Figure 3.10:
In this preliminar view there are three main components:
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Figure 3.10: A preliminar view of the Reference Architecture

1. A Client Environment.
2. A Server Environment.
3. An eLearning Platform.
These components are described, including their composition, responsabilities, colaborations and analogies to the Traditional Classroom Evaluation, as following:

3.3.1

The Client Environment

• Description: The Client Environment is a component that encompasses all the
software subcomponents that deal with the eAssessment process in the side of
the Student’s Computer and Location. The Client Environment provides a set of
software solutions that guarantee the avoidance of Cheating in Examinations in
each phase of the eAssessment process.
• Composition: The Client Environment is composed of the software components
required for the eAssessment process that take place on the Student’s Computer.
As all phases of the eAssessment process involve the participation of the Student,
there are components in charge of Preparation, Monitoring and Delivering of the
Examination. There are two aspects in the Monitoring phase to be take care of
by specific components: The Tampering Prevention and the Cheating Prevention.
These aspects corresponds to the Information Security and to the Cheating-free
attributes of a Secure eAssessment process, respectively.
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• Responsabilities: The Client Environment is responsible of assuring a correct
Preparation phase (regarding the provision of the User Information needed to
authenticate the Student and getting the information needed for the next phase),
a correct Monitoring phase (regarding both the prevention of tampering with the
Assessment’s materials and with the monitoring of Student’s behavior in order to
prevent Cheating) and a correct Delivery phase (regarding the successful transmission of the Monitoring data produced in the asessment).
• Colaborations: The Client Environment colaborates with the Server Environment,
as provider of the User Information needed to Authenticate the Student on the
Preparation phase, and as provider of the Data related to interesting Events (related to Cheating-avoidance) observed during the Delivery Phase; And is a consumer of the Environment Configuration Information (the set of resources needed
in order to take the evaluation under assessment) and the Environment Restrictions Information (encompassing all constrains related to the Exam Administration, such as time restrictions and allowed resources).
• Analogy in Traditional Classroom Evaluation: The Client environment corresponds to the actions done by the Teacher to proctor the Student’s behavior
during an Evaluation. The Client Environment also corresponds to the actions
done by the Student under evaluation, as his/her behavior his modelled here in
order to prevent Cheating during all assessment’s phases.

3.3.2

The Server Environment

• Description: The Server Environment is a component that encompasses all the
software subcomponents that deal with the eAssessment process that take place
outside the Student’s location, maybe in the same computer where the eLearning
platform is located or in a separate location. The Server Environment provides a
set of software solutions that guarantee the provision of the information needed
by the Client Environment to prevent Cheating and also the provision of the
information needed to integrate the Secure eAssessment functions into a underlying eLearning platform. As such, it can be said that the Server Environment is a
mediator component between the Client Environment and the eLearning platform.
• Composition: The Server Environment is composed of the software components
required for the eAssessment process that take place outside the Student’s Location. This means that participates in both Preparation and Delivery phases of the
eAssessment process. There are some emphasized elements in this component: In
the Preparation phase, there are four basic capabilities required to be deal by specific components: User Authentication, the Client Configuration Check, the Time
Synchronization (inevitable in an offline scenario) and the control of transmission
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of data between the Client and the eLearning platform. The Server Environment
also provides the Information related to Software Configuration of the client, which
is normally not available on the eLearning platform.
• Responsabilities: The Server Environment is responsible of assuring a correct
Preparation phase (regarding the sucessful authentication of the Student and the
provision of the services related to Client Configuration checking, Synchronization with oflfine clients and transmission’s control), and a correct Delivery phase
(regarding the successful transmission of the Monitoring data produced in the
asessment received from the Client Environment into the eLearning platform).
• Colaborations: The Server Environment colaborates with the Client Environment,
as provider of the Environment Configuration Information (the set of resources
needed in order to take the evaluation under assessment) and the Environment
Restrictions Information (encompassing all constrains related to the Exam Administration, such as time restrictions and allowed resources), and as a consumer of the
User Information needed to Authenticate the Student on the Preparation phase,
and as of the Data related to interesting Events (related to Cheating-avoidance)
observed during the Delivery Phase. The Server Environment colaborates with the
eLearning Platform as provider of the User Information needed to Authenticate
the Student on the Preparation phase and as a provider of the Data related to
interesting Events (related to Cheating-avoidance) observed during the Delivery
Phase.
• Analogy in Traditional Classroom Evaluation: The Server Environment corresponds to the actions done by the Teacher to prepare the proctoring of the Student
during an Evaluation, meaning to setting the conditions to be met by the physical
evaluation environment.

3.3.3

The eLearning Platform

• Description: The eLearning Platform is a component that encompasses all the
Infrastructure Services needed in order to conduct an Evaluation. The eLearning platform provides all the services defined on the eLearning Domain (see those
services on the Background) including Assessment. The Client and Server Environments complements the Assessment functionalities included in the eLearning
Platform in order to comply with a Secure eAssessment Process. Strictly speaking,
the eLearning Platform is not part of the Secure eAssessment process.
• Composition: The eLearning Platform is composed of all the components required
for eLearning. However, only the relevant services required by the eAssessment
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process are highlighted: Those services are User Authentication and Management
(as is expected that the Student is previously registered and his/her data has
been collected within the Platform) and the Exam Management (as the Exam
Contents are defined and managed as function of the eLearning Platform, not by
the eAssessment environment).
• Responsabilities: The eLearning platform is responsible of providing the common
underlying services of eLearning needed in order to conduct a sucessful eAssessment process.
• Colaborations: The eLearning Platform colaborates with the Server Environment,
as provider of the Authentication services that allows the start of the eAssessment
Process; and as a provider of the Exam Management (including Exam conducting
and grading) service.
• Analogy in Traditional Classroom Evaluation: The eLearning Platform corresponds to the actions done by the Teacher during a course.

From this first representation, in order to further consolidate the Reference Architecture, the following considerations were made:

• The eLearning Platform does not participate, per se, in the Securement of the Assessment Process, beyond the services provided to the Server component. As said
before, the Server Environment is a mediator between the Client Environment and
the eLearning Platform, so we can safely say that the eLearning Platform does not
need to participate in the Reference Architecture, as their provisions are mapped
into the Server Environment.
• There can be argued that there are two aspects related to the Secure eAssessment Process that we have not dealt with: The aspect regarding the Creation of
the Examination, including the definition of the Secure eAssessment items, and
the Creation of the Student Information onto the eLearning Platform, encompassing the use of Biometrical data (including the data needed not just for the User
Authentication during the Preparation Phase, but also the data needed for the
Monitoring process in the Administration Phase). Both aspects correspond to
the services provided by the eLearning Platform. As we have considered that the
eLearning platform is not part of the securement of the Client Environment, and
as we have considered that these two aspects are pre-requisites for the eAssessment
Process, thus not forming part of it, neither of this Reference Architecture.
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• There can be argued that there are some additionals situations that can arise as
security concerns regarding the Server Environment:
– The need to cope with External Attacks, particularly by means of Network
Connectivity issues (like Denial Of Services attacks) or Hacking attacks over
the Server site. However, we considered this as a feature not of the Server
Environment, but of the eLearning platform, who must provide these capabilities. As ultimately the Server Environment will become and integral part of
the Assessment component of the eLearning Platform, it must be protected
by the eLearning Platform’s own security mechanisms.
– The need to provide a self-healing, non-stop, fault-tolerant Server Environment: The Server Environment must be always ready to process Secure
eAssessment activities. However, as in the previous point, we considered
this not a feature of the Server Environment but of the eLearning platform.
Making an analogy to Traditional Evaluation, just consider what happens if
in the middle of an examination, electric power turn off, and air conditioning
and lights are powered off, not just in one Classroom but on a Campus-wide
scale: The Evaluation becomes impossible due to lack of conditions.

Both eAssessment scenarios, Online and Offline, are mapped into a common Reference
Architecture, just has been done in the Reference Model, because their functional understanding of the Secure eAssessment Process is quite similar, with limited variations.
As this variations do not mostly affect the functional decomposition (except a par of
components cases, as we will see further), and can be dealt with as variation cases of
the implementation of the component, or the deployment of the Architecture, we have
produced a single, both scenarios applicable, Reference Architecture.
In order to produce the Reference Architecture, an important stage is the establishment
of the courses of actions that take place during the eAssessment Process, in terms of
possible implementable software components. This set of actions will provide a set of
generic functionalities that some element must provide to complain with it. The artifact chosen to model this is the Use Case Architectural-Level view. Because of the
previous considerations, we have decided to set three Use Cases, one for each stage of
the eAssessment Process, with base on the Online Scenario and introducing the Offline
Scenario as a Variation point into the Use Case. Thus, we have defined three main
Use Cases, which we claim sufficiently clear to guide the establishment of the Reference
Architecture. Although we must recognize that further low-level refinements of the Use
Cases are possible (like decomposing them into smaller use cases), as we have the Use
Cases view provided in order to generate the Reference Model to complement this view,
it is our opinion that the current detail level is enough for the interest of setting up a
Reference Architecture, as these are the Primary Tasks level use cases.
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The Use Cases Architectural-Level Model for Secure eAssessment

The Use Cases Architectural-Level Model is an Analysis and Design view of the workings of a Secure eAssessment System that addresses the Secure eAssessment Process
stated in Section 3 describes the externally observable behavior of an eAssessment System as perceived by final users, analysts, designers and testers. This view is a high
level abstraction of the Use Cases presented for the Reference Model, in order to specify
the driving forces behind the Reference Architecture, and will allow for the realization of the software components that comprise the Reference Architecture. This view
is depicted in Figure 3.11 and their detailed specification is shown in the Appendix 6.2.

Figure 3.11: The Use Cases Architectural-Level Model

3.3.5

The Architectural Components

As the ultimate goal of the Architecture is the provision of a Secure, Cheating-free
eAssessment Environment, as secure as that of Traditional Examination, we take into
account the different mappings that can be done of the Cheating methods as defined
by Cizek. We have also identified some components as agents, particularly those that
model the Teacher gathering senses in a Traditional Examination: The senses mapped
are the vision and the audition. In our conception, the Agents are those software com-
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ponents that specifically deal with the implementation details regarding the Cheating
Methods. We must remember that agents are software components, just with the added
need of a goal to achieve during his operation. When we identify a component as being
an agent, we state its goal. This approach produce a set of goals from which we extract
some metrics that would be used on the evaluation of the Security Level of a Secure
eAssessment Environment implementation to find out if it is in accord to the security
expectations of the Evaluation.
After having shown the Use Case Model, analyzed it minding the considerations expressed before, in order to consolidate the Reference Architecture, we expose it in the
Figure 3.12 as follows:

Figure 3.12: The Reference Architecture

There are a total of 20 components comprising the two main environments: The Server
Environment and the Client Environment.
The corresponding detailed specification for each of the Server Environment components
are shown on the Appendix 6.3 and for the Client Components on the Appendix 6.4.
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The Data Flows

The components specified in both the Server and Client Environment interconnect by
using some common data structures in order to comply with their responsabilities. These
structures are those shown in the Reference Architecture 3.12 and their subtypes, if any.
They are briefly characterized in alphabethical order as follows:

Clock lectures
• Represents: A reading of a System Clock.
• Fields:
– clock: A timestamp.

Connection
• Represents: A Network connection established between a Client Environment and
a Server Environment. The Client asks for the connection.
• Fields:
– Client: A valid URI identification of the client address or access point for
this connection.
– Server: A valid URI identification of the server address or access point for
this connection.
– Client Time opened: A timestamp of when the connection was opened, according to client local time.
– Server Time opened: A timestamp of when the connection was opened, according to server local time.
– Client Time last transfer: A timestamp of when the connection was last used
for transmission, according to client local time.
– Server Time last transfer: A timestamp of when the connection was last used
for transmission, according to server local time.
– Other additional administrative information may be added regarding on a
specific implementation, like data transfers rate for bandwith management,
etc.
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EnvironmentConfiguration
• Represents: A description of a software application that is (expected to be) installed and executed for some specific examination session.
• Fields:
– ExamID: A composed field uniquely identifying an evaluation session, consisting of: an Exam Key (as defined on the eLearning platform), an Administration Date (defined as a timestamp), a Student Key (as defined on the
eLearning platform), an Operating System Key (as defined on the eLearning
platform), a Client URI and a Server URI.
– Application Common Name: A text field indicating the common name for
an application
– Process Name: A text field describing the process data as known when executed onto the client Operating System.
– Installation path: A text field describing where a application is actually installed/expected to be installed.
– Security Key: A composed field of a Hashing algorithm description and a
Hash Key for the application executable.
ExamReport
• Represents: An undesired event detection on a Client Environment during an
specific examination session.
• Fields:
– ExamID: A composed field uniquely identifying an evaluation session, consisting of: an Exam Key (as defined on the eLearning platform), an Administration Date (defined as a timestamp), a Student Key (as defined on the
eLearning platform), an Operating System Key (as defined on the eLearning
platform), a Client URI and a Server URI.
– Kind: A typed field of possible values: AudioCheating, ElapsedTime, ForbiddenSoftware, IntrusionDetection, TamperedTime, VisualCheating.
– Timetrace: A time stamp indicating the local time on the system when this
report was generated.
– Data: A large binary object of the supporting data for the report. Its decoding is related to the Kind of ExamReport.
PersonalData
• Represents: The relevant biometrical information for a student and a kind of
biometrical data collecting technique.
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• Fields:
– StudentID: A Key uniquely identifying a person who is a registered user of
the eLearning platform. Its format must conform to the one on the eLearning
platform.
– Kind: A typed field describing a biometrical collecting technique for the
data collected. Some common values: AudioStream, Fingerprint, Image,
IrisReading, VideoStream, etc.
– Data: A large object binary of the supporting data collected. Its decoding is
related to the Kind of PersonalData.
• Standardization recommendation: IEEE PAPI, IMS LIP.
SensorData
• Represents: Data collected from some Biometrical and/or environmental sensor.
• Fields:
– Kind: A typed field describing a biometrical collecting technique for the
data collected. Some common values: AudioStream, Fingerprint, Image,
IrisReading, VideoStream, etc.
– Data: A large object binary of the supporting data collected. Its decoding is
related to the Kind of SensorData.
TimeRestriction
• Represents: The time conditions and continuity tracking for a evaluation session.
• Fields:
– ExamID: A composed field uniquely identifying an evaluation session, consisting of: an Exam Key (as defined on the eLearning platform), an Administration Date (defined as a timestamp), a Student Key (as defined on the
eLearning platform), an Operating System Key (as defined on the eLearning
platform), a Client URI and a Server URI.
– InitialPreparationTime: A local Client timestamp for the allowed start time
for the Preparation phase.
– FinalPreparationTime: A local Client timestamp for the allowed end time
for the Preparation phase.
– InitialAdministrationTime: A local Client timestamp for the allowed start
time for the Administration phase.
– FinalAdministrationTime: A local Client timestamp for the allowed end time
for the Administration phase.
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– InitialDeliveryTime: A local Client timestamp for the allowed start time for
the Delivery phase.
– FinalDeliveryTime: A local Client timestamp for the allowed end time for
the Delivery phase.
– TimeGap: The difference between the Client Environment local clock and
the Server Environment local clock.
– LastValidSystemClock: The last successfully verified Clock Lecture on the
Client Environment. This field may be omitted on a specific implementation.
– LastValidTimeElapsed: The last successfully verified timer reading on the
Client Environment. This field may be omitted on a specific implementation.
– Evaluation Time Frame: The maximum time allowed for completing the
Exam.

Chapter 4
Validating Security in eAssessment
4.1

Measuring Security in eAssessment

In order to get a measure of the Security provided on an eAssessment environment,
it is essential to define some metrics, which can be measured and tabulated in order
to assess the Security Level of such an environment. These metrics can be helpful in
taking decisions about the use, implementation or relevance of some particular solution
for the eAssessment process. These metrics can also be used to measure the degree of
trustability (Security-wise speaking) of such a solution.
When we are dealing with Software Reference Architectures, there are not a set of wellestablished, recognized and applicable to all software domains metrics that can be used
to evaluate them [4] [11] [22]. However, as seen on the Background, there are a set
of techniques that can be used to generate useful metrics. As a starting point, there
must be considered the type of stakeholders that are interested on a Secure eAssessment
Process, and we have cathegorized them into two groups:

• Non-technical stakeholders: Such stakeholders whose interest in on the eLearning
field, like the Teachers, the Administrator of a Educational Institution, etc.

• Technical stakeholders: IT Professionals who are interested on the development
of software products.

The expectations of both kind of stakeholders regarding the Security in eAssessment
falls into two complementary views:
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• For non-technical stakeholders, the degree of Security of the Architecture is measured by a degree of compliant with the Traditional Evaluation Cheating Methods,
stating from the view that any Reference Architectures for Secure eAssessment are
trusted by comparing them against a Traditional Evaluation environment.
• For technical stakeholders, they expect an instrument for checking the level of
compliance regarding the specific security requirements, from an Information Security point of view.

Thus, we have developed two instruments for the measuring of Security in eAssessment,
in order to satisfy the expectations of both kinds of stakeholders: For the technical
stakeholders, we present a Quick Checklist for Secure eAssessment related to Information Security requirements; and for non-technical stakeholders, we present a hierarchy
of metrics that evaluate the degree of compliance of a solution against the Cheating
Methods. In both cases, there is a comparison of our proposed Reference Architecture
against other four solutions on the field: Moodle, Sakai, SecureExam Student and Questionmark Perception, using the relevant measuring artifact.

4.1.1

The Quick Checklist for Secure eAssessment

As said in the precedent section, although the hierarchy of metrics for the security dimensions address the issues regarding the degree of security as levels of compliance with
the Cheating Methods, technical stakeholders may expect an instrument for checking
the level of compliance regarding the specific security requirements, from an Information
Security point of view. A common instrument for the measuring of compliance with an
expected standard of both software quality and security is a questionnaire (or checklist)
regarding the expected policies that must be addressed and used in order to satisfy some
security and quality standard.
For the Secure eAssessment Process, we can very quickly evaluate the degree of compliance with the Information Security requirements of any solution in the field by using
the following 12 questions checklist:

1. Is the Student authenticated in order to logon onto the system for examination
purposes?
2. Is the Student authenticated by using Biometrical means?
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3. Are Student Computers authenticated and tracked down during all network connections performed in an evaluation session?
4. Are all data transmissions over public networks done by an encrypted protocol?
5. Are all data transmissions over public networks verified for correct completion and
content?
6. Is Exam Data encrypted when stored locally on the Student Computer?
7. Is User Data encrypted when stored locally on the Student Computer?
8. Are Exam Time Restrictions validated during the examination?
9. Is there a Battery Power Check for battery-powered devices used on offline scenarios?
10. Are the software applications executed on the Student Computer validated against
a list of permitted applications during the examination?
11. Is there a continuous monitoring of both the student and the surrounding environments for detecting the presence of unauthorized people and the commitment
of forbidden actions?
12. If any relevant event is detected during an examination, is its report stored and/or
transmitted in an encrypted and secure way?

As with any quality standard, there is no partial interpretation of the degree of compliance. A software solution that intends to conform to the Secure eAssessment Process
must comply with all items on the checklist. The only interpretation that can be made
of a partial result is as the number (or percentage) of items the solution complies with.
In the following Table 4.1 there are shown the results of applying the Quick Checklist
for Secure eAssessment to our own proposal and four available solutions: Two eLearning
platforms (Moodle and Sakai) and two secure exam environments (SecureExam Student
and Questionmark Perception):
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ITEM
Our Proposal Moodle Sakai SecureExam Questionmark
1
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2
Yes
3
Yes
Yes
Yes
4
Yes
Yes
Yes
5
Yes
Yes
Yes
6
Yes
Yes
Yes
7
Yes
Yes
Yes
8
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
9
Yes
10
Yes
Yes
Yes
11
Yes
12
Yes
Yes
Yes
Complies?
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
Percentage
100
16
16
75
75
Table 4.1: Applying the Quick Checklist for Secure eAssessment to five solutions

As can be seen, of the five products compared against the expected level of conformance
for security in eAssessment, only our proposal complies with all the items on the checklist. However, this is just a review of conformance that does not address the level of
implementation of this conformance, as it is done by the hierarchy of metrics. Nonetheless, is a quick way for an analyst to review the items that must be addressed in order
to fully comply with the expected security requirements of an evaluation environment.

4.1.2

A hierarchy for Security dimensions

As said before (see section 4.1), there are not a set of well-established, recognized
and applicable to all software domains metrics that can be used to evaluate Software
References Architectures. From the point of view of non-technical stakeholders of an
eAssessment environment for eLearning, it has been considered that the degree of security of the Architecture is measured by a degree of compliant with the Traditional
Evaluation Cheating Methods, stating from the view that any Reference Architectures
for Secure eAssessment are trusted by comparing it against a Traditional Evaluation
environment.
Thus, we have taken the Cheating Methods for Traditional Examination, as indicated by
Cizek, as the main Cheating Scenarios from which to start defining metrics. After analyzing those Scenarios, and their possible counterparts in an eAssessment Environment,
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we have arrived to a characterization of the following set of dimensions that defines the
Security in eAssessment:

• Basic Dimensions: This kind of dimensions directly measure the level of compliance of the Architecture to some relevant aspect of the Cheating Methods. They
are calculated as weighted averages of their underlying data.
• Derived Dimensions: This kind of dimensions consolidate the information expressed in other Dimensions into more general levels of compliance of the Architecture, relating to relevant security aspects that are of interest in the eAssessment
domain from the point of view of the main non-technical stakeholders. They are
calculated as weighted average of their underlying data.

There are seven basic dimensions, stated as follow:

1. The Communications Security (CS): Measures the level of trustability that can
be obtained by using the Architecture under evaluation in order to address all
the possible cheating actions that can happen within the physical Computer environment where assesment is taking place, related to the undesired interchange
of information between Students that implies a physical interchange of data.
2. The Time Constraints Enforcement Security (TC): Measures the level of trustability that can be obtained by using the Architecture under evaluation in order
to address all the possible cheating actions that can happen within the physical
Computer Environment where assesment is taking place, related to tweaking or circumventing the time frame allowed for the conducting of the Examination activity.
3. The Software Environment Security (SE): Measures the level of trustability that
can be obtained by using the Architecture under evaluation in order to address
all the possible cheating actions that can happen within the physical Computer
environment where assesment is taking place, related to the use of any kind of
software applications or functions that are not allowed to be used by the conditions of the Examination.
4. The Visual Student Security (SV): Measures the level of trustability that can
be obtained by using the Architecture under evaluation in order to address all
the possible cheating actions done by the Student that can happen within the
surrounding physical environment where assesment is taking place and that are
detectable by using visual sensory.
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5. The Audio Student Security (SA): Measures the level of trustability that can be
obtained by using the Architecture under evaluation in order to address all the possible cheating actions done by the Student that can happen within the surrounding
physical environment where assesment is taking place and that are detectable by
using auditive sensory.
6. The Visual Environment Security (EV): Measures the level of trustability that
can be obtained by using the Architecture under evaluation in order to address
all the possible cheating actions involving the presence of someone else other than
the Student that can happen within the surrounding physical environment where
assesment is taking place and that are detectable by using visual sensory.
7. The Audio Environment Security (EA): Measures the level of trustability that
can be obtained by using the Architecture under evaluation in order to address
all the possible cheating actions involving the presence of someone else other than
the Student that can happen within the surrounding physical environment where
assesment is taking place and that are detectable by using audio sensory.

And there are five derived dimensions, as follows:

1. The eAssessment Security (eAS): Measures the overall level of trustability that can
be obtained by using the Architecture under evaluation to address all Cheating
Methods. The eAssessment Security is derived from the Technological Security
and the Behavioral Security.
2. The Technological Security (TA): Measures the level of trustability that can be
obtained by using the Architecture under evaluation in order to address all the
possible cheating actions that can happen within the physical Computer environment where assesment is taking place. The Technological Security is derived from
the Communications Security, the Time Constraints Enforcement Security and the
Software Environment Security.
3. The Behavioral Security (BS): Measures the level of trustability that can be obtained by using the Architecture under evaluation in order to address all the
possible cheating actions that can happen within the surrounding physical environment where assesment is taking place. The Behavioral Security is derived from
the Student Security and the Environment Security.
4. The Student Actions Security (SAC): Measures the level of trustability that can
be obtained by using the Architecture under evaluation in order to address all
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the possible cheating actions done by the Student that can happen within the
surrounding physical environment where assesment is taking place. The Student
Security is derived from the Visual Student Security and the Audio Student Security.

5. The Environment Actions Security (EAC): Measures the level of trustability that
can be obtained by using the Architecture under evaluation in order to address
all the possible cheating actions involving the presence of someone else other than
the Student that can happen within the surrounding physical environment where
assesment is taking place. The Environment Security is derived from the Visual
Environment Security and the Audio Environment Security.

This hierarchy of interrelationships between dimensions as shown in Figure 4.1:

Figure 4.1: The Hierarchy of Security Dimensions for Secure eAssessment

The range for the level of trustability of an Architecture with each Cheating Method
has been defined into a simple, commonly-shared scale that represents a Level of Compliance that can be easily grasped by all stakeholders:
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• 0: The Cheating Method is not dealt with at all.
• 1: The Cheating Method is dealt with unespecific details by the Components in
the Architecture.
• 2: The Cheating Method is dealt with full (algorithmical and implementational,
including all functionality required, as ideally certified by a competent and independent authority) details by the components in the Architecture.

The range of each dimension has been establish into a simple, commonly-shared scale
that can be easily grasped by all stakeholders:

• From 0 to 1: The dimension measured is not dealt with by the responsabilities of
the components defined on the Architecture.
• From 1 to 2: The dimension measured is not dealt with full implementations
details (regarding software implementation) by the responsabilities of the components defined on the Architecture.
• 2: The dimension measured is dealt with full implementation details (including
all functionality required, as ideally certified by a competent and independent authority) by the components defined on the Architecture.

The Methodology for the generation of the metrics consists of two initials steps that are
derived from the Cheating Methods definition, and as such are common to any evaluation and only need to be done once, and others that are architecture-specific. The steps
are the following:

1. For each Cheating Method, establish which Security basic dimensions are affected
by.
2. Generate a matrix of the cheating methods influence over each basic dimension,
per each Cheating domain.
3. For each Component in the Architecture, establish which Security basic dimensions are addressed by.
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4. Establish the basic parameters for the evaluation: The number of Cheating Methods per Cheating Domain, and the weight factors that define how much each
dimension affects the metrics that are calculated from them.
5. Generate a set of matrices expressing the Level of Compliance of the Architecture
with each Cheating Method, per Cheating domain.
6. Calculate the metrics of the basic dimensions.
7. Calculate the metrics of the derived dimensions.

In order to further explain the Methodology, the evaluation of the proposed Reference
Architecture is shown step-by-step.

4.1.2.1

Step 1

From each Cheating Method, it can be analyzed which Security basic dimensions are
affected by the actions defined in the Method. This assignment of dimensions to the
methods is very helpful because it gives a guide of to which methods are dealt with when
a specific security basic dimension is addressed, and it is realized on a tabular way. As
said before, this is a step that needs to be done only once, or just when Cheating
Methods change, because its results are applyable to any evaluation. This assignment
is shown in the following tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, where each table represent the Cheating
method impact on the dimensions domain of cheating:
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Technological
Behavioral
Cheating Communications
Time
Software
Student
Environment
Method
Constraints Environment Visual Audio Visual Audio
GTR01
X
X
GTR02
X
X
GTR03
X
X
X
GTR04
X
X
X
GTR05
X
X
X
GTR06
X
X
X
GTR07
X
X
X
X
X
GTR08
X
X
X
X
X
GTR09
X
X
GTR10
X
X
GTR11
X
X
GTR12
X
X
X
X
X
GTR13
X
X
X
X
X
GTR14
X
X
X
GTR15
X
X

Table 4.2: Basic Security dimensions for GTR Cheating Methods
Technological
Behavioral
Cheating Communications
Time
Software
Student
Environment
Method
Constraints Environment Visual Audio Visual Audio
FM01
X
X
FM02
X
X
FM03
X
X
FM04
X
X
FM05
X
FM06
X
FM07
X
FM08
X
FM09
X
FM10
X
FM11
X
FM12
X
FM13
X
FM14
X
FM15
X
X
FM16
X
FM17
X
X
FM18
X
X
X
FM19
X
X
X
FM20
X
X
X
FM21
X
X
X

Table 4.3: Basic Security dimensions for FM Cheating Methods
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Technological
Behavioral
Cheating Communications
Time
Software
Student
Environment
Method
Constraints Environment Visual Audio Visual Audio
TAP01
X
X
TAP02
X
X
TAP03
X
X
TAP04
X
X
TAP05
X
X
X
TAP06
X
X
TAP07
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP08
X
X
TAP09
X
TAP10
X
X
TAP11
X
TAP12
X
X
TAP13
X
X
X
TAP14
X
X
X
TAP15
X
X
TAP16
X
X
X
TAP17
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP18
X
X
X
TAP19
X
X
X
TAP20
X
X
TAP21
X
X
X
TAP22
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP23
X
X

Table 4.4: Basic Security dimensions for TAP Cheating Methods
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Step 2

Generate a matrix of the cheating methods influence over each basic dimension, per each
Cheating domain. This is a direct translation to a matricial form of the tables shown
in the previous steps, and it is quite helpful because they allow to relate each cheating
method to their affected basic security dimensions. As said before, this is a step that
needs to be done only once, or just when Cheating Methods change, because its results
are applyable to any evaluation.
In this case, there are three matrices generated in this step:

1. G (Figure 4.2) represents if a GTR method (on rows) affects a basic dimension
(on columns). 0 means no, 1 means yes.
2. F (Figure 4.3) represents if a FM method (on rows) affects a basic dimension (on
columns). 0 means no, 1 means yes.
3. T (Figure 4.4) represents if a TAP method (on rows) affects a basic dimension (on
columns). 0 means no, 1 means yes.
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Figure 4.2: GTR Cheating Methods effect on Basic Dimensions
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Figure 4.3: FM Cheating Methods effect on Basic Dimensions
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Figure 4.4: TAP Cheating Methods effect on Basic Dimensions
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Step 3

From each component defined in the Reference Architecture, it must be analyzed which
Security dimensions are under the responsability of each component. This assignment
is very helpful, because it gives a guide of the radius of action and influence of any component on the security dimensions, serves to check that all dimensions are addressed
and by which component, and allows for a easy inspection of which components must
be checked for changes in case of changes or improvements desired on any dimension.
Technological
Behavioral
Server
Communications
Time
Software
Student
Environment
Component
Constraints Environment Visual Audio Visual Audio
SC01
X
SC02
X
X
SC03
X
X
SC04
X
SC05
X
SC06
X
SC07
X
SC08
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
SC09
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
SC10
X

Table 4.5: Security dimensions for Server Component
Technological
Behavioral
Client
Communications
Time
Software
Student
Environment
Component
Constraints Environment Visual Audio Visual Audio
CC01
X
CC02
X
CC03
X
CC04
X
X
X
X
CC05
X
CC06
X
CC07
X
X
CC08
X
X
CC09
X
X
CC10
X
X

Table 4.6: Security dimensions for Client Component
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Step 4

In this step the the basic parameters for the evaluation are established: The number of
Cheating Methods per Cheating Domain, and the weight factors that define how much
each dimension affects the derived dimensions that are calculated from them.
In order to determine the weight factor of each derived dimension, we have considered
to conduct a totally balanced evaluation, where the dimensions that conform each derived dimensions contribute in the same weight. We will get the following set of matrices:

Figure 4.5: Weight Matrix Form for the Technological Security

Figure 4.6: Weight Matrix Form for the Student and Environment Actions Security

Figure 4.7: Weight Matrix Form for the Behavioral Security

Figure 4.8: Weight Matrix Form for the eAssessment Security
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Of course, the weights cannot be ramdomly assigned. There is a set of restrictions on
each derived dimension internal contribution:

Figure 4.9: Restrictions for Weight Factors for Derived Dimensions

Considering the restrictions and the goal of a totally-balanced evaluation, the following
matrix of weight factors for the derived dimensions is established:

Figure 4.10: Weight Factors for Derived Dimensions
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Step 5

Now it is needed to establish the Level of Compliance of the Architecture with each
Cheating Method, per Cheating domain. In order to do this, we analyze the cheating
method description and how the architecture deals with it, based on the specific algorithmical and implementational details as indicated on the Reference Architecture and
the Use Case Model. There would be three matrices obtained, one per cheating domain:

Figure 4.11: Architectural Compliance Level for Cheating Methods

This is a subjective qualification of the architectural compliance level. In our case, as
we have defined a Reference Architecture on an Analysis Level, without considering
any implementation nor algorithmical related details, it was pretty straightforward to
establish that the level of compliance with all cheatings method is 1.
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4.1.2.6

Step 6

As all data needed in order to calculate the metrics of the basic dimensions has been
collected, now they can be calculated, as follows:
The Communications Security (CS) is calculated by the following formula:

Figure 4.12: Formula for calculating the Communications Security

For this evaluation, CS equals 1.
The Time Constraints Enforcement Security (TC) is calculated by the following formula:

Figure 4.13: Formula for calculating the Time Constrains Enforcement Security

For this evaluation, TC equals 1.
The Software Environment Security (SE) is calculated by the following formula:

Figure 4.14: Formula for calculating the Software Environment Security

For this evaluation, SE equals 1.
The Visual Student Security (SV) is calculated by the following formula:
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Figure 4.15: Formula for calculating the Visual Student Security

For this evaluation, SV equals 1.
The Audio Student Security (SA) is calculated by the following formula:

Figure 4.16: Formula for calculating the Audio Student Security

For this evaluation, SA equals 1.
The Visual Environment Security (EV) is calculated by the following formula:

Figure 4.17: Formula for calculating the Visual Environment Security

For this evaluation, EV equals 1.
The Audio Environment Security (EA) is calculated by the following formula:

Figure 4.18: Formula for calculating the Audio Environmental Security
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For this evaluation, EA equals 1.

4.1.2.7

Step 7

As all data needed in order to calculate the metrics of the derived dimensions has been
collected, now they can be calculated, as follows:
The Student Actions Security (SAC) is calculated by the following formula:

Figure 4.19: Formula for calculating the Student Actions Security

For this evaluation, SAC equals 1.
The Environment Actions Security (EAC) is calculated by the following formula:

Figure 4.20: Formula for calculating the Environment Actions Security

For this evaluation, EAC equals 1.
The Behavioral Security (BS) is calculated by the following formula:

Figure 4.21: Formula for calculating the Behavioral Security

For this evaluation, BS equals 1.
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The Technological Security (TA) is calculated by the following formula:

Figure 4.22: Formula for calculating the Technological Security

For this evaluation, TA equals 1.
The eAssessment Security (eAS) is calculated by the following formula:

Figure 4.23: Formula for calculating the eAssessment Security

Where the delta factors are calculated as:

Figure 4.24: Delta Factors for calculating the eAssessment Security

For this evaluation, eAS equals 1.
This ends the measure steps. As we have defined a Reference Architecture on an Analysis
Level, without considering any implementation nor algorithmical related details, it was
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expected that its eAssessment Security would be in the range of 1. So, the evaluation
methodology works as expected, and we can now compare our Reference Architecture
for Secure eAssessment against Traditional Examination: The direct equivalent of a reference architecture for traditional examination would be the set of rules defined by some
educational institution in order to guide teacher in conducting examinations: These set
of rules is just a referential frame, because each traditional examination session may
implement them differently, because of the variability of human proctoring. Thus, each
examination is an instantiation of the rules, and its results are unpredictable: The no
detection of cheating does not prove it has not happen. So, the rules for traditional
examination deal with the cheating methods also with a Security metric of 1 in each
dimension. As conclusion, our Reference Architecture is at least as secure as the Traditional Examination rules, and that was the main objective of this research.
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Comparing our proposal with other solutions on the field

Now we compare how good our proposed Reference Architecture stands against some
current available solutions on the field of eLearning and Secure eAssessment, in relation
to the Hierarchy of Security dimensions. We have chosen two full eLearning platforms,
as Moodle and Sakai are, and two Secure Exam Environments, as SecureExam Student
and Questionmark Perception. We must take into consideration that we are comparing
two disparate platforms: Our proposal is a Reference Architecture with no implementation details, and the four other solutions are current implementations as software
products. In spite of this, we believe the comparison is adequate, as if our Reference
Architecture performs well in the measurement against current products, the possible
implementations derived from it will perform even better, because of a higher (implementational) level of compliance with the Cheating Methods.
As seen on the precedent methodology for calculating the Security Metrics, we have
made the common steps 1 thru 4 in order to establish how the Cheating Methods affect
each security dimension, so we must proceed with the Step 5 and establish the level
of compliance of each solution reviewed against each Cheating Method. This analysis
is reflected in the three following tables: Table 4.7 measures the level of compliance
related to the GTR Cheating Methods, Table 4.8 measures the level of compliance
related to the FM Cheating Methods, and Table 4.9 measures the level of compliance
related to the TAP Cheating Methods.
Method Moodle Sakai SecureExam
GTR1
1
1
1
GTR2
1
1
1
GTR3
1
1
1
GTR4
0
0
0
GTR5
0
0
0
GTR6
0
0
0
GTR7
0
0
0
GTR8
0
0
0
GTR9
0
0
0
GTR10
1
1
1
GTR11
1
1
1
GTR12
0
0
0
GTR13
1
1
1
GTR14
1
1
2
GTR15
1
1
2

Questionmark Our proposal
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

Table 4.7: Review of compliance with GTR Methods for five solutions
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Method Moodle Sakai SecureExam
FM1
0
0
1
FM2
0
0
1
FM3
0
0
0
FM4
0
0
0
FM5
0
0
0
FM6
0
0
0
FM7
0
0
0
FM8
0
0
0
FM9
0
0
0
FM10
2
2
2
FM11
0
0
0
FM12
0
0
0
FM13
0
0
0
FM14
0
0
0
FM15
0
0
0
FM16
0
0
0
FM17
0
0
0
FM18
0
0
0
FM19
0
0
0
FM20
0
0
0
FM21
2
2
2

Questionmark Our proposal
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
2
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
2
1

Table 4.8: Review of compliance with FM Methods for five solutions
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Method Moodle Sakai SecureExam
TAP01
2
2
2
TAP02
2
2
2
TAP03
2
2
2
TAP04
0
0
0
TAP05
2
2
2
TAP06
2
2
2
TAP07
0
0
0
TAP08
2
2
2
TAP09
0
0
1
TAP10
2
2
2
TAP11
2
2
2
TAP12
2
2
2
TAP13
2
2
2
TAP14
2
2
2
TAP15
2
2
2
TAP16
2
2
2
TAP17
0
0
0
TAP18
0
0
1
TAP19
2
2
2
TAP20
2
2
2
TAP21
2
2
2
TAP22
0
0
0
TAP23
1
1
1

Questionmark Our proposal
2
1
2
1
2
1
0
1
2
1
2
1
0
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
0
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
0
1
1
1

Table 4.9: Review of compliance with TAP Methods for five solutions
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Now we can proceed to steps 6 and 7, calculating the metrics for both the basic and
the derived dimensions, with the consolidated results tabulated on Table 4.10, that will
guide the conclusions of this comparison:

Security
Solutions
Dimension
Moodle Sakai SecureExam Questionmark Our proposal
CS: Communications
0.93
0.93
0.97
0.95
1
TC: Time Constrains
1.19
1.19
1.19
1.19
1
SE: Software Environment
0.95
0.95
1.38
1.38
1
SV: Visual Student
0.26
0.26
0.38
0.35
1
SA: Audio Student
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
1
EV: Visual Environment
0.13
0.13
0.25
0.21
1
EA: Audio Environment
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
1
SAC: Student Actions
0.24
0.24
0.30
0.28
1
EAC: Environment Actions
0.12
0.12
0.18
0.17
1
BS: Behavioral
0.18
0.18
0.24
0.22
1
TA: Technological
1.01
1.01
1.17
1.16
1
eAS: eAssessment Security
0.60
0.60
0.70
0.69
1

Table 4.10: Calculation of the Security Metrics Hierarchy for five solutions

As we can see, from an overall eAssessment Security our Reference Architecture stands
well against current solutions on the field: Even when those implemented solutions may
advantage the architecture in the compliance with some of the basic dimensions (like
the Time Constrains Enforcement Security and the Software Environment Security), the
impact of that advantage dilutes on the bigger picture of the derived dimensions: Our
Reference Architecture establish an eAssessment environment whose overall security is
higher than any of that of the implemented solutions. That is derived from the fact that
our proposal deals better with the Behavioral Security aspects of the eAssessment than
the current solutions, and they are evenly matched regarding Technological Security:
The implementations done by the eLearning Platforms barely match our architectural
specifications, and, although the implementations done by current secure exam environments are slightly safer than our specification, it must be remembered that we are
comparing an architectural specification against software implementations: It is to be
expected that successful implementations of our architecture will provide safer technological solutions than that currently available. Another point of view concluded from
this comparison is that current eLearning plarforms and secure exam solutions must
improve their Behavioral Security in order to provide an eAssessment environment as
safe as the one specified by our Architecture.
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Further Analysis: Relating components and cheating methods

By correlating the assignment of dimensions to the methods against the assignment of
dimensions to the responsability of the components, it is possible to determine which
specific Cheating Methods are dealt with within each architectural component. This
information is useful not just for the completity check and security measurement of the
architecture, but also gives a guide on the modificability of the architecture, as shows
which architectural components must be checked for possible changes if any changes
happen (or new situations arises) on some Cheating Method. This information was
used for establishing the architectural compliance level set in step 5 of the evaluation
methodology, and it is depicted in Tables 4.11 thru 4.16 and from these we can affirm
that all the cheating methods are addressed at least by one architectural component,
and that all architectural component addresses at least one cheating method. This is
an additional level of validation for our reference architecture.
Cheating
Server Component
Method SC01 SC02 SC03 SC04 SC05 SC06 SC07 SC08 SC09 SC10
GTR01
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
GTR02
X
X
X
X
X
GTR03
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
GTR04
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
GTR05
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
GTR06
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
GTR07
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
GTR08
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
GTR09
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
GTR10
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
GTR11
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
GTR12
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
GTR13
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
GTR14
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
GTR15
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 4.11: Correlation of GTR Cheating Methods and Server Components
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Cheating
Server Component
Method SC01 SC02 SC03 SC04 SC05 SC06 SC07 SC08 SC09 SC10
FM01
X
X
X
X
X
X
FM02
X
X
X
X
X
X
FM03
X
X
X
X
X
X
FM04
X
X
X
X
X
X
FM05
X
X
X
X
FM06
X
X
X
X
FM07
X
X
X
X
FM08
X
X
X
X
FM09
X
X
X
X
FM10
X
X
X
X
FM11
X
X
X
X
FM12
X
X
X
X
FM13
X
X
X
X
FM14
X
X
X
X
FM15
X
X
X
X
FM16
X
X
X
X
FM17
X
X
X
X
X
X
FM18
X
X
X
X
X
X
FM19
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
FM20
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
FM21
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 4.12: Correlation of FM Cheating Methods and Server Components
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Cheating
Server Component
Method SC01 SC02 SC03 SC04 SC05 SC06 SC07 SC08 SC09 SC10
TAP01
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP02
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP03
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP04
X
X
X
X
TAP05
X
X
X
X
X
TAP06
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP07
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP08
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP09
X
X
X
X
TAP10
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP11
X
X
X
X
TAP12
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP13
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP14
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP15
X
X
X
X
X
TAP16
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP17
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP18
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP19
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP20
X
X
X
X
X
TAP21
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP22
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TAP23
X
X
X
X
X

Table 4.13: Correlation of TAP Cheating Methods and Server Components
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Cheating
Method CC01
GTR01
X
GTR02
X
GTR03
X
GTR04
X
GTR05
X
GTR06
X
GTR07
X
GTR08
X
GTR09
X
GTR10
X
GTR11
X
GTR12
X
GTR13
X
GTR14
X
GTR15
X

CC02
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

CC03

X

Client Component
CC04 CC05 CC06 CC07
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

CC08 CC09
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

CC10

X
X

X
X

Table 4.14: Correlation of GTR Cheating Methods and Client Components
Cheating
Method CC01
FM01
FM02
FM03
FM04
FM05
FM06
FM07
FM08
FM09
FM10
FM11
FM12
FM13
FM14
FM15
FM16
FM17
FM18
FM19
X
FM20
X
FM21
X

CC02

CC03
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Client Component
CC04 CC05 CC06 CC07
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

CC08 CC09
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

CC10

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 4.15: Correlation of FM Cheating Methods and Client Components

X
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Cheating
Method CC01
TAP01
X
TAP02
X
TAP03
X
TAP04
TAP05
TAP06
X
TAP07
X
TAP08
X
TAP09
TAP10
X
TAP11
TAP12
X
TAP13
X
TAP14
X
TAP15
TAP16
X
TAP17
X
TAP18
TAP19
X
TAP20
TAP21
X
TAP22
X
TAP23

CC02
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

CC03
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Client Component
CC04 CC05 CC06 CC07
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

CC08

CC09 CC10

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Table 4.16: Correlation of TAP Cheating Methods and Client Components
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A proof-of-concept prototype for a Software Monitoring Agent

As an additional level of validation regarding the feasibility of implementing the reference
architecture proposed, in particular of implementing the components that represents
software agents, it has been decided to build a proof-of-concept prototype of one such
component: The Software Configuration Monitor (also identified as the CC06 Client
Component). This component has the advantage that its feasibility of implementation
is well-known and true, because current secure exam environments like SecureExam Student and Questionmark Perception already have a functionally-equivalent component
embedded.
Some considerations were made regarding the development of this prototype:

• It is an interesting component because of portability concerns, as this component
must access the underlying operating system in the client environment at a lowlevel interface, in order to obtain a workable list of the current processes under
execution, and finalize those whose execution is not allowable.
• The eLearning platforms evaluated does not have a functionally-equivalent component, so a sucessful prototype will be an improvement for them, in security-wise
terms.
• Because of the best interests of the Research Cathedra on Information Security
of ITESM, who has financially supported this research, the Java Language will
be used for the prototyping, as a way of showing the possiblity of accessing some
low-level functions of an operating system by a agent realized onto a high-level
language, with the intention of transferring such agent into other operating system
platforms.
• Also because of the best interests of the Research Cathedra on Information Security of ITESM, the Microsoft Windows operating system platform has been
targeted for the implementation of the prototype, because of its atractive market
share.

In order to reach the goal of the agent, which is to find out any attempt to executed
some not allowed software application on a client environment, we have identified the
rules related with the establishment and monitoring of three lists of possible processes
under execution at any time:
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1. The White list of processes: This is conformed by all those processes that comply
with at least one of this characteristics:
• It is a basic process for the correct operation of the Operating System.
• It is a basic process for the correct operation of a secure environment for
eAssessment.
• It is a basic process for the correct operation of the examination, possibly as
required to manipulate some educational resource.
2. The Grey list of processes: This is conformed by all those processes whose execution is potentially dangerous for the security of the environment, because they
provide some service that can be used to mask other processes that may constitute
a security treat, if complies with at least one of these conditions:
• It is a Generic process of the Operating System that can be used to cover or
wrap the activity of another process, including those that function as service
providers.
• It is a process in the White list that is not part of the Operating System but
can also be used to cover or wrap the activity of another process.
3. The Black list of processes: This is conformed by all those processes whose execution is undoubtedly not desired and whose detection indicates an event for
breaching into the security of the eAssessment, by complying to at least one of
the following conditions:
• It is a process not included neither in the White list nor the Grey list.
• It is a process that is trying to pose for a process in the White list.
• It is a process that has been identified by previous research like any kind of
malevolous software (malware), and that pose a threat to the security, such
as: Keyloggers, spyware, adware, trojans and computer viruses.
• It is a process that can possibly compromise the security of the eAssessment
by establishing a virtual machine environment of execution to interact to
outside of the operating system.
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There were three basic technologies that were used in order to implement the prototype:

1. JaWin: This is a freeware communication bridge between Java programs and the
Component Object Model (COM) for interprocess communications, that allows
the access to the interfaces of COM objects.

2. Jacksum: This is a freeware Java library providing a variety of implementations
for encrypting and decrypting algorithms, in particular checksum algorithms. On
our tests, MD5 and Sha-256 algorithms were used.

3. WMI Windows Management Instrumentation: This is a propietary technology
developed by Microsoft as a standard for the Operating System Administration
in the Windows platform, starting with Windows 2000. WMI is an implementation of WBEM, a Web-based Enterprise Management Standard defined by the
Distributed Management Task Force in order to manage systems remotely. Other
implementations of WBEM are available for other operating system platforms.
WMI is based on the Windows-native Component Object Model (COM) for interprocess communications. In order to incorporate WMI on the prototype, Java
stubs for the embedded WMI libraries were obtained using the Type Library analyzer provided by JaWin.

For the testing purposes of this prototype, we have taken criteria for ruling all three
kinds of processes, as follows:

• We have taken all processes executing on a trusted environment in some given
time (a setup phase) to conform the White list of processes. The snapshot taken
includes basic processes needed for the correct operation of the Operating System
and the prototype itself, as a secure environment for eAssessment.

• We have chosen the java.exe process as a Grey list process example. This process
is the one that indicates the execution of a java program within the operating
system, and its execution is needed in order to run the prototype itself, but this
process can also run any unknown java program within the operating system, so
we need to check that just the prototype is allowed to execute. It is an interesting
example for a Grey process, because by authenticating the allowed masked java
programs to execute, the prototype itself is authenticated against tampering or
faking.
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• We have chosen the criteria that any process not included neither in the White
list nor the Grey list must have its execution finalized.
• We have chosen the criteria that any process trying to fake a process on the White
list must have its execution finalized.
• The processes can be identified by the Name property obtainable via WMI. However, it is neccesary to check additional properties (like CommandLine) in order
to establish the authenticity of any Grey list process.
• The mechanism for the authentication of the executing processes is by a comparison of a hash code (or checksum) of its executable program against one trusted
hash code obtained during the setup phase for the (seemingly) same executable
program.

The lifecycle of this agent is as follows:

1. The White list and Grey list of processes are identified, as they are the ones whose
execution may be permitted any given time.
2. In a controlled, secured environment (in this case, the development platform), all
the processes of the White list are executed and the list of executing process is
obtained via JaWin and WMI, and for each executable program of each process a
hash code is determine using an algorithm as provided by Jacksum. The resulting
signature is encrypted (via Jacksum) and stored on a file that will be the Whitelist
file.
3. In the same controlled, secured environment, all the processes of the Grey list and
their masked processes are executed, and the list of executing process is obtained
via JaWin and WMI, and for each executable program of each Grey process, further properties (in our case, the CommandLine) are scanned in order to determine
the hidden executing program. Then, a hash code for this masked program is determine using an algorithm as provided by Jacksum. The resulting signature is
encrypted (via Jacksum) and stored on a file that will be the specific Grey process
list file. There will be a single list for each Grey process.
4. The agent is delivered to the testing platform, where it will be executed. The
agent encompasses the code for the software monitoring, plus the Whitelist file
and all the relevante Greylist files.
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5. The agent is executed on the testing platform. As first step, the Whitelist and
Greylist files are read and stored (encrypted) onto corresponding hash maps on
memory.
6. The list of executing processes is obtained via JaWin and WMI. For each executing process, if it belongs to the Whitelist, then it is checked for authenticity by
obtaining a hash code of its executable program by using an algorithm as provided
by Jacksum, and the resulting signature is compared against the one decrypted
from the hash map. If the algorithms and the signatures do not match, the process
is deemed as a fake and its execution is finalized. Then the agent continues with
step 9.
7. If the executing process belongs to the Grey list, then its relevant property (in our
testing case, the CommandLine) is obtained via JaWin and WMI, and its hidden
executing program is determined. Next, a hash code of its executable program is
obtained by using an algorithm as provided by Jacksum, and the resulting signature is compared against the one decrypted from the corresponding Greylist hash
map. If the algorithms and the signatures do not match, that instance of the
Greylist process is deemed as a fake and its execution is finalized. Then the agent
continues with step 9.
8. If the executing process is neither on the Whitelist or on the Greylist, it is deemed
as belonging to the Blacklist and its execution is finalized.
9. Still under execution, the agent performs an asynchronized interaction with JaWin
and WMI, in order to wait for the next event regarding the execution of a new
process in the system. If the agent is not terminated and such event occurs, it
goes back to the step 6.

The prototype development and testing platform was Microsoft Windows XP Professional Service Pack 2. The prototype was also tested under Microsoft Windows 2000
Professional Service Pack 4. All test where done with a minimum configuration of 128
Megabytes of RAM memory and under the Java Platform version 6. The development
platform had the Java Software Development Kit version 6 with the required library files
(Jacksum.jar, Jawin.jar, Jawin.dll, Wmi.jar) on the JDK lib subdirectory. The testing
platform had the Java Runtime Environment version 6 with the same library files on
the JRE lib/ext subdirectory.
The prototype was implemented and tested successfully, complying with the lifecyle as
defined: The executing processes belonging to Whitelist produced by the setup snapshot were allowed to continue execution if they were successfully authenticated against
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the trusted signatures, and else finalized. All java applications besides the prototype
itself were deemed unauthorized and finalized, and a fake process involving the use of
a Windows 2000 version of Windows Explorer on a Windows XP environment was successfully identified and finalized. Lastly, any other application process not contained on
the Whitelist were successfully detected and finalized.

Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1

Conclusions

The main contributions of this research are:
• An enhancement of the scenario technique as a validation instrument for the evaluation of Security in eAssessment-related software artifacts, that can be applied
to both referential architectures and software solutions, by comparing their level
of conformance against scenarios comprised of the traditional examination, real
world cheating methods, instead of against pure software requirements. This comprised, as further subproducts:
– The definition of a set of dimensional metrics for calculating the security in
eAssessment: This set of metrics is closely related with the goals of the agents
and the components responsabilities in an Secure eAssessment Environment,
they are organized onto a comprehensive hierarchy representing easily grasped
concepts by both technological and non-technological stakeholders; entirely
addressing both the whole cheating domains and the architectural components space.
– The definition of a evaluation methodology for measuring Security in eAssessment: The set of metrics would be useless for evaluation without a way to
determine them it. We have achieved a way to derive useful metrics for the dimensions contemplated based on an evaluation of responsabilities compliance.
– A validation exercise of the Security of a proposed Reference Architecture for
Secure eAssessment and a comparison against some available solutions in the
eLearning field.
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• The presentation of an innovative approach to addressing Cheating in Evaluations
Environments for eLearning: The approach takes the well-known methods for
cheating in traditional examination and translate them into a set of architectural
components that address them. This comprised, as further subproducts:
– The definition of the Secure eAssessment Process: This three-stage, twoscenarios process fulfills the requirements for a continuous, automatized proctoring of the examination environment. So far, no further stages or scenarios
are foreseeable, meaning that we have grasped the complete Secure eAssessment domain onto this process.
– The definition of a Reference Model for the Secure eAssessment Process: The
decomposition covers all observed functionality areas as stated on the process.
– The definition of a Reference Architecture for the Secure eAssessment Process: The set of components presented address all the cheating methods and
scenarios, and their responsabilities and agents goals helped to determine the
set of relevant dimensions needed to establish the metrics system presented.
• Two further validation instruments:
– The definition of a Quick Checklist for Secure eAssessment: An instrument
for evaluating Secure eAssessment technologies against a set of security requirements, conforming an expected security standard for eAssessment.
– A proof-of-concept prototype for a Software Monitoring Agent, as an instrument to prove the feasibility of constructing a software monitoring agent for
use in an Secure eAssessment process.

As far as we know, our approach and contributions are entirely original. Although the
eAssessment domain is not a mature and well-established field, it has been shown that
is possible to derive a Reference Model for it, because of its close connection with the
eLearning field, which is a far better-known, still-maturing field, and by using a carefully
crafted Architectural-Level Use Case Model, even a Reference Architecture. The same
success is less possible as we advance towards the process of implementation of software
solutions: The closer we get to an specific detail level, easier we will found a dimension
which cannot be accurately addressed with current technology. As of now, this level is
dangerously close to the Design phase: Successful software solutions cannot be designed
if the techniques to resolve the problem have an unknown implementation. Our Reference Architecture tackles this up just to the Analysis and Design Level. Our Reference
Architecture is easily extendable, by virtue of adding new components and agents that
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address some new aspect of a dimension, but its trustability would ultimately rely on
the efectiveness of the underlying incorporated technologies.
Secure eAssessment is a very complex area, because is full of underlying relating technologies that are still on research and development. However, both evaluation scenarios
for eAssessment and Traditional Evaluation are very likeable to be compared: they face
the same Cheating issues. A guaranteed cheating-free eAssessment environment implementation still can not be achieved due to current state of technology, but the same can
be said of Traditional Evaluation: The subjectivity and variability of human proctoring
does not guarantee a cheating-free evaluation implementation at all. Thus, in some way,
they both have the same level of trustability for evaluation purposes: Both are not fully
implemented as cheating-free systems.
It has also been shown that the current concerns about the possibility of a secure examination environment under a virtual software proctoring, altough justified by the
current state of the art, are not entirely true: It is possible to address this issue with
the current technologies, to some degree. In any case, the secure environment defined
is immediatebly applicable to high-stakes examinations based on Internet technologies
and conducted by a blended proctoring: The conjunction of a human proctor and a virtual proctor: With a human proctor in charge of the Behavioral Security and a virtual
proctor in charge of the Technological Security, all cheating dimensions are addressed,
but the compliance level will never be the same as the one of a full virtual proctoring.
This situation is comparable to that of Blended Learning.
Finally, we have shown that security-related techniques are applicable to an unseemingly
security domain like that of Cheating in eAssessment, starting from the conception of
the cheating methods as security attacks, dealing with them like it could be done in
other Information Security field. As such, it may have the same prospect as other security areas (like the antivirus sector): The start of a run between cheaters (finding new
ways to defeat the system) and software developers (finding the way to cope with the
new scenarios), just like in the rest of the Information Security sector.

5.2

Future Work

Although the contributions provided are a step ahead for guiding in the maturing direction of secure examination environments for Internet-based distance learning, the field
is quite far from mature, as the lack of cheating-free environments for eAssessment has
shown. The maturing of this field, and by extension of eLearning, will be consolidated
when the concepts ilustrated in this research shall be applied to the implementation
of software architectures based on the reference architecture proposed. It is foreseeable that further refinements of the reference architecture will be needed: Due to the
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evolving nature of the field, it was never our intention to establish an immutable set of
components. In fact, some mechanisms for standardizing the integration of the Secure
eAssessment Process into an already implemented eLearning platform are still not totally defined, in part because of lacking standards-driven elearning platforms. As these
platforms are beginning to establish themselves, those mechanisms will be easier to define that on the present situation.
Another direction of future work deals with the provision of the fully specific algorithmical implementations for dealing with the cheating methods, particularly within the
agents components that have been defined on the reference architecture: Without them
it is impossible to reach a eAssessment Security Level 2 of full implementation of a
Cheating-free Secure Examination Environment for Internet-based Distance Learning.
The solution for this is quite simple: More research. In fact, there are many research
teams worldwide working on those matters: The precise algorithmical definitions of
techniques to address each dimension of the problem are all active research areas. As
new, effective algorithms and techniques are developed in areas such as Smart Video
and Audio Surveillance Systems, Intelligent Tutoring Systems, Emotions Detection and
Computer Security Lockout, they can be incorporated on the realization of more effective agents for monitoring the Secure eAssessment Process.
Another direction of future work relies on the detection of new Cheating Methods, both
in Traditional and Distance Examination, in order to further incorporate them into the
Secure eAssessment Process, the Reference Model, the Reference Architecture and the
Evaluation Model.
Finally, another direction of future work relies on the application of the Reference Architecture Software Engineering approach to Security to other problem domains, by
identifing their security components, responsabilities, scenarios and dimensions; and, if
not already established, reference models and architectures for them. Successful work
in this direction will allow for the generation and consolidation of new domain-specific
Security architectural metrics and the validation of solutions on those domains.
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Chapter 6
Appendixes
6.1

The Use Case View of the Secure eAssessment
Process

The specifications for each Use Case for the Secure eAssessment Process, in order to be
useful to the generation of the Reference Model, encompasses the Pre-conditions, Postconditions upon successful completion, Post-conditions upon unsuccessful completion,
Actors involved, Activation stimuli, Activities on its online scenario lifecycle and the
Alternative activities for the offline scenario.

6.1.1

The Exam Preparation Use Case

• Name: Preparation Phase.
• Purpose: To carry on the Preparation Phase of the Secure eAssessment Process.
The preparation phase comprises all the activities needed to be done from the
moment when a Student desires to take an examination, until when the Student
gets an Examination and its corresponding Evaluation Environment, and he is
ready to begin with the presentation of the Examination items.
• Pre-conditions:
1. The Student Platform must know the location of the eLearning Platform.
2. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform must be able to communicate thru network connections.
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3. The Student Platform must be capable of collecting the Personal Data of the
Student.
4. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform must be capable of encrypting and decrypting data.
5. The eLearning Platform must have an storage mechanism for accessing the
Student Personal Data.
6. The Student Personal Data has been created and stored successfully on the
eLearning Platform.
7. The Student Platform must be capable of accessing the Operating System
where it is executing and collect the information regarding the software applications that are installed there.
8. The eLearning Platform must have an storage mechanism for accessing the
Applications Data required for an evaluation.
9. The Environment Configuration of the Evaluation has been created successfully on the eLearning Platform and stored there.
10. The eLearning Platform must have an storage mechanism for accessing the
Environment Restrictions for an evaluation.
11. The Environment Restrictions of the Evaluation has been created successfully on the eLearning Platform and stored there.
12. The Student Platform must be capable of synchronizing its System clock with
that of the eLearning Platform.
13. (Alternate) The Student Platform must be capable of checking for the continuity of operation of the Student Platform System Clock.
• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: The Administration Phase of this
evaluation can proceed because all of the following conditions were met:
1. The Student Platform makes the eLearning Platform aware of its location.
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2. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform can communicate securely
between them.
3. The eLearning Platform can authenticate the Student, based on personal
data collected and trasmitted from the Student Platform.
4. The Student is successfully authenticathed by the eLearning Platform.
5. The Student Platform can determine the software applications installed on
the environment where it is executing.
6. The Student Platform has all the software applications needed in order to
conduct the evaluation.
7. The Student Platform gets the environment restrictions of the evaluation.
8. (Alternate) The eLearning Platform System Clock and the Student Platform
System Clock are synchronized.
9. (Alternate) The Student Platform System Clock is verified for its continuity
operation.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: The Administration Phase of this
evaluation cannot proceed because at least one of the following conditions were
met:
1. The eLearning Platform does not know the location of the Student Platform.
2. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform cannot communicate securely between them.
3. The eLearning Platform cannot authenticate the Student.
4. The Student Platform or the eLearning Platform cannot encrypt and decrypt
data.
5. The Student cannot be authenticated by the eLearning Platform.
6. The Student Platform cannot determine the software applications installed
on the environment where it is executing.
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7. The Student Platform does not have all the software applications required to
conduct the evaluation.
8. The Student Platform does not get the environment restrictions of the evaluation.
9. (Alternate) The eLearning Platform System Clock and the Student Platform
System Clock cannot be synchronized.
10. (Alternate) The Student Platform System Clock cannot be verified for its
continuity operation.

• Actors: Student platform, eLearning platform.

• Activation: The Student platform detects that a Student wants to start an Exam.

• Activities:

1. The Student Platform establish a secure connection with the eLearning Platform. (see Use Case: Secure connection 6.1.5)
2. The eLearning Platform authenticates the Student. (see Use Case: User Authentication 6.1.4)
3. The eLearning Platform validates that the Server platform has all the software applications needed in order to conduct the examination. (see Use Case:
Environment Configuration Verification 6.1.7)
4. The exam is assembled on the eLearning Platform and delivered to the Student Platform. (see Use Case: Exam Generation 6.1.8).

• Alternate for Offline Scenario:

– Activity 5: The Student Platform disconnect from the eLearning Platform.
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The Exam Administration Use Case

• Name: Administration Phase.
• Purpose: To carry on the Administration Phase of the Secure eAssessment Process. The Administration phase comprises all the activities needed to be done
from the moment when a Student is ready to begin with the presentation of the
Examination items until the moment when the Student finishes the Examination.
The end of this phase can be determined by a sucessful completion of the Examination or by the generation of a report trigerred by the detection of a Cheating
intent that violates the conditions of the examination process.
• Pre-conditions:
1. Preparation Phase has been successfully completed.
2. The Student Platform provides a local storage for storing Time Restrictions
data.
3. The Student Platform must be capable of checking for the continuity of operation of the Student Platform System Clock and the time restrictions.
4. The Student Platform must be capable of checking for the execution of forbidden applications on the Student Platform.
5. The Student Platform must have a collection of sensors capable of collecting
the relevant data from the examination environment.
6. The Student Platform must be capable of collecting the relevant data from
the sensors installed on the Student Platform.
7. The Student Platform must be capable of determine if there is an intrusion
by some outsider on the Student Platform.
8. The Student Platform must be capable of determine if there is a Cheating
attempt by the Student.
9. (Alternate) The Student Platform must be capable of determining the current Battery Power remaining time.
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• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: The Delivery Phase of this evaluation can proceed because all of the following conditions were met:
1. The Student Platform could succesfully do the checking the continuity of operation of the Student Platform System Clock and the time restrictions.
2. The Student Platform could succesfully do the checking for execution of forbidden applications on the Student Platform.
3. The Student Platform could succesfully do the collecting of the data from
the sensors installed on the Student Platform.
4. The Student Platform could succesfully do the determining of intrusion by
some outsider on the Student Platform.
5. The Student Platform could succesfully do the determining of a Cheating
attempt on the Student Platform.
6. (Alternate) The Student Platform could succesfully do the determining of
enough Battery Power on the Student Platform.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: The Delivery Phase of this evaluation cannot proceed because at least one of the following conditions were met:
1. The Student Platform could not succesfully do the checking the continuity of
operation of the Student Platform System Clock and the time restrictions.
2. The Student Platform could not succesfully do the checking for execution of
forbidden applications on the Student Platform.
3. The Student Platform could not succesfully do the collecting of the data from
the sensors installed on the Student Platform.
4. The Student Platform could not succesfully do the determining of intrusion
by some outsider on the Student Platform.
5. The Student Platform could not succesfully do the determining of a Cheating
attempt on the Student Platform.
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6. (Alternate) The Student Platform could not succesfully do the determining
of enough Battery Power on the Student Platform.
• Actors: Student Platform, eLearning Platform.
• Activation: The Student Platform detects that Preparation Phase has been conducted successfully and that the Student wants to carry on the Evaluation.
• Activities:
1. The following actions are executed concurrently:
(a) The eLearning Platform starts the presentation environment for the examination (see Use Case: Exam Taking 6.1.13).
(b) The Student Platform starts the Time Monitoring (see Use Case: Time
Monitoring 6.1.14).
(c) The Student Platform starts the Software Monitoring (see Use Case:
Software Monitoring 6.1.15).
(d) The Student Platform starts the Intruder detection (see Use Case: Intruder detection 6.1.16).
(e) The Student Platform starts the Image and Sound Analysis (see Use
Case: Image and Sound Analysis 6.1.17).
2. Those actions are executed concurrently until either the Exam Taking has
finalized successfully or there are reports on the evaluation under administration regarding an undesirable event detected. In any case, the eLearning
Platform presentation environment is signalled that the exam taking has
ended, and the remaining running elements started by the Student Platform
as concurrent activities are stopped.
• Alternate for Offline Scenario:
– Activity 1.0.1: The Student Platform gets the Exam Restrictions previously
recorded on some local encrypted storage and decrypts them. If the Exam
Data had been tampered with, a Tampered Data report is generated and
stored encrypted on some local storage on the Student Platform as an Event
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Data Report (see Use Case: Report Generation 6.1.10) and the use case ends
unsuccessfully.
– Activity 1.0.2: The eLearning Platform gets the Exam Data previously recorded
on some local encrypted storage and decrypts it. If the Exam Data had been
tampered with, a Tampered Data report is generated and stored encrypted
on some local storage on the Student Platform as an Event Data Report (see
Use Case: Report Generation 6.1.10) and the use case ends unsuccessfully.
– Activity 1.2: The Student Platform has already started Time Monitoring
in the Exam Generation Use Case (Alternate case) during the Preparation
Phase Use Case.

6.1.3

The Exam Delivery Use Case

• Name: Delivery Phase.
• Purpose: To carry on the Delivery Phase of the Secure eAssessment Process. The
Delivery Phase comprises all the activities needed to be done from the moment
when a Student ends the Administration Phase thru the moment when the Students receives a qualyfication grade for the exam taken.
• Pre-conditions:
1. Administration Phase has been successfully completed.
2. The Student Platform must know the location of the eLearning Platform.
3. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform must be capable of establish secure connections.
4. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform must be capable of encrypting and decrypting data.
5. The Student Platform has a suitable available container where the event data
reports are stored.
6. The eLearning Platform must be capable of accessing a database containing
the Student Personal Data.
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7. The eLearning Platform must be capable of accessing a database containing
Exam Data.
8. The eLearning Platform must be capable of grading the Exam, including
cheating considerations.
• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: The Secure eAssessment Process has
ended succesfully because all of the following conditions were met:
1. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform can communicate securely
between them.
2. Cheating in the exam is assessed by the eLearning Platform.
3. The Student Platform integrates the Exam Event Reports into a Exam Data
database for consume of the eLearning Platform.
4. (Alternate) The Student Platform makes the eLearning Platform aware of its
location.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: The Secure eAssessment Process
has not ended succesfully because at least one of the following conditions were met:
1. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform cannot communicate securely between them.
2. Cheating in the exam cannot be assessed by the eLearning Platform.
3. The Student Platform cannot integrate the Exam Report for consume of the
eLearning Platform.
4. (Alternate) The Student Platform cannot make the eLearning Platform aware
of its location.
• Actors: Student Platform, eLearning Platform.
• Activation: The Student Platform determines that the Administration Phase of
the Secure eAssessment Process has ended successfully.
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• Activities:
1. The Student Platform accesses the Event Data Reports generated in the
Administration Phase from a local storage container.
2. The Student Platform generates an Exam Report as the Event data reports
collection gathered.
3. The Student Platform sends the encrypted Exam Report to the eLearning
Platform. (see Use Case: Encrypted Secure Transmission: 6.1.6).
4. The eLearning Platform stores the Exam Report in an Exam database.
5. The eLearning Platform grades the Exam. (see Use Case: Exam Grading
6.1.18).
6. The eLearning Platform present the student the grading of the exam, by
some visual interface with the Student.
• Alternate for Offline Scenario:
– Activity 2.5: The Student Platform establish a secure connection with the
eLearning Platform. (see Use Case: Secure connection 6.1.5)

6.1.4

The User Authentication Use Case

• Name: User Authentication.
• Purpose: To assure the identity of the student by comparing some information
about him collected from the Student Platform to one previously known on the
eLearning Platform.
• Pre-conditions:
1. The Student Platform must be capable of collecting the Personal Data of the
Student.
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2. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform must be capable of encrypting and decrypting data.
3. The eLearning Platform must have an storage mechanism for accessing the
Student Personal Data.
4. The Student Personal Data has been created and stored successfully on the
eLearning Platform.

• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: The Administration Phase of this
evaluation can proceed because all of the following conditions were met:

1. The Student is successfully authenticathed by the eLearning Platform.

• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: The Administration Phase of this
evaluation cannot proceed because at least one of the following conditions were
met:

1. The eLearning Platform cannot authenticate the Student.

• Actors: Student platform, eLearning platform.
• Activation: The eLearning platform needs the Student to be authenticated in order to grant him access to an examination.

• Activities:
1. The Student Platform collects the Personal Data of the Student for Authentication by using biometrical means. (see Use Case: User Biometrical Data
Collection 6.1.9)
2. The Student Platform encrypts the collected Personal Data of the Student.
3. The Student Platform sends the encrypted Personal Data to the eLearning
Platform. (see Use Case: Encrypted Secure Transmission 6.1.6).
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4. The eLearning Platform reads the previously known Personal Data from some
storage (ideally, a database) and compares to the one received from the Student Platform. If they match, the Student is considerated Authenticated. If
not, the eLearning Platform denies access to the Exam and the evaluation
ends. In any case, the result of the comparison is made known to the Student
Platform.

6.1.5

The Secure Connection Use Case

• Name: Secure Connection.
• Purpose: To establish a secure connection between the Student Platform and the
eLearning Platform.
• Pre-conditions:
1. The Student Platform must know the location of the eLearning Platform.
2. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform must be able to communicate thru network connections.
3. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform share a common security
protocol for network communications.
4. The eLearning Platform is running and listening for requests of connections.
• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: All of the following conditions were
met:
1. The Student Platform makes the eLearning Platform aware of its location.
2. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform can communicate securely
between them.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: At least one of the following conditions were met:
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1. The eLearning Platform does not know the location of the Student Platform.
2. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform cannot communicate securely between them.
• Actors: Student platform, eLearning platform.
• Activation: The Student platform wants to establish a secure connection to the
eLearning Platform.
• Activities:
1. The Student Platform calls the eLearning Platform with a connection request
under a security protocol.
2. The eLearning Platform receives the call and responds accordingly to the
specified security protocol.
3. If the connection can be established accordingly to the security protocol rules,
this use case ends successfully; Else, it ends unsuccessfully.

6.1.6

The Encrypted Secure Transmission Use Case

• Name: Encrypted Secure Transmission.
• Purpose: To send some encrypted data over a secure network connection between
the Student Platform and the eLearning Platform.
• Pre-conditions:
1. There is a secure network connection established between the Student Platform and the eLearning Platform.
2. The Student Platform and the eLearning platform have a readily available
mechanism for encrypting and decrypting data, based on some commonly
share security algorithm.
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• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: All of the following conditions were
met:
1. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform have a functional encrypting/decrypting shared algorithm mechanism.
2. The information was successfully transmitted over the secure network connection.
3. The information was transmitted complete and without alterations.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: At least one of the following conditions were met:
1. Either the Student Platform or/and the eLearning Platform do not have a
functional encrypting/decrypting shared algorithm mechanism.
2. The information could not be transmitted over the secure network connection.
3. The information was transmitted but was incomplete or altered beyond repair.
• Actors: Student platform, eLearning platform.
• Activation: One of the actors (the sender) wants to send some encrypted information to the other actor (the receiver) over a secure network connection.
• Activities:
1. The sender encrypts the data with some encrypting mechanism. If this mechanism fails, the use case ends unsuccessfully.
2. The sender sends a message over the secure connection to the receiver.
3. The receiver gets the encrypted data and decrypts it with the decrypting
mechanism. If this mechanism fails, the use case ends unsuccessfully.
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4. The receiver checks that the decrypted data is valid by using the decrypting
mechanism. If the data is complete and unaltered, the use case ends successfully.
5. If the data is not complete or has been altered, the receiver asks the sender
to resend the message data and goes to Activity 2. If a certain number of
unsuccessful transmissions are done, the use case ends unsuccessfully.

6.1.7

The Environment Configuration Verification Use Case

• Name: Environment Configuration Verification.
• Purpose: To validate that the Student Platform has all the software applications
needed in order to conduct the examination.
• Pre-conditions:
1. The Student platform has a mechanism for collecting the installed software
applications from the Operating System.
2. The eLearning platform has previously defined the required software applications for an examination and stored them in a suitable container.
• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: All of the following conditions were
met:
1. The information regarding the installed software applications on the Student
Platform was collected successfully.
2. The required software applications were sucessfully retrieved from a storage
on the eLearning Platform.
3. The Student Platform has all the software applications needed in order to
conduct the examination.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: At least one of the following conditions were met:
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1. The information regarding the installed software applications on the Student
Platform can not be collected.
2. The required software applications can not be retrieved from a storage on the
eLearning Platform.
3. The Student Platform does not have all the software applications needed in
order to conduct the examination.

• Actors: Student platform, eLearning platform.
• Activation: The eLearning platform wants to ensure that the Student Platform
has all the software applications needed in order to conduct the examination.
• Activities:
1. The Student Platform searches through the Operating System platform where
it is executing and collects the information regarding the software applications that are installed on that environment.
2. The Student Platform encrypts the applications data and sends it to the
eLearning Platform. (see Use Case: Encrypted Secure Transmission 6.1.6)
3. The eLearning Platform reads the previously known Applications data required for the Exam from some storage (ideally, a database) and compares
to the one received from the Student Platform. If they match, the Student
Platform has all the software applications needed to conduct the evaluation.
If not, the eLearning Platform denies access to the Exam and the evaluation
ends. In any case, the result of the comparison is made known to the Student
Platform.

6.1.8

The Exam Generation Use Case

• Name: Exam Generation.
• Purpose: For the eLearning Platform to assemble an encrypted file for an examination, containing its environment configuration, time restrictions and educational
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resources and items needed and to trasmit this file securely to the Student Platform.
• Pre-conditions:
1. The eLearning platform has previously defined the allowed software applications (Environment Configuration) for an examination and stored them in a
suitable container.
2. The eLearning platform has previously defined the Time restrictions for an
examination and stored them in a suitable container.
3. The eLearning platform has previously defined the educational resources and
items for an examination and stored them in a suitable container.
4. The Student Platform and the eLearning platform have a readily available
mechanism for encrypting and decrypting data, based on some commonly
share security algorithm.
5. (Alternate) The Student Platform must be capable of checking for the continuity of operation of the Student Platform System Clock.
• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: The Administration Phase of this
evaluation can proceed because all of the following conditions were met:
1. The Environment Configuration was sucessfully retrieved from a storage on
the eLearning Platform.
2. The Time Restrictions were sucessfully retrieved from a storage on the eLearning Platform.
3. The educational resources and items for an examination were sucessfully retrieved from a storage on the eLearning Platform.
4. (Alternate) The eLearning Platform System Clock and the Student Platform
System Clock are synchronized.
5. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform have a functional encrypting/decrypting shared algorithm mechanism.
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6. (Alternate) The Student Platform System Clock is verified for its continuity
operation.

• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: The Administration Phase of this
evaluation cannot proceed because at least one of the following conditions were
met:
1. The Environment Configuration can not be retrieved from a storage on the
eLearning Platform.
2. The Time Restrictions can not be retrieved from a storage on the eLearning
Platform.
3. The educational resources and items for an examination can not be retrieved
from a storage on the eLearning Platform.
4. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform does not have a functional
encrypting/decrypting shared algorithm mechanism.
5. (Alternate) The eLearning Platform System Clock and the Student Platform
System Clock cannot be synchronized.
6. (Alternate) The Student Platform System Clock cannot be verified for its
continuity operation.
• Actors: Student platform, eLearning platform.
• Activation: The eLearning platform detects that a Student platform is ready for
getting the Exam.
• Activities:
1. The Environment Configuration for the examination is retrieved from some
storage and encrypted by the eLearning Platform. If either the retrieving or
the encryption fail, the use case ends unsuccessfully.
2. The Time restrictions for the examination are retrieved from some storage
and encrypted by the eLearning Platform. If either the retrieving or the encryption fail, the use case ends unsuccessfully.
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3. The educational resources and items for the examination are retrieved from
some storage and encrypted by the eLearning Platform. If either the retrieving or the encryption fail, the use case ends unsuccessfully.
4. The exam is assembled on the eLearning Platform and securely delivered to
the Student Platform. (see Use Case: Encrypted Secure Transmission 6.1.6).
• Alternate for Offline Scenario:
– Activity 1.5: The Student Platform synchronizes its system clock with the
eLearning Platform. (see Use Case: Time synchronization: 6.1.11)
– Activity 1.6: The Time restrictions for the examination on this specific Student Platform are modified in order to reflect the effect of the time synchronization.

6.1.9

The User Biometrical Data Collection Use Case

• Name: User Biometrical Data Collection.
• Purpose: To collect some Biometrical Data from some sensor on the Student Platform.
• Pre-conditions:
1. The Student Platform must have a working sensor adequate for the Data
required.
• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: All of the following conditions were
met:
1. The Biometrical Data has been successfully collected.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: At least one of the following conditions were met:
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1. The Biometrical Data can not be collected.

• Actors: Student platform
• Activation: The Student platform needs to get biometrical data to comply with
some functional requirement.
• Activities:
1. The Student Platform determines the adequate sensor for the intended data
to be collected.
2. If there is such a sensor, the Student Platform activates it. Else, the use case
ends unsuccessfully.
3. If the sensor could not be activated, the use case ends unsuccessfully.
4. The sensor collects the data required. If any error occurs during this operation, the use case ends unsuccessfully.
5. The data returned by the sensor is the Biometrical Data requested. The use
case ends successfully.

6.1.10

The Report Generation Use Case

• Name: Report Generation.
• Purpose: For the Student Platform to assemble an encrypted file for the event
data reports of an examination.
• Pre-conditions:
1. The Student Platform has a suitable available container for storing the event
data reports.
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2. The Student Platform has a mechanism for the encrypting/decrypting of data
with shared algorithms with the eLearningPlatform.
• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: All of the following conditions were
met:
1. A new event report has been successfully added to the event data reports
container.
2. The encrypting mechanism was available and has not failed.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: At least one of the following conditions were met:
1. The new event report can not be added to the event data reports container.
2. The encrypting mechanism was unavailable or has failed.
• Actors: Student platform.
• Activation: During an Examination Administration, a relevant event regarding
the examination taking is detected.
• Activities:
1. The Student Platform verifies the existence of the container for the event
data reports.
2. The Student Platform encrypts the information regarding the event reported.
3. The Student Platform appends the encrypted event reported into the event
data container.

6.1.11

The Time Synchronization Use Case

• Name: Time Synchronization.
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• Purpose: To determine the time gap between the System Clock of the Student
Platform and the System Clock of the eElearning Platform and guarantee the former continuos operation during the examination.
• Pre-conditions:
1. The Student platform and the eLearning Platform have a mechanism for
reading their system clocks from the Operating System.
2. The Student Platform and the eLearning platform have a readily available
mechanism for encrypting and decrypting data, based on some commonly
share security algorithm.
3. The eLearning Platform has a well-known readily available algorithm for synchronizing time lectures.
4. The Student Platform must be capable of checking for the continuity of operation of the Student Platform System Clock.
• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: The Administration Phase of this
evaluation can proceed because all of the following conditions were met:
1. The eLearning Platform System Clock and the Student Platform System
Clock are synchronized.
2. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform have a functional encrypting/decrypting shared algorithm mechanism.
3. The Student Platform System Clock is verified for its continuity operation.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: The Administration Phase of this
evaluation cannot proceed because at least one of the following conditions were
met:
1. The Student Platform and the eLearning Platform does not have a functional
encrypting/decrypting shared algorithm mechanism.
2. The eLearning Platform System Clock and the Student Platform System
Clock cannot be synchronized.
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3. The Student Platform System Clock cannot be verified for its continuity operation.
• Actors: Student platform, eLearning platform.
• Activation: The eLearning platform detects that a Student platform would work
on a Offline Scenario and needs to synchronize both system clocks.
• Activities: Exclusively for Offline Scenario
1. The eLearning Platform interchanges messages with the Student Platform
via secure transmissions of encrypted lectures of both system clocks. (see
Use Case: Encryted Secure Transmission 6.1.6). If any of the transmission
fails, the use case ends unsuccessfully.
2. The eLearning Platform applies some well-known algorithm for calculating
the time gap between both system clocks.
3. The eLearning Platform instructs the Student Platform to execute some
mechanism for checking the continuity of operation of the Student Platform
System Clock. (see Use Case: Time monitoring 6.1.14).

6.1.12

The Power Checker Use Case

• Name: Power Checker.
• Purpose: To verify if there is enough power remaining on a battery-powered device
to start an offline scenario examination.
• Pre-conditions:
1. The Student Platform has a mechanism for reading the battery power time
from the Operating System.
2. The Student Platform has the Time Restrictions for the examination stored
on some local container.
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• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: All of the following conditions were
met:

1. There was a mechanism for reading the remaining power time on the Student
Platform, and it have not failed.
2. The Time Restrictions were available on the Student Platform, or their retrieving have not failed.

• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: At least one of the following conditions were met:

1. There was no timer mechanism available on the Student Platform, or it failed.
2. The Time Restrictions were not available on the Student Platform, or their
retrieving failed.

• Actors: Student platform
• Activation: The Student platform needs to know if there is enough battery power
for the examination remaining time.

• Activities: Exclusively for Offline Scenario
1. The Student platform reads the Time restrictions (Evaluation time frame)
from some encrypted local storage on the Student Platform.
2. The Student platform reads the Battery power remaining time using some
mechanism of the Operating System on the Student Platform.
3. The Student platform the remaining power time against the evaluation time
frame. If there is not enough power remaining, some interface element ask
the Student if he/she wants to continue the evaluation anyway. If the answer
is affirmative, a warning and a confirmation are required from the student,
and examination continues; Else the examination process is ended, by request
of the Student.
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The Exam Taking Use Case

• Name: Exam taking.
• Purpose: To provide a presentation environment for the Student to respond examinations items on an eLearning Platform.
• Pre-conditions:
1. The eLearning Platform has a visual presentation environment for presenting the Examination questions to the Student and collecting his/her answers.
2. The Examination questions, as well as the educational resources and sequencing, has been previously defined on the eLearning Platform by using some of
its inner facilities.
3. The Time frame for the examination has been previously defined on the
eLearning Platform by using some of its inner facilities.
4. The Examination questions has been stored on an available storage mechanism on the eLearning Platform.
5. There is an available storage mechanism on the eLearning Platform for storing the examination answers.
• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: All of the following conditions were
met:
1. The eLearning platform has presented the examination questions and collected the examination answers within the time frame allowed for the examination.
2. The eLearning Platform has retrieved the examination questions from some
storage.
3. The eLearning Platform has stored the examination answers on some storage.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: At least one of the following conditions were met:
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1. The eLearning Platform was unable to present the examination questions.
2. The eLearning Platform was unable to collect the examination answers.
3. The eLearning Platform was unable to retrieve the examination questions
from some storage.
4. The eLearning Platform was unable to store the examination answers on
some storage.

• Actors: eLearning platform.

• Activation: During an Examination Administration, when the Student is ready to
start taking the examination.

• Activities:

1. The eLearning Platform presents the first Examination question to the student, by retrieving the relevant educational resources from some storage on
the eLearning Platform and displaying the appropiate visual interface on the
student computer.
2. The eLearning Platform collects the answer from the student, and stores it
in an adequate storage on the eLearning Platform.
3. If there are more unanswered questions and the exam time frame has not expired, the eLearning Platform presents the next Examination question to the
student, by retrieving the relevant educational resources from some storage
on the eLearning Platform and displaying the appropiate visual interface on
the student computer and goes back to Activity 2. Else, the student can not
answer any further questions.
4. The eLearning platform presents some visual interface for the student to interact with and manifest he has not cheated during the examination. The
answer given by the student is stored in an adequate container on the eLearning Platform.
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The Time monitoring Use Case

• Name: Time monitoring.
• Purpose: To ensure that there is no time disruption on the Student Platform during an examination.
• Pre-conditions:
1. The Student Platform has an accurate timer mechanism available.
2. The Student Platform has the Time Restrictions for the examination stored
on some local container.
• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: All of the following conditions were
met:
1. There was a timer mechanism available on the Student Platform, and it have
not failed.
2. The Time Restrictions were available on the Student Platform, or their retrieving have not failed.
3. There was no Event Data Report Generated.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: At least one of the following conditions were met:
1. There was no timer mechanism available on the Student Platform, or it failed.
2. The Time Restrictions were not available on the Student Platform, or their
retrieving failed.
3. There was an Event Data Report Generated.
• Actors: Student platform.
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• Activation: When the Student Platform needs to ensure the continuity of operation of its System Clock during an evaluation.
• Activities:
1. The Student Platform starts a timer mechanism.
2. The Student Platform takes current System Clock as the last valid time.
3. The Student Platform writes the last valid time and time elapsed on some
encrypted local storage.
4. The Student Platform reads the Time restrictions (last valid System Clock,
last valid Time elapsed and Evaluation time frame) from some encrypted local storage.
5. The Student Platform reads the System Clock.
6. The Student Platform reads the timer.
7. The Student Platform compares both readings: If the sum of the last valid
System Clock plus the time elapsed equals the current System Clock by an
expectable margin, it can be concluded that the System Clock has not been
tampered with. Else, a Tampered Time report is generated as an Event Data
Report (see Use Case: Report Generation 6.1.10) and the use case ends unsuccessfully.
8. The Student Platform determines if the time frame available for the evaluation has elapsed, by comparing if the current System Clock against the
Evaluation time frame. If available time is elapsed, an Elapsed Time report
is generated as an Event Data Report (see Use Case: Report Generation
6.1.10) and the use case ends unsuccessfully.
9. The Student Platform writes the current System Clock as the last valid time
on some encrypted local storage on the Student Platform.
10. The Student Platform writes the current timer as the time elapsed on some
encrypted local storage on the Student Platform.
11. The Student Platform restarts the timer and go back to the Activity 5.
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The Software monitoring Use Case

• Name: Software monitoring.
• Purpose: To ensure that no forbidden software applications are executed on the
Student Platform during an examination.
• Pre-conditions:
1. The Student Platform must be capable of accessing the Operating System
where it is executing and collect the information regarding the software applications that are being executed there.
2. The Student Platform has the Environment Configuration for the examination stored on some local container.
• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: All of the following conditions were
met:
1. There was an available mechanism for accessing executing applications on
the Student Platform, and it have not failed.
2. The Environment Configuration was available on the Student Platform, or
their retrieving have not failed.
3. There was no Event Data Report Generated.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: At least one of the following conditions were met:
1. There was not a mechanism for accessing executing applications on the Student Platform, or it have failed.
2. The Environment Configuration was not available on the Student Platform,
or its retrieving have failed.
3. There was no Event Data Report Generated.
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• Actors: Student platform.
• Activation: When the Student Platform needs to ensure the integrity of its software environment during an evaluation.
• Activities:
1. The Student Platform reads the list of allowable applications on the Student
Platform from some encypted local storage on the Student Platform as Environment Configuration.
2. The Student Platform uses some mechanism from the Operating System to
obtain a list of the applications on execution.
3. The Student Platform compares the two list obtained: If there is found some
application on execution that is not on the Environment configuration list,
a Forbidden Software report is generated as an Event Data Report (see Use
Case: Report Generation 6.1.10) and the use case ends unsuccessfully.
4. If the examination has not ended, go back to the Activity 2. Else, the use
case ends successfully.

6.1.16

The Intruder detection Use Case

• Name: Intruder detection.
• Purpose: To determine if there are any outsiders in the surrounding environment
of the Student who are communicating with him/her, during an examination.
• Pre-conditions:
1. The Student Platform must have an available working algorithm for determining intrusion detection.
2. The Student Platform must have working adequate sensors for capturing the
Data required.
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• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: All of the following conditions were
met:
1. The Student Platform have an available working algorithm for determining
intrusion detection, and it has not failed.
2. The Student Platform have working adequate sensors for capturing the Data
required, and they have not failed.
3. There was no Event Data Report Generated.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: At least one of the following conditions were met:
1. The Student Platform does not have an available working algorithm for determining intrusion detection, or it has failed.
2. The Student Platform does not have working adequate sensors for capturing
the Data required, or they have failed.
3. There was no Event Data Report Generated.
• Actors: Student platform.
• Activation: When the Student Platform needs to ensure that there are not outsiders during an evaluation.
• Activities:
1. The Student Platform gets the relevant data from the sensors installed. (see
the Use Case: User Biometrical Data Collection 6.1.9).
2. The Student Platform executes an algorithm to determine if there are any
outsiders in the surrounding environment of the Student who are communicating with him/her, by using the relevant analysis of Visual (Video) and
Audio (Sound) Signals. If found some intrusion, an Intrusion report is generated as an Event Data Report (see Use Case: Report Generation 6.1.10)
and the use case ends unsuccessfully.
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3. If the examination has not ended, go back to the Activity 1. Else, the use
case ends successfully.

6.1.17

The Image and Sound Analysis Use Case

• Name: Image and Sound Analysis.
• Purpose: To determine if the Student is attempting to cheat by doing some physical action during an examination.
• Pre-conditions:
1. The Student Platform must have an available working algorithm for determining cheating attempts.
2. The Student Platform must have working adequate sensors for capturing the
Data required.
• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: All of the following conditions were
met:
1. The Student Platform have an available working algorithm for determining
cheating attempts, and it has not failed.
2. The Student Platform have working adequate sensors for capturing the Data
required, and they have not failed.
3. There was no Event Data Report Generated.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: At least one of the following conditions were met:
1. The Student Platform does not have an available working algorithm for determining cheating attempts, or it has failed.
2. The Student Platform does not have working adequate sensors for capturing
the Data required, or they have failed.
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3. There was no Event Data Report Generated.
• Actors: Student platform.
• Activation: When the Student Platform needs to ensure that the student is not
committing physical unauthorized cheating actions during an evaluation.
• Activities:
1. The Student Platform gets the relevant data from the sensors installed. (see
the Use Case: User Biometrical Data Collection 6.1.9).
2. The Student Platform executes an algorithm to determine if the Student is
doing some unauthorized and cheating physical action, by using the relevant
analysis of Visual (Video) and Audio (Sound) Signals. Main analysis includes
attempt of looking outside the Computer screen where Student Platform is
running, and code communication by sound patterns. If found some cheating
attempt, a Cheating report is generated as an Event Data Report (see Use
Case: Report Generation 6.1.10) and the use case ends unsuccessfully.
3. If the examination has not ended, go back to the Activity 1. Else, the use
case ends successfully.

6.1.18

The Exam Grading Use Case

• Name: Exam Grading.
• Purpose: To produce a grade on an examination taken, considering both the grading rules predefined by the exam and any event data detected during the Exam
Administration Phase.
• Pre-conditions:
1. The eLearning Platform must be capable of accessing a database containing
Exam Data.
2. The Grading Rules for the examination grading must have been previosuly
defined on the eLearning Platform and stored on the Exam Data database.
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• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: All of the following conditions were
met:
1. The eLearning Platform sucessfully retrieved the Exam Data from a database,
including Student Answers, Exam Reports and Grading Rules.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: At least one of the following conditions were met:
1. The eLearning Platform could not retrieved the Exam Data from a database,
either Student Answers, Exam Reports or Grading Rules.
• Actors: eLearning platform
• Activation: When an Examination has all its Exam Data stored at the Exam
database on the eLearning Platform.
• Activities:
1. The eLearning Platform accesses a database containing the Exam Data from
the examination to be graded. The Exam Data retrieved includes the Student Answers to the Exam items, the Exam Reports generated by the Student
Platform and the Grading Rules for this examination as previously defined
for this examination.
2. If there exists Exam Reports, the Exam Grading is marked as invalid by the
reasons established by the kind of reports generated. Further analysis and
validation of the Event Data in the Exam Reports may be done before invalidating the grade, as defined by the examination rules.
3. The eLearning Platform grades the Exam by applying the Grading Rules to
the Exam answers. The resulting grade is stored on the Exam database.
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The Use Case Architectural-level model for Secure eAssessment

This view is a high level abstraction of the Use Cases presented for the Reference Model,
in order to specify the driving forces behind the Reference Architecture, allowing for the
realization of the software components that comprise the Reference Architecture: Each
use case specification encompasses the Name, Purpose, Scope, Pre-conditions, Postconditions upon successful completion, Post-conditions upon unsuccessful completion,
Actors involved, Activation stimuli, Activities on its online scenario lifecycle and the
Alternative activities for the offline scenario.

6.2.1

The Preparation Phase Use Case

• Name: Preparation Phase.
• Purpose: To carry on the Preparation Phase of the Secure eAssessment Process.
• System Scope: Primary Task.
• Pre-conditions:
1. The Client Environment must know the location of the Server Environment.
2. The Client Environment and the Server Environment must have a component
capable of establish secure connections.
3. The Client Environment must have a component capable of collecting the
Personal Data of the Student.
4. The Client Environment and the Server Environment must have a component
capable of encrypting and decrypting data.
5. The Server Environment must have a component capable of accesing a database
containing the Student Personal Data.
6. The Student Personal Data has been created successfully on the eLearning
Platform and stored on a database of Student Personal Data.
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7. The Client Environment must have a component capable of accesing the Operating System where it is executing and collect the information regarding
the software applications that are installed on that environment.
8. The Server Environment must have a component capable of accesing a database
containing the Applications Data required for an evaluation (Environment
Configuration).
9. The Environment Configuration of the Evaluation has been created successfully on the eLearning Platform and stored on a database of Environment
Configurations.
10. The Server Environment must have a component capable of accesing a database
containing the Environment Restrictions for an evaluation.
11. The Environment Restrictions of the Evaluation has been created successfully on the eLearning Platform and stored on a database of Environment
Restrictions.
12. The Client Environment must have a component capable of accesing a database
containing the Environment Restrictions stored locally on the Client Environment.
13. The Server Environment must have a component capable of synchronizing
its System clock with that of the Client Environment.
14. (Alternate) The Client Environment must have a component capable of checking for the continuity of operation of the Client Environment System Clock.

• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: The Administration Phase of this
evaluation can proceed because all of the following conditions were met:
1. The Client Environment makes the Server Environment aware of its location.
2. The Client Environment and the Server Environment can communicate securely between them.
3. The Server Environment can authenticate the Student, based on personal
data collected and trasmitted from the Client Environment.
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4. The Student is successfully authenticathed by the Server Environment.
5. The Client Environment can determine the software applications installed on
the environment where it is executing.
6. The Client Environment has all the software applications needed in order to
conduct the evaluation.
7. The Client Environment gets the environment restrictions of the evaluation.
8. (Alternate) The Server Environment System Clock and the Client Environment System Clock are synchronized.
9. (Alternate) The Client Environment System Clock is verified for its continuity operation.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: The Administration Phase of this
evaluation cannot proceed because at least one of the following conditions were
met:
1. The Server Environment does not know the location of the Client Environment.
2. The Client Environment and the Server Environment cannot communicate
securely between them.
3. The Server Environment cannot authenticate the Student.
4. The Client Environment or the Server Environment cannot encrypt and decrypt data.
5. The Student cannot be authenticated by the Server Environment.
6. The Client Environment cannot determine the software applications installed
on the environment where it is executing.
7. The Client Environment does not have all the software applications required
to conduct the evaluation.
8. The Client Environment does not get the environment restrictions of the
evaluation.
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9. (Alternate) The Server Environment System Clock and the Client Environment System Clock cannot be synchronized.
10. (Alternate) The Client Environment System Clock cannot be verified for its
continuity operation.

• Actors: Client Environment, Server Environment.
• Activation: The Client Environment detects that a Student wants to start an
Exam.
• Activities:
1. The Client Environment establish a secure connection with the Server Environment.
2. The Server Environment request the Client Environment for Student Authentication.
3. The Client Environment collects the Personal Data of the Student for Authentication.
4. The Client Environment encrypts the Personal Data of the Student.
5. The Client Environment sends the encrypted Personal Data to the Server
Environment.
6. The Server Environment receives and decrypts the Personal Data.
7. The Server Environment reads the previously known Personal Data from a
database and compares to the one received from the Client Environment. If
they match, the Student is considerated Authenticated. If not, the Server
Environment denies access to the Exam and the evaluation ends. In any
case, the result of the comparison is made known to the Client Environment.
8. The Client Environment searches through the Operating System platform
where it is executing and collects the information regarding the software applications that are installed on that environment.
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9. The Client Environment encrypts the applications data and sends it encrypted to the Server Environment.
10. The Server Environment receives the applications data and decrypts it.
11. The Server Environment reads the previously known Applications data required for the Exam (as Environment Configuration) from a database a compares to the one received from the Client Environment. If they match, the
Client Environment has all the software applications needed to conduct the
evaluation. If not, the Server Environment denies access to the Exam and
the evaluation ends. In any case, the result of the comparison is made known
to the Client Environment.
12. The Server Environment gets the Environment Restrictions of the Examination from a database.
13. The Server Environment encrypts the Environment Restrictions and sends
them encrypted to the Client Environment.
14. The Client Environment receives and decrypts the Environment Restrictions,
verifies them and then stores them encrypted on a local database. The Client
Environment informs the Server Environment so that Server Environment
signals the eLearning Platform that the Exam administration can take place.
• Alternate for Offline Scenario:
– Activity 11.5: The Client Environment synchronizes its system clock (by establishing a consistant time gap) to the one on the Server Environment, or
to one well-known, previously defined standard time.
– Activity 14: The Client Environment receives and decrypts the Environment Restrictions, verifies them and then stores them encrypted on a local
database.
– Activity 15: The Client Environment starts a component that checks for
the continuity of operation of the Client Environment System Clock (see the
Administration Phase Use Case for details), and informs the Server Environment so that Server Environment signals the eLearning Platform that the
Exam administration can take place. Then Client Environment disconnects
from the Server Environment.
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The Administration Phase Use Case

• Name: Administration Phase.
• Purpose: To carry on the Administration Phase of the Secure eAssessment Process.
• System Scope: Primary Task.
• Pre-conditions:
1. Preparation Phase has been successfully completed.
2. The Client Environment provides a local storage for storing Time Restrictions data.
3. The Client Environment must have a component capable of checking for the
continuity of operation of the Client Environment System Clock and the time
restrictions.
4. The Client Environment must have a component capable of checking for the
execution of forbidden applications on the Client Environment.
5. The Client Environment must have a collection of sensors capable of collecting the relevant Biometrical, Visual and Audio data from the Student under
evaluation.
6. The Client Environment must have a collection of sensors capable of collecting the relevant Visual and Audio Data from the surroundings environment
of the Student under evaluation.
7. The Client Environment must have a component capable of collecting the
relevant data from the sensors installed on the Client Environment.
8. The Client Environment must have a component capable of determine if there
is an intrusion by some outsider on the Client Environment.
9. The Client Environment must have a component capable of determine if there
is a Cheating attempt by the Student, using Visual means.
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10. The Client Environment must have a component capable of determine if there
is a Cheating attempt by the Student, using Audio means.
11. (Alternate) The Client Environment must have a component capable of determining the current Battery Power remaining time.
• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: The Delivery Phase of this evaluation can proceed because all of the following conditions were met:
1. The Client Environment component for checking the continuity of operation
of the Client Environment System Clock and the time restrictions executed
successfully.
2. The Client Environment component for checking the execution of forbidden
applications on the Client Environment executed successfully.
3. The Client Environment component for collecting the data from the sensors
installed on the Client Environment executed successfully.
4. The Client Environment component for determining intrusion by some outsider on the Client Environment executed successfully.
5. The Client Environment component for determining if there is a Cheating
attempt using Visual means executed successfully.
6. The Client Environment component for determining if there is a Cheating
attempt using Audio means executed successfully.
7. (Alternate) The Client Environment component for determining if there is
enough Battery Power remaining executed successfully.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: The Delivery Phase of this evaluation cannot proceed because at least one of the following conditions were met:
1. The Client Environment cannot locally store Time Restrictions data.
2. The Client Environment component for checking the continuity of operation
of the Client Environment System Clock and the time restrictions ended abnormally.
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3. The Client Environment component for checking the execution of forbidden
applications on the Client Environment ended abnormally.
4. The Client Environment component for collecting the data from the sensors
installed on the Client Environment ended abnormally.
5. The Client Environment component for determining intrusion by some outsider on the Client Environment ended abnormally.
6. The Client Environment component for determining if there is a Cheating
attempt using Visual means ended abnormally.
7. The Client Environment component for determining if there is a Cheating
attempt using Audio means ended abnormally.
8. (Alternate) The Client Environment component for determining if there is
enough Battery Power remaining ended abnormally.

• Actors: Client Environment.
• Activation: The Client Environment detects that Preparation Phase has been conducted successfully and that the Student wants to carry on the Evaluation.
• Activities:
1. The Client Environment starts the monitor components depicted in the subactivities, intended to operate concurrently. While these components are
being executed, if there are reports on the evaluation under administration
regarding an undesirable event detected, these components are stopped and
the Administration Phase is ended successfully:
(a) The Client Environment starts a component that checks for the continuity of operation of the Client Environment System Clock and the time
restrictions: This component complies with the following lifecycle:
i. The component starts a timer mechanism to measure the time elapsed
during the Administration phase.
ii. The component takes current System Clock as the last valid time.
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iii. The component writes the last valid time and time elapsed on some
encrypted local storage on the Client Environment.
iv. The component reads the Time restrictions (last valid System Clock,
last valid Time elapsed and Evaluation time frame) from some encrypted local storage on the Client Environment.
v. The component reads the System Clock.
vi. The component reads the timer.
vii. The component compares both readings: If the sum of the last valid
System Clock plus the time elapsed equals the current System Clock
by an expectable margin, it can be concluded that the System Clock
has not been tampered with. Else, a Tampered Time report is generated and stored encrypted on some local storage on the Client
Environment as an Event Data Report and concludes execution.
viii. The component determines if the time frame available for the evaluation has elapsed, by comparing if the current System Clock against
the Evaluation time frame. If available time is elapsed, a Elapsed
Time report is generated and stored encrypted on some local storage
on the Client Environment as an Event Data Report and concludes
execution.
ix. The component writes the current System Clock as the last valid
time on some encrypted local storage on the Client Environment.
x. The component writes the current timer as the time elapsed on some
encrypted local storage on the Client Environment.
xi. The component restart the timer and go back to the Activity iv of
this lifecycle.
(b) The Client Environment starts a component that checks for the execution
of forbidden applications on the Client Environment: This component
complies with the following lifecycle:
i. The component reads the list of allowable applications on the Client
Environment from some encypted local storage on the Client Environment as Environment Restrictions Data.
ii. The component scans the applications on execution on the Client
Environment and compares it to list. If found some application on
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execution that is not on the list, a Forbidden Software report is generated and stored encrypted on some local storage on the Client Environment as an Event Data Report and concludes execution. Else,
it goes back to the Activity 2 of this lifecycle.
(c) The Client Environment starts a component that checks for Intruder
Detection, dealing with the sensorial monitoring of the environment surrounding the Student: This component complies with the following lifecycle:
i. The component calls another component within the Client Environment for getting the list of sensors that are monitoring the surroundings of the Student.
ii. The component polls the sensor list to get the relevant data for its
analysis.
iii. The component executes an algorithm to determine if there are any
outsiders in the surrounding environment of the Student who are
communicating with him/her, by using the relevant analysis of Visual (Video) and Audio (Sound) Signals. If found some intrusion,
an Intrusion report is generated and stored encrypted on some local
storage on the Client Environment as an Event Data Report and
concludes execution. Else, it goes back to the Activity ii of this lifecycle.
(d) The Client Environment starts a component that checks for the execution
of forbidden applications on the Client Environment: This component
complies with the following lifecycle:
i. The component reads the list of allowable applications on the Client
Environment from some encrypted local storage on the Client Environment as Environment Restrictions Data.
ii. The component scans the applications on execution on the Client
Environment and compares it to list. If found some application on
execution that is not on the list, a Forbidden Software report is generated and stored encrypted on some local storage on the Client Environment as an Event Data Report and concludes execution. Else,
it goes back to the Activity ii of this lifecycle.
(e) The Client Environment starts a component that checks for Image and
Sound Analysis, dealing with the Cheating attempts by the Student.
This component complies with the following lifecycle:
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i. The component calls another component within the Client Environment for getting the list of sensors that are monitoring the Student.
ii. The component polls the sensor list to get the relevant data for its
analysis.
iii. The component executes an algorithm to determine if there are Cheating attempt by Student, by using the relevant analysis of Visual
(Video) and Audio (Sound) Signals. Main analysis includes attempt
of looking outside the Computer screen where Client Environment is
running, and code communication by sound patterns. If found such
an attempt, a Cheating report is generated and stored encrypted on
some local storage on the Client Environment as an Event Data Report and concludes execution. Else, it goes back to the Activity ii of
this lifecycle.

• Alternate for Offline Scenario:

– Activity 0.5: The Client Environment gets the Exam Restrictions previously
recorded on some local encrypted database and decrypts them. If the Data
had been tampered with, a Tampered Data report is generated and stored
encrypted on some local storage on the Client Environment as an Event Data
Report and concludes execution; Else, it continues to activity 1.
– Activity 1.05: The Client Environment starts a component that checks if
there is enough remaining battery power on the computer where Client Environment is executing. This component complies with the following lifecycle:
1. The component reads the Time restrictions (Evaluation time frame) from
some encrypted local storage on the Client Environment.
2. The component reads the Battery power remaining time using some
mechanism of the Operating System on the Client Environment.
3. The component compares the remaining power time against the evaluation time frame. If there is not enough power remaining, some interface element ask the Student if he/she wants to continue the evaluation
anyway. If the answer is affirmative, Activity 1.2 is executed; Else the
examination process is ended, by request of the Student.
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– Activity 1.1: The Client Environment has already started this component in
the Activity 15 of the Preparation Phase (Alternate case).

6.2.3

The Delivery Phase Use Case

• Name: Delivery Phase.
• Purpose: To carry on the Delivery Phase of the Secure eAssessment Process.
• System Scope: Primary Task.
• Pre-conditions:
1. Administration Phase has been successfully completed.
2. The Client Environment must know the location of the Server Environment.
3. The Client Environment and the Server Environment must have a component
capable of establish secure connections.
4. The Client Environment must have a component capable of collecting the
Personal Data of the Student.
5. The Client Environment and the Server Environment must have a component
capable of encrypting and decrypting data.
6. The Server Environment must have a component capable of accessing a
database containing the Student Personal Data.
7. The Server Environment must have a component capable of accessing a
database containing Exam Data.
8. The Server Environment must have a component capable of grading the
cheating on the Exam.
• Post-conditions upon Successful Completion: The Secure eAssessment Process has
ended succesfully because all of the following conditions were met:
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1. The Client Environment and the Server Environment can communicate securely between them.
2. Cheating in the exam is assessed by the Server Environment.
3. The Server Environment integrates the Exam Report into a database for consume of the eLearning Platform.
4. (Alternate) The Client Environment makes the Server Environment aware of
its location.
• Post-conditions upon Unsuccessful Completion: The Secure eAssessment Process
has not ended succesfully because at least one of the following conditions were met:
1. The Client Environment and the Server Environment cannot communicate
securely between them.
2. Cheating in the exam cannot be assessed by the Server Environment.
3. The Server Environment cannot integrate the Exam Report into a database
for consume of the eLearning Platform.
4. (Alternate) The Client Environment cannot make the Server Environment
aware of its location.
• Actors: Client Environment, Server Environment.
• Activation: The Client Environment determines that the Administration Phase of
the Secure eAssessment Process has ended successfully.
• Activities:
1. The Client Environment searches on some local encrypted storage (optionally: within its own Client Environment components) for some Event Data
Report generated in the Administration Phase. If they are any, the Client
Environment gathers them and added to the Exam Report, then continues
at Activity 3.
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2. The Client Environment asks the student, by some interface mean, to manifest that No Cheating has been done in the Administration Phase, collecting
some Personal Data that is added to the Exam Report.
3. The Client Environment encrypts the Exam Report.
4. The Client Environment sends the encrypted Exam Report to the Server Environment.
5. The Server Environment receives and decrypts the Exam Report. If any error
is detected in data, go to Activity 4.
6. The Server Environment stores the Exam Report in an Exam database.
7. If the Exam is invalidated, because of some Event Data Report, the Exam is
not graded and the Secure eAssessment Process ends.
8. The Exam is graded by some component of the Server Environment. This
component must search thru the Exam Report and analyze both the Student
Personal Data and the Event Data to determine if cheating has occurred.
The grading of the exam itself is done by some component of the eLearning
Platform, as signalled from the Server Environment. The results of the analysis are stored on the Exam database and integrated with the exam database
of the eLearning Platform.
9. (optional) The Server Environment takes the grading done by the eLearning
Platform and informs it to the Client Environment, who present it by some
visual interface to the Student.

• Alternate for Offline Scenario:
– Activity 3.5: The Client Environment establish a secure connection with the
Server Environment.
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6.3

The Server Components of the Reference Architecture

The Server maps the functionality depicted in the Reference Model to the Server Environment.
The Server comprises the following components, identified as a functional decomposition
of its overall responsabilities:

6.3.1

SC01: A Network Connection Component

• Type: Service component.
• Responsability: SC01 is capable of establishing and handling reliable and secure
connections and disconnections with CC01 components, in order to transfer data
from and to them.
• Internal data: A handler to a Client Authentication Component SC10.
• Operations defined:
– Name: OpenConnection.
∗ Signature: OpenConnection(in URI client, out Connection connection).
∗ Purpose: To return a valid, active and secure connection with the Client
whose physical address is passed as parameter.
∗ Precondition: Client must be a valid physical address where a CC01
component is running, and there must be an available network. SC10
must be available.
∗ Process: The underlying network services of the operating system are invoked to open a connection over an available network. If the connection
is successful, the connection is registered on SC10 and returned on the
second parameter to the invoker.
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∗ Postcondition: The connection is opened successfully.

– Name: Send.
∗ Signature: Send(in Connection connection, in Object data, out Byte acknowledge).
∗ Purpose: To send the data stated on the second parameter over the connection indicated as first parameter.
∗ Precondition: The connection must be registered on SC10.
∗ Process: SC10 is asked for verifying the connection authenticity, then
if authentic the underlying network services of the operating system are
invoked to send the data over the connection. An acknowledge answer
from the client specific to the connection is expected during some predefined time and returned on the third parameter.
∗ Postcondition: The data has been sent over the connection.

– Name: Receive.
∗ Signature: Receive(in Connection connection, out Object data, out Byte
acknowledge).
∗ Purpose: To receive some data as an Object over the connection indicated as parameter.
∗ Precondition: The connection must be registered on SC10.
∗ Process: SC10 is asked for the verifying the connection authenticity, then
if authentic the underlying network services of the operating system are
invoked to receive the Object data over the connection. An acknowledge
answer is sent to the Client.
∗ Postcondition: The data has been received over the connection and
stored on the Object data.

– Name: CloseConnection.
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∗ Signature: CloseConnection(in Connection connection).
∗ Purpose: To close an opened connection.
∗ Precondition: The connection must be registered on SC10.
∗ Process: SC10 is asked for verifying the connection authenticity, then
if authentic the underlying network services of the operating system are
invoked to close a connection over an available network. Upon successful
completion, the connection is deleted from SC10.
∗ Postcondition: The connection is closed successfully.

6.3.2

SC02: A Student Authentication Component

• Type: Service component.
• Responsability: To verify the identity of an examinee against his/her previously
known data.
• Internal data: A handler to a Student Biometrical Information Database containing the PersonalData of examinees.
• Operations defined:
– Name: RegisterDatabase.
∗ Signature: RegisterDatabase(in SC03 databasehandler)
∗ Purpose: To record the existence of the database containing PersonalData.
∗ Precondition: The DatabaseHandler is well constructed and points to a
existing SC03.
∗ Process: The databasehandler is stored at the Internal data.
∗ Postcondition: The internal databasehandler points to the databasehandler passed on.
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– Name: Authenticate
∗ Signature: Authenticate(in PersonalData user, out Byte result)
∗ Purpose: To verify if the PersonalData passed on concords with the PersonalData information stored for some user.
∗ Precondition: There must be a registered database of PersonalData.
∗ Process: The component identifies the user whose PersonalData belongs
to, and gets the data stored from the internal database handler for that
user and that kind of PersonalData. This data is compared to the data
provided and, if reasonably match, a positive result is returned, signalling
the user has been positively authenticated. If not, a negative result is
returned, signalling the user was not authenticated successfully.
∗ Postcondition: The authentication has been done successfully.

6.3.3

SC03: A Student Biometrical Information Database

• Type: Database Services.
• Responsability: To store and provide access to the Biometrical Information related
to the Students.
• Internal data: Records of PersonalData.
• Operations defined:
– Name: addBioDataRecord.
∗ Signature: addBioDataRecord(in PersonalData record,out result)
∗ Purpose: To store the information of an examinee into the database.
∗ Precondition: The database must be available.
∗ Process: The database is searched for the previous existence of a record
of personal data for the student contained within and the kind of biometrical data contained within. If a previous existence is found a negative
result is returned, else a new record for the PersonalData is created on
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the database.
∗ Postcondition: There is a single instance record on the Database for the
PersonalData of one user and one kind of biometrical data.
– Name: getBioDataRecord.
∗ Signature: getBioDataRecord(inout PersonalData record,out result)
∗ Purpose: To retrieve the information of an examinee from the database.
∗ Precondition: The database must be available. There is a single instance
record on the Database for the PersonalData of one user and one kind of
biometrical data.
∗ Process: The database is searched for the previous existence of a record
of personal data for the student contained within and the kind of biometrical data contained within. If a previous existence is found a positive
result and the record of PersonalData is returned, else a negative result
is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The PersonalData related to the Student and kind of biometrical data desired is returned.

6.3.4

SC04: A Cryptographer Component

• Type: Service component.
• Responsability: To provide the algorithmical mechanisms for the secure encryption and decryption of data, guaranteeing its integrity and certainty.
• Internal data: A List of pair of object algorithms for encrypting and decrypting
data, identified by a type.
• Operations defined:
– Name: Encrypt
∗ Signature: Encrypt(in Object rawdata, in AlgorithmType algorithm, out
Object encrypteddata, out result).
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∗ Purpose: To transform the rawdata object into a encoded data object
not easily decipherable back to original rawdata.
∗ Precondition: Algorithms must have been previously defined and associated by a type. Algorithms must be effective for their intended function.
∗ Process: The List of internal data algorithms is searched for the type
algorithm desired. If found, the corresponding cyphering algorithm is
invoked and the resulting encoded data is returned, among a positive
result. Else, or if the algorithm fails, a negative result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The returned encrypted data is the cyphered version of
the rawdata using the desired encrypting algorithm.

– Name: Decrypt
∗ Signature: Decrypt(in Object rawdata, in AlgorithmType algorithm, out
Object encrypteddata, out result).
∗ Purpose: To transform the rawdata object into a encoded data object
not easily decipherable back to original rawdata.
∗ Precondition: Algorithms must have been previously defined and associated by a type. Algorithms must be effective for their intended function.
Rawdata was encrypted using the corresponding encrypting algorithm
for the decrypting algorithm desired.
∗ Process: The List of internal data algorithms is searched for the type
algorithm desired. If found, the corresponding decyphering algorithm is
invoked and the resulting decoded data is returned, among a positive
result. Else, or if the algorithm fails, a negative result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The returned decrypted data is the decyphered version
of the rawdata encoded using the corresponding desired encrypting algorithm.

6.3.5

SC05: A Client Software Configuration Checker

• Type: Service component.
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• Responsability: To assure that the Client System has the correct software configuration in order to apply the desired examination.
• Internal data: A handler to a Client Configuration Database containing the Environment Configurations for the Administration of evaluations.
• Operations defined:
– Name: RegisterDatabase.
∗ Signature: RegisterDatabase(in SC06 databasehandler)
∗ Purpose: To record the existence of the database containing EnvironmentConfigurations.
∗ Precondition: The DatabaseHandler is well constructed and points to a
existing SC06.
∗ Process: The databasehandler is stored at the Internal data.
∗ Postcondition: The internal databasehandler points to the databasehandler passed on.

– Name: VerifyClientSoftwareConfiguration.
∗ Signature: VerifyClientSoftwareConfiguration(in EnvironmentConfiguration[] current, out EnvironmentConfiguration[] needed, Byte result)
∗ Purpose: To verify if the current Environment Configuration indicated
(for an exam) concords with the Environment Configuration desired
stored (for that exam).
∗ Precondition: There must be a registered database of Environment Configurations. The set of Environment Configuration required has been
previously registered on the database.
∗ Process: The component gets the Environment Configuration required
stored from the internal database handler that corresponds to the Exam
identified on the Environment Configuration provided. This data is compared to the current data and, if all the Environment Configuration required are met, a positive result is returned. If not, a set of the not
found Environment Configurations and a negative result are returned,
signalling there are some applications lacking in order to administer the
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exam.
∗ Postcondition: The Environment Configuration needed accurately express the lacking applications in order to administer the exam.

6.3.6

SC06: A Client Configuration Database

• Type: Database Services.
• Responsability: To store and provide access to the Environment Configuration
required and allowed for administering exams.
• Internal data: Records of EnvironmentConfiguration.
• Operations defined:
– Name: addEnvironmentConfigurationRecord.
∗ Signature: addEnvironmentConfigurationRecord(in EnvironmentConfiguration record,out result)
∗ Purpose: To store the Environment Configuration record information for
an exam into the database.
∗ Precondition: The database must be available.
∗ Process: The database is searched for the previous existence of a record
of EnvironmentConfiguration. If a previous existence is found a negative
result is returned, else a new record for the EnvironmentConfiguration
is created on the database.
∗ Postcondition: There is a single instance on the Database for the EnvironmentConfiguration record.
– Name: getEnvironmentConfigurationRecords.
∗ Signature: getEnvironmentConfigurationRecords(in EnvironmentConfiguration exam, out EnvironmentConfiguration[] records,out result)
∗ Purpose: To retrieve EnvironmentConfiguration information for an exam
from the database.
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∗ Precondition: The database must be available. There maybe multiple
instances records on the Database for the EnvironmentConfiguration of
the exam required. The EnvironmentConfiguration exam just identifies
the Exam field and has no applications associated.
∗ Process: The database is searched for the previous existence of a record
of EnvironmentConfiguration for the exam. If some instances of EnvironmentConfiguration records with the Exam field matching the one
provided are found, a positive result and the set of instances found are
returned, else a negative result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The set of EnvironmentConfiguration records for the desired exam is returned.

6.3.7

SC07: A Offline Client Synchronization Component

• Type: Service Component.
• Responsability: To establish a time gap between the Server Environment System
Clock and the Client Environment System Clock.
• Internal data: List of time gaps per connection.
• Operations defined:
– Name: Synchronize
∗ Signature: Synchronize(in Connection connection, out result).
∗ Purpose: To establish a time gap between the Server System Clock and
the Client System Clock.
∗ Precondition: There is a working connection with the client.
∗ Process: By using the connection provided, system clock lectures messages are exchanged with the client, in order to establish the time gap
between them. Some algorithm for distributed clock synchronizing must
be provided. If there is an error during the operation, a negative result
is returned. Otherwise, a positive result is returned.
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∗ Postcondition: The time gap has been established and so the time lectures are synchronized.
– Name: getTimeGap
∗ Signature: getTimeGap(in Connection, out Byte gap, out result)
∗ Purpose: To obtain the time gap from some specific connection.
∗ Precondition: This connection must have been previously synchronized.
∗ Process: The list of time gaps per connection is searched for the connection required. Once found, the gap stored and a positive result are
returned. If not such Connection found, no time gap is returned and a
negative result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The time gap for the connection is returned.

6.3.8

SC08: An Exam Database

• Type: Database Services.
• Responsability: To store and provide access to the Exam Time Restrictions and
the Exam Reports produced when administering exams.
• Internal data: Records of ExamReports and Time Restrictions.
• Operations defined:
– Name: addExamReport.
∗ Signature: addExamReport(in ExamReport record,out result)
∗ Purpose: To store the ExamReport record information into the database.
∗ Precondition: The database must be available.
∗ Process: A new record for the ExamReport is created on the database.
∗ Postcondition: The record has been added to the database.
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– Name: getExamReports.
∗ Signature: getExamReports(in ExamID exam, out ExamReport[] records,out
result)
∗ Purpose: To retrieve ExamReports information for an exam from the
database.
∗ Precondition: The database must be available. There maybe multiple
instances records on the Database for the exam required.
∗ Process: The database is searched for all records of reports for the exam.
If some instances of ExamReports records with the Exam field matching
the one provided are found, a positive result and the set of instances
found are returned, else a negative result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The set of ExamReport records for the desired exam is
returned.
– Name: addTimeRestriction.
∗ Signature: addTimeRestriction(in ExamID exam, in TimeRestriction
record,out result)
∗ Purpose: To store the TimeRestriction record information into the database.
∗ Precondition: The database must be available. No previous TimeRestriction for the exam has been defined.
∗ Process: The database is searched for a previous Time Restriction for
the exam. If found, negative result is returned; Else, a new record for
the TimeRestriction is created on the database.
∗ Postcondition: The record has been added to the database.
– Name: getTimeRestriction.
∗ Signature: getTimeRestriction(in ExamID exam, out TimeRestriction
record,out result)
∗ Purpose: To retrieve TimeRestriction information for an exam from the
database.
∗ Precondition: The database must be available. There must be a single
instance record on the Database for the TimeRestriction of the exam
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required.
∗ Process: The database is searched for a Time Restriction for the exam.
If found, a positive result and the TimeRestriction are returned, else a
negative result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The Time Restriction for the exam is returned.

6.3.9

SC09: An Exam Evaluation Component

• Type: Service Component
• Responsability: To recollect if cheating has occurred on an examination in order
to integrate this information within the eLearning Platform.
• Internal data: A handler to a Exam Database (SC08) containing the ExamReports
for the Administration of evaluations.
• Operations defined:
– Name: RegisterDatabase.
∗ Signature: RegisterDatabase(in SC08 databasehandler)
∗ Purpose: To record the existence of the database containing ExamReports.
∗ Precondition: The DatabaseHandler is well constructed and points to a
existing SC08.
∗ Process: The databasehandler is stored at the Internal data.
∗ Postcondition: The internal databasehandler points to the databasehandler passed on.
– Name: Evaluate
∗ Signature: Evaluate(in ExamID, out Boolean cheating, out result)
∗ Purpose: To evaluate if there were some cheating on an Exam.
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∗ Precondition: The database must be available.
∗ Process: The component gets all the ExamReports from the database for
the Exam. If there were no ExamReports, it may be presumed Cheating
has not occurred and a positive result is returned. There may be some
further processing of the ExamReports in order to assess manifestations
of cheating. If either the Database or the further processing of ExamReports fail, a negative result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The presence of cheating was correctly assessed.

6.3.10

SC10: A Client Authentication Component

• Type: Database component.
• Responsability: SC10 is responsible of verifying that a Client Computer intending
to use a Connection is the same that has last registered to use it, in order to
prevent interception and tampering in the transmission of data over the network.
• Internal data: A List of Active Connections.
• Operations defined:
– Name: addConnection.
∗ Signature: addConnectionRecord(in Connection record,out result)
∗ Purpose: To store the Connection record information for a Client into
the A List of Active Connections.
∗ Precondition: The List of Active Connections must exist.
∗ Process: A new Connection is added to the List of Active Connections.
If the add was successful, a positive result is returned. Else, a negative
result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: A new Connection record has been added on the List of
Active Connections.
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– Name: AuthenticateClient.
∗ Signature: AuthenticateClient(in Connection client, out result)
∗ Purpose: To verify if the client asking for connection operation is a
trustable client.
∗ Precondition: The database must be available. There maybe multiple
Connections instances records on the List of Active Connections for the
Client.
∗ Process: The List of Active Connections is searched for the previous existence of a Connection record for the client. If at least one instances of
the Connection is found for the Client, a positive result is returned, else
a negative result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The set of EnvironmentConfiguration records for the desired exam is returned.
– Name: deleteConnection.
∗ Signature: deleteConnection(in Connection record,out result)
∗ Purpose: To delete a Connection record for a Client from the List of
Active Connections.
∗ Precondition: The List of Active Connections must exist.
∗ Process: The List of Active Connections is searched for the Connection
desired. If found, it is deleted from the List of Active Connections and
a positive result is returned. Else, a negative result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The List of Active Connections no longer contains the
Connection deleted.
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The Client components of the Reference Model

The Client maps the functionality depicted in the Reference Model to the Client Environment.
The Client comprises the following components, identified as a functional decomposition
of its overall responsabilities:

6.4.1

CC01: A Network Connection Component

• Type: Service component.
• Responsability: CC01 is capable of establishing and handling reliable and secure
connections and disconnections with SC01 components, in order to transfer data
from and to them.
• Internal data: A connection to a SC01.
• Operations defined:
– Name: OpenConnection.
∗ Signature: OpenConnection(in URI server, out Connection connection).
∗ Purpose: To return a valid, active and secure connection with the Server
Environment whose physical address is passed as parameter.
∗ Precondition: Server must be a valid physical address where a SC01 component is running, and there must be an available network.
∗ Process: The underlying network services of the operating system are invoked to open a connection over an available network. If the connection
is successful, the connection is registered on SC10 via SC01 and returned
on the second parameter to the invoker.
∗ Postcondition: The connection is opened successfully.
– Name: Send.
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∗ Signature: Send(in Connection connection, in Object data, out Byte acknowledge).
∗ Purpose: To send the data stated on the second parameter over the connection indicated as first parameter.
∗ Precondition: The connection must be authenticated by SC10 via SC01.
∗ Process: The underlying network services of the operating system are
invoked to send the data over the connection. An acknowledge answer
from the Server is expected during some predefined time and returned
on the third parameter.
∗ Postcondition: The data has been sent over the connection.
– Name: Receive.
∗ Signature: Receive(in Connection connection, out Object data, out Byte
acknowledge).
∗ Purpose: To receive some data as an Object over the connection indicated as parameter.
∗ Precondition: The connection must be auhtenticated by SC10 via SC01.
∗ Process: The underlying network services of the operating system are
invoked to receive the Object data over the connection. An acknowledge
answer is sent to the Server.
∗ Postcondition: The data has been received over the connection and
stored on the Object data.
– Name: CloseConnection.
∗ Signature: CloseConnection(in Connection connection).
∗ Purpose: To close an opened connection.
∗ Precondition: The connection must be registered on SC10 via SC01.
∗ Process: SC10 is asked for verifying the connection authenticity, then
if authentic the underlying network services of the operating system are
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invoked to close a connection over an available network. Upon successful
completion, the connection is deleted from SC10 via SC01.
∗ Postcondition: The connection is closed successfully.

6.4.2

CC02: A Cryptographer Component

• Type: Service component.
• Responsability: To provide the algorithmical mechanisms for the secure encryption and decryption of data, guaranteeing its integrity and certainty.
• Internal data: A List of pair of object algorithms for encrypting and decrypting
data, identified by a type.
• Operations defined:
– Name: Encrypt
∗ Signature: Encrypt(in Object rawdata, in AlgorithmType algorithm, out
Object encrypteddata, out result).
∗ Purpose: To transform the rawdata object into a encoded data object
not easily decipherable back to original rawdata.
∗ Precondition: Algorithms must have been previously defined and associated by a type. Algorithms must be effective for their intended function.
∗ Process: The List of internal data algorithms is searched for the type
algorithm desired. If found, the corresponding cyphering algorithm is
invoked and the resulting encoded data is returned, among a positive
result. Else, or if the algorithm fails, a negative result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The returned encrypted data is the cyphered version of
the rawdata using the desired encrypting algorithm.
– Name: Decrypt
∗ Signature: Decrypt(in Object rawdata, in AlgorithmType algorithm, out
Object encrypteddata, out result).
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∗ Purpose: To transform the rawdata object into a encoded data object
not easily decipherable back to original rawdata.
∗ Precondition: Algorithms must have been previously defined and associated by a type. Algorithms must be effective for their intended function.
Rawdata was encrypted using the corresponding encrypting algorithm
for the decrypting algorithm desired.
∗ Process: The List of internal data algorithms is searched for the type
algorithm desired. If found, the corresponding decyphering algorithm is
invoked and the resulting decoded data is returned, among a positive
result. Else, or if the algorithm fails, a negative result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The returned decrypted data is the decyphered version
of the rawdata encoded using the corresponding desired encrypting algorithm.

6.4.3

CC03: A Software Configuration Checker Component

• Type: Service Component.
• Responsability: To assure that the Client System has the correct software configuration in order to apply the desired examination.
• Internal data: A handler to a Client Software Configuration Checker Component
(SC05).
• Operations defined:
– Name: InspectClientEnvironment.
∗ Signature: InspectClientEnvironment(out EnvironmentConfiguration[] current, out result)
∗ Purpose: To collect the set of Environment Configurations that represents the installed applications on the Client Environment.
∗ Precondition: There must exist some internal Operating System mechanism for retrieving installed applications.
∗ Process: The component calls some internal Operating System mechanism and retrieves the data of the installed applications. Then, it assemblies a set of EnvironmentConfigurations, one for each application
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detected, and return the set on the current parameter. If there are not
errors accessing the internal mechanism, a positive result is return, otherwise a negative result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The current EnvironmentConfiguration has been properly assemblied.

6.4.4

CC04: A Student Biometrical Data Collector Component

• Type: Service Component.
• Responsability: To control the different Biometrical sensors available on the Client
Environment.
• Internal data: A List of Sensors.
• Operations defined:
– Name: Initialize
∗ Signature: Initialize(out result).
∗ Purpose: To establish the Biometrical Sensors available on the Client
Environment.
∗ Precondition: There is an internal Operating System mechanism for detecting the available Biometrical Sensors.
∗ Process: The Operating System is invoked in order to get a collection of
available sensors. For each sensor, its relevant data is required: Name,
Type, Location and Control Commands. For each sensor, its data is
added to the List of Sensors. If operation is succesfull, a positive result
is returned. Else, a negative result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The List of Sensors contains the available Biometrical
Sensors on the Client Environment.
– Name: start
∗ Signature: start(in Sensor, out result).
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∗ Purpose: To start on the operation of the Sensor indicated.
∗ Precondition: The Sensor must be on the List of Sensors.
∗ Process: The component searches through the List for the Sensor wanted
to be started. If located, the component sent to the Sensor location the
appropiate control sequences. If the sensor fails, or if the sensor cannot
be located, a negative result is returned. Otherwise, a positive result is
returned.
∗ Postcondition: The Sensor desired is on operative mode.
– Name: stop
∗ Signature: stop(in Sensor, out result).
∗ Purpose: To stop the operation of the Sensor indicated.
∗ Precondition: The Sensor must be on the List of Sensors.
∗ Process: The component searches through the List for the Sensor wanted
to be stopped. If located, the component sent to the Sensor location the
appropiate control sequences. If the sensor fails, or if the sensor cannot
be located, a negative result is returned. Otherwise, a positive result is
returned.
∗ Postcondition: The Sensor desired is on non-operative mode.
– Name: control
∗ Signature: control(in Sensor, out result).
∗ Purpose: To send some operation control to the Sensor indicated.
∗ Precondition: The Sensor must be on the List of Sensors.
∗ Process: The component searches through the List for the Sensor wanted
to be controlled. If located, the component sent to the Sensor location
the appropiate control sequences. If the sensor fails, or if the sensor
cannot be located, a negative result is returned. Otherwise, a positive
result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The Sensor desired has done the actions intended by the
internal control sequence.
– Name: getData
∗ Signature: getData(in Sensor sensor, in out result).
∗ Purpose: To collect the current information sensed from the Sensor indicated.
∗ Precondition: The Sensor must be on the List of Sensors. The Sensor is
on operative mode.
∗ Process: The component searches through the List for the Sensor wanted.
If located, the component gets the Sensor collected data from the recorded
sensor location, by using the appropiate control sequences. If the sensor
fails, or if the sensor cannot be located, a negative result is returned.
Otherwise, a positive result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The Sensor desired is on operative mode.
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CC05: A Time Checker Component

• Type: Software Agent.
• Responsability: To monitor the continuity of operation of the System Clock into
the Client Environment, and that the TimeRestrictions for the exam are met, thus
ensuring the correct application of the examination.
• Goal: To find out any attempt to manually change the System Clock or exceed
the examination time frame.
• Internal data: A local database handler to a Exam Database (SC08). A set of rules
for determining the system clock has discontinued operation. A model of the data
needed to determine the rules. An algorithm for analyzing the data model against
the rules, based on some internal Operating System mechanism for retrieving the
current System Clock.
• Operations defined:
– Name: Start
∗ Signature: Start(out result)
∗ Purpose: To initiate the execution of this monitoring agent
∗ Precondition: The valid handler for SC08 had been obtained previously.
The rules, the data model and the algorithm had been provided previously from some specific implementation.
∗ Process: The component calls some internal Operating System mechanism and retrieves the system clock. Then, it feeds it to the algorithm.
If there are any failures in operation, a negative result is returned, else a
positive result is return. If the algorithm detects the discontinuation of
the System Clock, then it generates an ExamReport of even TamperedTime or ElapsedTime.
∗ Postcondition: The component is executing the software monitoring algorithm.
– Name: Stop
Signature: Stop(out result, out ExamReport[] reports)
Purpose: To finalize the execution of this monitoring agent
Precondition: The component has been started succesfully.
Process: The component stops the execution of the algorithm. If fail,
a negative result is returned. Else, a positive result is returned and the
component returns the ExamReports generated by the algorithm.
∗ Postcondition: The component is stopped successfully.
∗
∗
∗
∗

– Name: areThereReports(out Boolean condition, out result)
∗ Signature: areThereReports(out Boolean condition, out result)
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∗ Purpose: To indicate if there are any reports generated since last started
the component.
∗ Precondition: The component has been started succesfully.
∗ Process: The component evaluates if the algorithm has generated any
ExamReport. If it has, it returns a true condition, else it returns a
false condition. If it cannot be determined if there are ExamReports, it
returns a negative result, else a positive result.
∗ Postcondition: The condition returned corresponds with the presence of
ExamReports.

6.4.6

CC06: A Software Configuration Monitor Component

• Type: Software Agent.
• Responsability: To monitor the installation and/or use of forbidden software in a
non proper way into the Client Environment, thus ensuring the correct application
of the examination.
• Goal: To find out any attempt to install or execute a not allow software into the
Client Environment.
• Internal data: A Handler to a Software Configuration Checker Component (CC03)
locally available. A local database handler to a Exam Database (SC08). A set
of rules for determining possible incorrect software actions and their detection. A
model of the data needed to determine the rules. An algorithm for analyzing the
data model against the rules, based on some internal Operating System mechanism
for retrieving executing applications.
• Operations defined:
– Name: Start
∗ Signature: Start(out result)
∗ Purpose: To initiate the execution of this monitoring agent
∗ Precondition: The valid handlers for CC03 and SC08 had been obtained
previously. The rules, the data model and the algorithm had been provided previously from some specific implementation.
∗ Process: The component calls some internal Operating System mechanism and retrieves the data of the executing applications. Then, it
assemblies a set of EnvironmentConfigurations, one for each application
detected, and feeds them to the algorithm. If there are any failures in
operation, a negative result is returned, else a positive result is return.
If the algorithm detects an undesired software action, then it generates
an ExamReport of ForbiddenSoftware type.
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∗ Postcondition: The component is executing the software monitoring algorithm.
– Name: Stop
Signature: Stop(out result, out ExamReport[] reports)
Purpose: To finalize the execution of this monitoring agent
Precondition: The component has been started succesfully.
Process: The component stops the execution of the algorithm. If fail,
a negative result is returned. Else, a positive result is returned and the
component returns the ExamReports generated by the algorithm.
∗ Postcondition: The component is stopped successfully.
∗
∗
∗
∗

– Name: areThereReports(out Boolean condition, out result)
∗ Signature: areThereReports(out Boolean condition, out result)
∗ Purpose: To indicate if there are any reports generated since last started
the component.
∗ Precondition: The component has been started succesfully.
∗ Process: The component evaluates if the algorithm has generated any
ExamReport. If it has, it returns a true condition, else it returns a
false condition. If it cannot be determined if there are ExamReports, it
returns a negative result, else a positive result.
∗ Postcondition: The condition returned corresponds with the presence of
ExamReports.

6.4.7

CC07: A Power Checker Component

• Type: Service Component.
• Responsability: To assure that the Client System has enough Battery-power remaining in order to apply the desired examination.
• Internal data: A handler to a Time Checker component (CC05).
• Operations defined:
– Name: checkPowerRemaining.
∗ Signature: checkPowerRemaining(out Boolean enough, out result)
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∗ Purpose: To determine if there is enough battery power remaining for
carrying out an examination.
∗ Precondition: There must exist some internal Operating System mechanism for retrieving the Battery Power time remaining. CC05 must be
running in order to get the TimeRestriction.
∗ Process: The component calls some internal Operating System mechanism and retrieves the Battery Power remaining. Then, it obtains the
remaining evaluation time frame from a TimeRestriction on CC05 and
compares with the remaining battery power time. If there is enough
power for the battery to last the remaining time of the examination, a
true enough condition is returned, else a false enough condition is returned. If there are not errors accessing the internal mechanism, a positive result is return, otherwise a negative result is returned.
∗ Postcondition: The remaining battery power was accurately retrieved
from the Operating System.

6.4.8

CC08: An Intruder Detection Component

• Type: Software Agent.
• Responsability: To monitor the presence of outsiders on the Visual and Audio
surroundings of the Client Environment that might be communicating with the
Student under examination.
• Goal: To find out any kind of visual or audio interaction patterns between the
Student under examination and some other person present in the surroundings.
• Internal data: A Handler to a Biometrical Data Collector (CC04) locally available. A local database handler to a Exam Database (SC08). A set of rules for
determining interaction patterns and their detection. A model of the data needed
to determine the rules. An algorithm for analyzing the data model against the
rules.
• Operations defined:
– Name: Start
∗ Signature: Start(out result)
∗ Purpose: To initiate the execution of this monitoring agent
∗ Precondition: The valid handlers for CC04 and SC08 had been obtained
previously. The rules, the data model and the algorithm had been provided previously from some specific implementation.
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∗ Process: The component gets the current available sensors from the Biometrical Data Collector and determines which are relevant for its monitoring. If there are not relevant sensors for the algorithm, a negative
result is returned. Else, a positive result is returned and the component starts to poll data from the sensors and analyze the data obtained
from them by applying the specific internal algorithm. If some pattern
is found, then a ExamReport of IntrusionDetection type is generated by
the internal algorithm.
∗ Postcondition: The component is executing the intrusion detection monitoring algorithm.
– Name: Stop
Signature: Stop(out result, out ExamReport[] reports)
Purpose: To finalize the execution of this monitoring agent
Precondition: The component has been started succesfully.
Process: The component stops the execution of both the algorithm and
the relevant sensors. If one or both of these operations fail, a negative
result is returned. Else, a positive result is returned and the component
returns the ExamReports generated by the algorithm.
∗ Postcondition: The component is stopped successfully.

∗
∗
∗
∗

– Name: areThereReports(out Boolean condition, out result)
∗ Signature: areThereReports(out Boolean condition, out result)
∗ Purpose: To indicate if there are any reports generated since last started
the component.
∗ Precondition: The component has been started succesfully.
∗ Process: The component evaluates if the algorithm has generated any
ExamReport. If it has, it returns a true condition, else it returns a false
condition. If it cannot be determine if there are ExamReports, it returns
a negative result, else a positive result.
∗ Postcondition: The condition returned corresponds with the presence of
ExamReports.

6.4.9

CC09: An Image Analysis Monitor Component

• Type: Software Agent.
• Responsability: To monitor the Visually observable actions of the Student under
examination.
• Goal: To find out any kind of visual action patterns of the Student under examination.
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• Internal data: A Handler to a Biometrical Data Collector (CC04) locally available.
A local database handler to a Exam Database (SC08). A set of rules for determining visual action patterns and their detection. A model of the data needed to
determine the rules. An algorithm for analyzing the data model against the rules.
• Operations defined:
– Name: Start
∗ Signature: Start(out result)
∗ Purpose: To initiate the execution of this monitoring agent
∗ Precondition: The valid handlers for CC04 and SC08 had been obtained
previously. The rules, the data model and the algorithm had been provided previously from some specific implementation.
∗ Process: The component gets the current available sensors from the Biometrical Data Collector and determines which are relevant for its monitoring. If there are not relevant sensors for the algorithm, a negative
result is returned. Else, a positive result is returned and the component starts to poll data from the sensors and analyze the data obtained
from them by applying the specific internal algorithm. If some pattern
is found, then a ExamReport of VisualCheating type is generated by the
internal algorithm.
∗ Postcondition: The component is executing the visually observable actions monitoring algorithm.
– Name: Stop
Signature: Stop(out result, out ExamReport[] reports)
Purpose: To finalize the execution of this monitoring agent
Precondition: The component has been started succesfully.
Process: The component stops the execution of both the algorithm and
the relevant sensors. If one or both of these operations fail, a negative
result is returned. Else, a positive result is returned and the component
returns the ExamReports generated by the algorithm.
∗ Postcondition: The component is stopped successfully.

∗
∗
∗
∗

– Name: areThereReports(out Boolean condition, out result)
∗ Signature: areThereReports(out Boolean condition, out result)
∗ Purpose: To indicate if there are any reports generated since last started
the component.
∗ Precondition: The component has been started succesfully.
∗ Process: The component evaluates if the algorithm has generated any
ExamReport. If it has, it returns a true condition, else it returns a false
condition. If it cannot be determine if there are ExamReports, it returns
a negative result, else a positive result.
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∗ Postcondition: The condition returned corresponds with the presence of
ExamReports.

6.4.10

CC10: A Sound Analysis Monitor Component

• Type: Software Agent.
• Responsability: To monitor the Audio observable actions of the Student under
examination.
• Goal: To find out any kind of audio action patterns of the Student under examination.
• Internal data: A Handler to a Biometrical Data Collector (CC04) locally available.
A local database handler to a Exam Database (SC08). A set of rules for determining audio action patterns and their detection. A model of the data needed to
determine the rules. An algorithm for analyzing the data model against the rules.
• Operations defined:
– Name: Start
∗ Signature: Start(out result)
∗ Purpose: To initiate the execution of this monitoring agent
∗ Precondition: The valid handlers for CC04 and SC08 had been obtained
previously. The rules, the data model and the algorithm had been provided previously from some specific implementation.
∗ Process: The component gets the current available sensors from the Biometrical Data Collector and determines which are relevant for its monitoring. If there are not relevant sensors for the algorithm, a negative
result is returned. Else, a positive result is returned and the component starts to poll data from the sensors and analyze the data obtained
from them by applying the specific internal algorithm. If some pattern
is found, then a ExamReport of AudioCheating type is generated by the
internal algorithm.
∗ Postcondition: The component is executing the audible observable actions monitoring algorithm.
– Name: Stop
∗
∗
∗
∗

Signature: Stop(out result, out ExamReport[] reports)
Purpose: To finalize the execution of this monitoring agent
Precondition: The component has been started succesfully.
Process: The component stops the execution of both the algorithm and
the relevant sensors. If one or both of these operations fail, a negative
result is returned. Else, a positive result is returned and the component
returns the ExamReports generated by the algorithm.
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∗ Postcondition: The component is stopped successfully.
– Name: areThereReports(out Boolean condition, out result)
∗ Signature: areThereReports(out Boolean condition, out result)
∗ Purpose: To indicate if there are any reports generated since last started
the component.
∗ Precondition: The component has been started succesfully.
∗ Process: The component evaluates if the algorithm has generated any
ExamReport. If it has, it returns a true condition, else it returns a false
condition. If it cannot be determine if there are ExamReports, it returns
a negative result, else a positive result.
∗ Postcondition: The condition returned corresponds with the presence of
ExamReports.

